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INT.RODUC'FION. j 1. 
The tearchers of to-day ar coming to realize the play spirit 
or dramatic instinct in t~ o~ild. If it is properly devel~ed, 
it can aid in teachin~ oral r J ading, ~roper pronumciation, yunc-
tua t ion, and spelling, as wel J as in cultivating ideals. These 
things are made easier when t e child gets the cont~xt so well 
in hand that he can tell it i hie own words or act it. Through 
this instinct, lives of others can be lived, hi 7,h ideals formed, 
and the emotional side of' the child developed. 
The problem that f'aces th teacher after she realizes the 
value of pla.y productions, is the selection of the plays. She 
r ealizes that. a good play must not only furnish amusement, but 
must also have litera~y value, teach an ethical lesson, and 
treat correctly an historical time or event. 
In selecting plays for children, one must keep in mind that 
the play exists primarily f'or the child. This being the case, 
the play as a whole must suit the interests and needs of the 
;.roup of chi ldren for whom it .l e chosen. First of a.ll, it must 
be a ~ l ay t hat will be like t e child. To be of g rea test value 
to hi m, it must eo impress him that he -r.rill carry it into his dai-
ly life, his school, his home, and hi3 play. 
The re is only one type of' lay that will ~eet all of these 
on l y for the p:ood of the child. In making this survey, I have 
kept in mind (1) the educatiof of the child, and (2) there-
tention of t h e spirit of the p~ay. These I consider the most 
important elements in child 11 e that can be stimulated through 
~ood productions. 
FESTIVAL ~AYS 2. 
"Fe s tiyal Playa", by I'!argueri lte !V.e " ington, \Jtas published by 
Duffield and Co ., New York City , n 1Ql3. A royalty is charged 
for the stage use of each of plays . Applications are 
made t o Duffield and Co ., 36 West ~7th Street, New Yor k . 
Contents 
Pa~e 
I FA'I'HFR TD'E At-!D HI S ~ 
II TFRULLA' S GARDEN , or THE l·f. IR OLE OF GOOD 4 
III ~HF S"SiTfi'N SLEEPERS s , !=; 
IV PRI NCE MOSS ROSE 6 
v TBF TESTHW OF SIR GA':fAYNE 7 
VI A CH RIS1't.1 AS PARTY 7 
Comment 
"Festival Playa" are baaed on very good stories, as a whole, 
but -- with two exception, " Fathe Time abd His Children" and 
"The Christmas Party" -- they are not suitable to ~reduction 
by c hildren . " The Testing of Sir Gawayne" is a spl endid selec -
tion f or a children's theatre. 
Hew Ye ar s. 
I - Fa t her Time and His Children 
Pa t her 'rime 
Twe l ve 1\.~o nths 
Scenery 
The H&ll of En ther Time 
J -rnopsi s 
Father Ti me summons each month, in turn by name , 
through a me gn phone . Tne mont hs make t heir r eport in 
verse . 
Comment 
'.P ~is is 3 very good sc hoo l pl ay for a Uew Years 1 
}_')rorr,rnm. It hD- s grea ter li te r s.ry t han elrama tic va lues ; a s 
a school producti on it c ;: n be correl a t ed wi t ·1 3ngl ish, 
a rt a nd music. 
'3. 
st. V~lent ine Legend. 
II. Tertulla's Ga,rden, or The Miracle or 
Good st • Valent ine 
cast 
vanent inus, a priest 
Ast eri us, an o !fie er 
Pert ina.x, overseer 
nerva, a boy servant 
Tertulla 
Quart illa 
I· Ullmarri ed daoght ers of Ast eri us 
Maronis, a woman servant 
~ 
The 14th or February, during the reign or the ROman 
E!J!>eror, Claudius II, (A·D· 268-270 }. 
Sce:m.ry 
A. room in the town bouse of Asterius 
Synopsis 
4. 
'"l'e!"tulla's garden" is the · love story of the miracles by 
which Tertulla, a blind girl, is restored to sight and happiness. 
Conment 
This play should not be classified as a play for children. 
Easter II I - The seven sleepe!'s of E;Phesu.s 
Cast 
The seven sleepers 
A Young Slave 
The n:nperor 
The E!lperor'.s followers 
The schoolmaster 
Six Schoolboys 
A Priest 
A contractor 
An Overseer 
A Centurion 
The Magistrate 
The Town Clerk 
Officials 
Slaves 
An 0 ld Slave \'loman 
Ho lid:~ Makers 
Slaves 
A Friant 
Time and Place 
Constantinople in 410 A.•D• 
Synopsis 
This pllzy is an imaginary visit through the city of 
~hesu.s. The life ani customs of the ROman people of that day 
are rev ieNe d.. 
Conment 
I do not reconmen:l the play fo r echool or church school 
use. It lacks dra'Dat ic qualities and there is danger that the 
children would mt realize its true neanine. 
!=i . 
Fairy 
Birthday IV - Princess Moss :aose 
Princess I.ords 
· King Ladies 
Q.ueen HUntsmen 
The Court LaCkeys 
The Lord High Chancellor pages 
'rha Royal NUrs a The B'rog 
Governess Two Tadpoles 
Butler Three Fates 
cook Destiny 
Gardner Prime Charming 
His TUdor 
The Hall of the King's Castle 
Synonsis 
The play is built around three great ~vents in the 
life of the Primess covering a period of one bundred ani sixteen 
yea rs. 
Comrnent 
"Princess 11oss ROse" is too difficult for school pro-
duction. It could be accomplished in some schools but tbe cost 
and time v;ould over balance the value the children derived from 
this play. 
6. 
Hallovre! en 
r:JJ- The Testing of Sir Ga.Wayna,._ 
This play was i ncluded i n "The Trea:sury of plays", 
edited by M:> nt rose ];bses 
Christmas v:. - ,;,\_Christmas pa rty 
Three Sobs 
I Sob here Sob there sob everyv1here 
Three Present Day children 
I Ethel Janet Richard 
Some children of History am ?able 
Christopher Columbus 
Peter schlenihl 
s leepi:I:E Beauty 
Napoleon 
Santa. Claus 
The 1bther ani Father 
scenery 
The nursery 
Synop~is 
?. 
A IIDst unusual Christmas party is held in front of the fire 
plr:ce in the nursery after the rrother p uts tbe children to bed. 
Comnent 
"A Christmas Party" is a play that is full of amusement for 
children but does not have great educational or d ramatic values. 
8. 
FOUt~ PLAYS FOR CE TLDRFN 
" Four Plays for Children" , by S the l Sidpwick , 1vas nubl i shed 
r.y S1"t"all , ;' aynard and Co . in l?J4. Application for permission 
to perform any of these plays rnue t. be made to t'!:'le publishe rs • 
.:.· c royalty is reauired . 
I . 
II 
Cont ents 
'I'HE ROS F AND THF RIIW 
TH E GOODY - WITCH 
I I I • 'I HE GO CSE GIRL 
I V . BOOTS AND THE NORTH WIND 
Comment 
Bage 
9 
1.2.. 
'3 
" Four Playa f or Children" are more suit!tble as stories tha n 
p l ays . The +.heme is p.:ood in each case , but. the coe t urnin p- and 
s cener y nP.c~?ssary ove:-shadow t he value of thA the me . Taeyare 
cc·mpl :tc a ted and would b e c onfuein .P' to the ag e child that they 
woul r1 1 '11t e reet . 
I. THE HOSE AND THE RING 
Cast 
Valorose, Kin~ of PaflaP.onia 
Th~ Cueen , tis wife 
- · The p:r•incess Anp:el ica, his daughter 
Prince G i gli o ~ his nephew 
Bet sinda , maid to Princes s 
Gruff anuff, the palace pDrter 
The Countess Gru~fanuff , his wife 
Prince Bulbo 
Kinr Padella, his father 
Hedzoff , Captain of the Guard 
G l~~boso, Chancel lor of Paflogonia 
The Archbishop of Paflagonia 
Lorenzo , Court Painter 
John and Jacky , pa~es of the court 
Jones , a stu dent 
7he Fa iry Bl ackstiuk 
The Crowd , the Lions, the Army, etc. 
Scenery 
Act I The Court of Paflagonia. 
Scene I In front of t he Palace 
II A room in the Palace. 
III A Breakfast room. 
Iv rrhe throne room. 
v. A hall 
VI ;;)am e as c• 0cene I II. 
('). 
Act II Scene I A ?oreat. 
I I !-. Colle nc=~ RooM. 
III The Court . 
Synopsis 
Fairy BlacketJck controls the people of' the Court by her 
map-ic rose ar1d ring. A s er i es of strange adventures defall each 
of the chaPactere, until the Fairy Blackatick restores harmony . 
Comment 
"The Rose and the Ring" is of educational value, but it ie 
ver y coTI'p licated for the age children whom it would int CJreet. I 
recom~end it ae a story , but not aa a play . 
• 
'I'he Good y- '.V i tch 
Dave y -) 
II. THE GO ODY-WITCH 
Cast 
The Good Huntsman 
'Me .:ma ·) 
( 
11. 
( the children 
Doreen_) Thora ) The ~itch's captive children ( 
Ot t o, ~ Prince in the Witch's Karl ) 
power. 'l'he \Voodbird 
Bi ;t Sister 
.::icenery 
Scene I Outside the Cottage of the Children. 
II The Forest . 
I I I Anot 1-"er Part of the Forest , near the Goody-House. 
IV The Oottag9, as in scene I. 
V Same as scene III . 
Synopsis 
The· G~ody -Witch coaxes Davy, a l~zy selfish boy, to ~o to 
her cottage in the forest. She feeds him swe ets until he is 
fa+ en r.ugh to be a nic e , juicy, pig. Just as she is ready to 
roast him, Doreen, her big sister, and the Good Huntsman come 
and save him. 
''The Goody-Witch" lacks educatonal and dral""atic values. It 
has very p.ood 1 i. terary qualities, but as a whr;le ie not worthy 
of nroduction . 
18. 
III. THE GOOSF GIRL 
Cast 
Queen Flurribel Fustian, a jester 
Swanhild, her dauFhter Falada, his hobby-horse 
Felina The Votheur Von Ut t er, a nobleman 
Que en Aquila, Flurribel's sister 
Frince Eugene , her son Curdkin, a goosehead 
Scenery 
Scene I The Queen's Court 
II A Weill by the Wayside . 
TII The Court of Eugene and Aquila. 
IV Outside the city ·vall. 
Synopsis 
~wanhild and Felina, he~ maid, with Fustiana, the jestGr, 
sta rt f r' r the court of Aquila, where Swanhild is to become the 
bride of th9 i--rince. By means of trickery, Feli na secures Swan-
hild ' s clo t hes an J. goes to the court representing herself'as 
~wanhild made a goose girl . ~rince Eugene discovers the trick-
ery on his wedding morning, so he marries Swanhild and Felina 
is sent out of the country. 
Comment 
"The Goose Gir l" is a good selecti~n for a children's theatre, 
b u t not very practical for school production. It has dramatic 
and literary value, but it is t'or amuserrr.:mt rather than education: 
IV. BOOTS A?m THE NORTH 1.'!IND 
Cast 
Boots 
His :Mother 
The North Wind 
Landlord) 
( of the "An chor". 
Landlad~') 
Sc enery 
Sc ene I Boots' mother's cot ta~e . 
I I The "Anchor" Inn. 
III Same as scene I. 
Iv A desolate p lain of ice and snow. 
V Same as scene II. 
Synopsis and Comment 
nBoots and the North ~ind" is base d on a n old Norse le~end , 
r egard ing the gift of plenty that the North ·,nnd ~ives. I 
do not recommend it because it violates all the e ssentials of' a 
~ood play . 
• 
EVERYBOY AND OTHER PL..A.YS. 14 . 
11 Everyboy and <W ther J?lays For Children 11 , by Isabel Anderson, was 
published by t he Shakespeare ~ree s, 114 East 28th. Street, New 
York, in 1~14. There is no royalty charged on either of the 
plays. 
CONTENTS. 
I. EVER~O:Y Page ,,_ 
II. KING FOXY OF MUIR GLACIER II 
III . LITTLE DOUBT II 
I V . MERRY JERRY II 
-
v. THE GEE WHIZ II 
VI. JUSTICE WHISKER'-s TRIAL II 
VII. THE LITTLE W!ITCH OF THE WOODS 
II 
" VIII. LITTLE MADCAP 1 S JOURNEY 
C:Of/JMENT. 
"Everyboy and Other Plays For Children" are amusing but 
not of enough value to repay the time, preparation, and cost 
of production • 
• I. 
t1 
l 'ir 
l"f 
;LA~ 
J. l 
.2.2. 
I . 
II EVERYBOY. II 
(Morality) 
.Qast 
Every boy 
Nature 
Knowledge 
Art · 
Truth 
Obedience 
Anger 
Coneeit 
Greedy Boy 
The Five Senses, Sight, Touch, Taste, Smell, and Hearing. 
Scenery 
A Garden Scene. 
Synopsis 
Mother ,Nat ure and Knowledr;e look into Everyboy's head to 
see if he is using his gifts to the bes·t advantage. The Five 
Senses, Vices and Virtues help them test him . He proves hims elf 
worthy by overcoming the Vices. 
C O:N'JviEr\fT • 
• 
11 Everyboy 11 is a very good morality play . It can be dramatized 
on the playgrou::.r'lci. and give very good result.s . I do not recommend 
it as a school nroduction because it lacks literary value . It is 
,_ 
written in slang that the school-boy is too eager to acquire. 
Even for dramatization I suggest that the play b e gone over and 
such changes be made in language as seems fitting . 
• 
I I . 
"King Foxy of 1•i uir Glacier. 11 
( Fairy ) 
Ca st 
---
King Foxy, King of Muir Glacier 
Old Sour Dough, a Hunter 
Bl ue Nose l 
I Chief Gnomes 
Long Tooth I 
The Queen of the Waterfall 
16. 
Chorus - Gnomes, Water Fairies, Indians ancl Bea rs •. 
Scenery 
Scene I -King Foxy's Palace 
Scene II- King's Palace made more beautiful. 
Synopsis 
ing Foxy d ecides to :nalce his palace fine enough for a 
Queen bu t he leaves all the work to his gnomes • . So when the 
So when the Vfater Fairies come Foxy is the only one left 
without a Queen. He realizes it is because he has been l azy, 
so he sets to work and the queen of the Waterfall comes , to him. 
Comment 
11King Foxy of ]Jtuir Glacier" has neither educational, 
literary, or dramatic value • 
III. 
"LITTLE DOUBT II 
(Faiby) 
Ca.~ 
Gj.'.f.nger 
Little Doubt 
Good Boy 
Bad Boy 
Auntie Owl Eyes 
Miss Silver Bell 
Chorus - Good Fairies and Bad Fairies. 
Scenery 
A Whit e Forest.. 
Synopsis 
11 Li ttle Doubt" is the story of how Ginger, who was not 
a ve~J brave little boy, conquered Doubt. 
Comment 
I do not recommend this pl ay even for dramc'll.tization 
as it is of no value. 
IV. 
" MER;RY . JERRY" 
Cast 
Merry Jerry 
You..-r1g Neptune 
The Sea Maid 
Old Man of t he Sea 
Chor us - Pinkies, Dwarfs, and Sirens • 
.§cenery 
Court yard in the White Palace of Neptune . 
Synopsis 
I'!erry Jerry goes for a visit to the 13a1ace of Father 
Neptune. He meets all the people of the Sea and then is sent 
hon e to his mother. 
Comment 
11 Merry Jerry" is a most 1mpractica1ble play and is of 
n o value . 
lt3. 
v. 
11 THE GEE WHIZ 
(Morality) 
Qast 
Ginger 
Skipper 
Dinah 
Polly. 
Sun Boy 
19. 
Chorus- Sailor Boy, Fuzzy Wuz zy, Buzz Wuzz, Sun Sparkles, 
Flying Fish, Waves, Cloudlets, Lightning Spirits. 
Scenery 
The Cabin of Gee Whizz. 
Synopsis 
Ginger and Pollu are two children who- never try to control 
their temper. They go out for a sail and are caught in a storm. 
Before Ginger realizes it he has not only controlled the boat 
but his t emper as well. 
Comment 
"The Gee Whizz 11 Like several of the other plays of this group 
is not worth the production or the dramatization. 
VI. 
11 JUS~IOE WHISKER'S TRIAL. 
(Fairy) 
.Q~st 
Justice Whiskers 
Mistress Pippin 
Mistress Peach 
The Berry Queen 
Chestnutt 
l Heralds 
Popcorn );· 
Chorus - Fruit Elves, Fire, and Snow Fairies. 
Scenery 
A Vegetable Garden • 
.§~sis 
Justice Whislcers calls all the members of the garden 
and forest to trial to solve the mystery of the disappearance 
of the Berry Queen. In t he end it is Whiskers himself who 
rescues the Queen and claims her as his bride. 
Comment 
This little faiEy play will furnish amusement but it 
has no educational ~alue. 
20 . 
VII. 
THE WITCH OF THE WOODS. 
(Fairy) 
.Qast 
Totsy, the Flower Girl 
Toots, her older Sister 
Bob White, a Bad Boy 
Tinklebell, a Garden Flower 
The Witch 
Bumblebee 
Chorus - Crows, Bumblebees, ~d Floaer Fairies. 
Scenery 
A Garden with large trees at the back. 
Syn!bpsis 
In a very amusing way two unkind children are brought to 
realize that flowers and animals have feelings as well as human 
beings. 
Comment 
"The Witch of the Woods" will help children to have a better 
understanding of Nature. It can be correlated with music and 
art. I believe it is the most practical of the plays of the 
group. 
21 . 
22.· 
VIII. 
LI 'l'TLE MADCAP ' S JOURNEY 
( Fantasy Fairy) 
CAST 
LI TTLE IviADCAP GRAJ'.fi\JY MERRY TVii NKJ...E 
MISS LIVELY TOES THE WI11D I MP --A JUGGLER 
J ACK F ROST ---AN AR TIS T SANTA CLAUS 
WillS . SJtNT CLA1JrS 
CHORUS---SNOWFLAKES FAJRIES t BEARS , BUNF I ES t A1TD W~UIHHELS , THE 
CUCKOO, A1TD 'ri-ll I,IVE DOLL . 
SCE1'IERY 
A 11URSERY 
SYNOilS I S 
A most unusual fairy play of thestrange adven tures of Little Mad-
ce,p on Christmas Eve. 
COM11/IENT 
The story of the play i s good. It makesagood bed time s t ory for the 
Chris t mas season but it is notworthy of Production. 
PLAYS OF TH1~ PIONEERS 
" Plays of the Pioneers~ , a book of historical pa2eant-plays , 
by Constanc e D' Arcy MacKay , was publ i s hed by Harper and Brothers , 
:~ e -;1 York vity , April 1 9 11". No ro yalty is required . 
Oontents 
Pa~e 
I • THE PIOlmERS 24 
II TR "S FOUHTAI N OF YOUTH ~4 
ITI MAY DAY ~!=i 
Pl Th~ VA!nSHING RACE ' · 2G 
v THF. PASSI NG OF HIAWATHA 27 
VI DN-~E GREEL O' PORTLAND TOWN 28 
Comment 
"Plays of the Pioneer s " are more suitable for hi~h school 
productions t han for younger children . T~ey are written for 
certain localities , so are not for general histor ica l production. 
I do not r ecommend them as a whol e for production by children . 
• 
I . THR PIONEERS 24. 
Cast 
The Pioneer Man The gray and Brown Ones of tbe Forest 
Th e Pioneer ~vorr:.an Fever 
The Pioneers of the Forest F-amine 
The Spirit of the Wilderness Death 
The Powers of the Hiver The Mist Maidens 
~cenery: A natural clearing in the primeval forest. 
Synopsis and Comment 
"The Pioneers " ie a pa~eant-play of the pioneer movement. 
It dea ls willh the comi n.!" of tr.e pioneers, their p:rea t e trugglee 
and final triumph. It is s irnple and short ehou ghto be produced 
by the fifth frade, and ~ay be correlated with history as a 
dramatization follwNin~ a study of the pioneer period . 
I I . THE FOUNTAIN OF iOUTH 
Cast 
The Garden of the Fountain Ponce de Leon 
A Lau~hter of th~ Dawn t Silva - ) 
( his follOifere. 
Otrer Dau.e-htere of th9 Dam1 Cordob!:_) 
P l ace : Florida 
Ti~e : Snrin~ of 1S2?. 
S0 enery : Anatura l cleari ng i n the forest. 
Synopsis and Co~ment 
The fantasy "The Fountain of Youth" is a story of how the 
guardian of the fountain made Ponce de Leon realize the fooli3h~ee e 
• 
III. MAY DAY 
Cast 
Miriam 
:Oorcas 
Gideon 
Plcae: Boston . 
The May Day Fool) 
( 
Taborer ) 
( 
Robin llood ) Dream Folks 
( 
Maid Marian ) 
( 
Morris Dancers ) 
Time: May Day in 16~8. 
Sc e~ery: The i nterior of a Puritan heme . 
Synopsis and Comment 
lf ir ia11 and Dorcas , t1.'0 11 ttle .furi tan maidens , drink aorne 
Basi l brew which is supposed to make all ·wishes come t rue . 
They r-·a. ke their wish, fa ll asleep, and their wish is fulfille d . 
The play gives some idea of Puritan customs, but it is no~ of 
enour.h value t o p;iYe careful productinn. 
THE FOUNTA I N OF YOUTH cont. 
of hjs ~e sire for eternal youth. The play is written in l~ n-
rrucure sui tab l e for Junior Hirh School, sC' is no+ :-:·~a1l y a c hi ld-~m~ ' e 
p l ay . 
IV. THE VANISHING RACE . 
Cast 
Aswara (a~ !~dian ~~dicine woman ) 
:<. as··Ji ( an I nd i an ) 
I Kennis~ke (an Indian chieftain) 
Ocbee (a lesser chieftain) 
A ~ent Van Curler) 
( 
Nick Van Valsen) 
( Dutcb pioneers 
Jan ~'lemp ) 
( 
Peter Van Slyc k) 
~ndian Ctiefs and braves . Indian maidens, women, and children . 
Ti me : 1662 . 
~lace: 1~e home of Five Nations, New lark State . 
bceneryl A c leared space in a forest . 
Synopst ~ and Comment 
"T I:.t? VaniGhing Race " is typica l of theDutch nioneers , o~ 
their steady prop:ress ar:d entire disrsg.a!'d f or the t.rap:edy 
0f t he VaniShing Race . It may be ~iven by a hirh school class 
a.s cne episode in a histor ical pageant o'f New York State. 
2 -0. 
' 
V. THE PASSING OF HIN'JATHA 
Pezhe - l<ee 
;:;a- Ja- '.Vim 
Ne -Da- i~ e e - '.'Jis 
Ar,meek 
Oweenee 
' '
1a benowusk 
Ad j idarr.us 
Errgnt 
Cast 
Star of Sprinp:time. 
Miskodeed 
The Chief of the Omahas 
'J'hA Chief of thf'!l Dacotahs 
'J'he Chief oil the Blackfee t 
The Ch ief' of the Pawnees 
The. Chief of the Choctaws 
Heron's .Plu:r1e 
The Spirit.s cf the Sunset . 
Other braves and warriors, Indian Maidens, wom"m and children. 
'I' i me : 1670. 
~lace: St. FsPrit , neart La Pointe, on the western extremitt 
of Lake Superior. 
~cenery : An Indian encerrpment • 
• 
Ccmrnent 
"The Passinr-: of Hiawatha" may f'nrm an episode in an Historical 
Pa~eant to be ercacted by hi~h school pupils . It has been given 
at Schenectady, N. Y. I would not reco~rnend it f'or another 
types c f production . 
I 
VI • • DPY'~<' GRF~L 0 ' PORTLAND TOWN 
Cast 
Folly ) Mr. Preston ) 
( ( 
Prue ) Mr . Carlylse ) 
( ·~,1 aids o ' Portland ( Tories 
._Tan ice ) Mr . VJyrme ) 
' Town ( 
' Abip;ail) Mr. Norton ) 
Mr . Pr eble- chalrman(_i of the committee of' saf'ety 
-( 
) Members of the Committee of Safety . 
( 
Mr . Bradbury) 
American Mes senr-er 
Brit ish ~ess enger 
Nat ) 
( 
Jack ) Inn boys who serve Dame Al l ee Greea . 
( 
Will ) 
( 
Tom ' I 
Time: 177fl. 
Scenery: Dame Al:ice Greel ' s Tavern at Portl and, Baine . 
Coml'!'ent 
This little play •·•as the seventh episode in the historica.l 
pa~eant of Portland , Maine, g iven in 101~ . It is not suited td~ 
any rther l 0cality . 
28 . 
CHRISTMAS C.ANDLES 
(Christmas Candles, by Elsie Hob2rt Carter was published by Henr y 
Holt and Company, Ntw: York, in November, 1915. Permhsion f or performance 
must be obtained from the author. No royalty is required. ) 
Contents 
I THE CHRISW AS CANDIE 
II TOINETTE AND THE ELVES 
I II ~OM'S PI •• .O,N 
IV THE I R CHRIS'ThU\.S PARTY 
3 5" 
V THE CHRIST~ 'AS BROVNIE 
VI A PUF\I ':"AN' CHRI STL!AS 
"V ll THE CHRISTMAS MONK 
VIII THE SPELL OF CHRISTMAS 
IX THE BABRUSHKA 
X A CANVAS CHRISTMAS 
XI INTY-MALVINY'S SANTA CLAUS 
XJI THE Ht~~RED 
Comment 
,. Christmas Candles 11 is a gxoup of very fine Christm a:; plays. 
'l'hey are most a·!Jpropria te for childHm's The atres as they re,luir e more 
time, s e ttings, costumes and better character portraya ls than t he ave rage 
school c an draw fr om. 
• 
Mother Madelon 
Hans 
Gretel 
I THE CHRISTMAS CANDLE 
Cast 
Fr iendel, v1home the Christ- Child sent 
Old Marta 
Rich Johann 
Cr oss Jacob 
1:.:oodcut ter 
The Star Child 
Fr i t z 
Heinrich 
Oscar 
Ka rl 
Jan 
Barb·,ra 
~he g ood st . N ichol~:e 
Scene 
Scenery 
I - Snow-scene in the Forest 
Sc ene II - Mothe r Madelon's cottage - a poor hovel 
SJlll.Opsis 
" The Christmas Candle 1' is centered on the old German belief that 
t he Christ Child seeks shelter on earth each Christ mas Even. Selfishness, 
poverty, ill-temper and riche s all refuse help to a 1i ttle child, v,ho is 
lost in the snow. He is at 1 as t received by Hans and Gretel, v:h.c think he is 
the Holy Child. 
~1 . 
Comment 
A beautiful Christmas spirit can be created by the play ''Christmas 
Candle''. It is a good school production and may be col' relat ed with the mus ic 
class. T'i'iO adults are necessary to play the parts of the Mother and St . 
Nicholas. 
II TOINETTE AND THE ELVi~S 
Cast 
:Mother T:fie Elves: 
Toinette Hollyberry 
Maria Mistletoe 
Jeannette Evergxeen 
Pierre Icicle 
Marc 
Scenery 
The k itchen of a :Peasa..11t's Cottage 
Time 
Chris t nws Eve 
Synops is 
Toine t t e tries the Elves Christmas Eve gift of fern seed, to 
ma.l.ce her invisible. She is deeply grieved to learn that little brothers 
and sisters do not love unkind , self- absorbed siste r s . She tries to over-
come t hes e faults all during the .vear and is very bappy with the result the 
Elves showher on the next Christma s Eve. 
Comment 
Toinette and The Elves is more suitable for a Junior Drama Club 
than for a class production. The club draws on children of diff erent ages 
while the class does not have such a wide r~..nge. It has v er y g ood dramatic 
qu a lities and literary values and requir es sldlled coaching • 
• 
III TOM ' S PJ..AN 
Cast 
Fathe r Vlr i ght 
Moth er '/right 
Phil 
T)~ isy ) 
) 
Clwrlie ) the children 
' )
Tom ) 
) 
Dot ) 
sarah, the nurse 
santa Claus 
Time ·· 
Christmas Eve 
Sc enery 
Nursery or Sitting Room 
Synopsis 
Tom decides to test Sant a Claus by being as bad as he can be to 
see if he will bring him sticks or ashes in place of nice presents. Santa 
comes and explains s o the Wr i ghts have a ha ppy Chri stmas after all. 
Comment 
" Tom's Plan" is a p l ay thRt will a:fford amusement but is r eally 
n ot of gr eat v a lue • 
• 
IV THE CHRISTM.AS PARTY 
Father Browne 
Mother Browne 
Aunt Jennie 
Dick)the Browne children 
Dot } 
Mary, the nurse 
Jolm, the man 
Cast 
Jim ) 
Polly} a newsboy and his s ister 
The F ive little Blavis 
The Two little Grays 
~8 11ie Lee 
Cnok ' s s ister' s childien 
sant a Claus 
Scenery 
,-'>.ct - I - A street on a winter ciay 
Act II -' A sitting-room 
Synopsis 
~4. 
Two lonely children, Dick and Dot, long to have a Christmas party 
in order to share their Christmas with t\'tC poor childr en . Their older 
friends, independentl_y of each othe r, p lan a party t hat will make all t heir 
wishes come true. 
Comment 
The Christmn.s Party draws too lar ge l y on adults for it to be re-
commended in this survey. It is well ' orthy of Chi!lldren ' s 1'her-tre Production. 
V THS CHRISTMAS BROWNIE 
(Tableaux) 
Cast 
Fathe r Bird I 
Mo ther Bird II 
Kitty III 
Ted IV 
M< rjorie v 
VI 
Li.t tle Ros e 
he Christ m< s :3r rvmie 
sant a Cl aus 
Scenery : 
Synopsis 
Char acters in Ser ies 
of TabJ ea.ux 
Jack Horner 
Mrs . Santa Cltaus 
When Santa v.:as y oung 
Merry Chr istm2S 
No Chr istma :-; . 
The Chr istm2s ':.b its 
Ted l earns t br-t. t "1Tl<::>htf lness r, s i'lell Bs go0d v; ill i s nece s s2.r_y 
t o make people happy . . .Santa Glai.w! J r c-wnie a llov;s h im to hel p fill the 
stockings :md g ives him a Chris t iiJF .. s d.remn as his gift. 
Comment 
The Chr istmoo Br ov;nie is a p l ay that vliJ 1 int er est and amus e 
chilciren but the value der ived fr om it wil l hardl y repay the time and or k 
necessnry for it s product ion . 
• 
• 
VI - A PURITAN CI-IR IS Tn.L~S 
Mistress Delig ht Go ods pe ede 
Roger ) 
) 
!ly l es 
J H,, r children 
J 
Patience ) 
Prudence 
Eag le f eather - son of I ndi :=-n Chie f 
E¥er J ona than Hop1t:ins 
De aeo n '.7i l1 i E111l Port er 
Go rdnan John Turner 
Dominie Peter Cobb 
Gilbert Appl eton, a hunter 
:Mist res s otunit t.'.'el Js 
J..I i str e ss Prai s evor Po rt er 
I:>es ire Port er 
Rheuben Turner 
Ger shorn Po rt er 
J 8red Perk i ns 
J ene Po rter 
Pr is c ill a '.'/ells 
Act I - December 18th 
) 
) 
j 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~ime 
Act II - Before dawn of 'Dec. 25th 
le t Sc enery 
Colonists 
and 
children 
Act II- I;:: itchen o f Mi strees Goc·ds peede' c c ot tage 
"'S'?' . 
Synopr is 
The little Puritan children decide to h ave a Christmas 
celebr ation like their moth0r used to b we i n Eng· l and. The colonists 
discover it and are abr.ut to inflict sevGre punishment when an Indian 
tells them that they have been saved from an Indian r a id thxoug;h the kind-
nes s of the widow and her children. Peace is restored and all join in the 
Christmas festival. 
Conment 
''A Puritan Chr istm;ts" may be produced in school i·; ith higl' ,. s chool 
b oys ?.:nd g irls as the colonists . It ban be co rrel ated v; ith history, ert and 
music. 
V 1l - The Chr is t:!H£ Monll:s 
The Abbot ) 
} 
Father An s elmus 1 
) 
Father Ambr os, the Leech1 ) 
' } 
Cast 
Father Gregory ) Bn THF.GN OF Th~ c:cwn~:T 
) 
Fa ther Sab8stian 
' I 
Father Felix 
Father Hil ~lr ion 
The Prince 
Co urtier 
Court Lndy 
Geoffrey, 1st :page 
Humphrey, 2nd page 
Peter 
Ros alin,Peter ' s Sister 
) 
Grlbert, c ar penter's ap ·rentice ) 
'· ) 
Rob in , t he For ester ' s Son , 
'.'l2 l t er, t he miller's bey 
Annett a 
l~ax i::mna 
:m.stress ._,pinniw ) 
) 
) 
Village children 
)Village mother a'1d child 
Pe3 e;y Sp inning 
Mis tr e :: s Lo::1glane ) 
) Fr or:1 a. d1stant vill ae;e 
Dolly Lo:ng~ane ) 
Peter's Fa the!: 
Peter's mother 
( 
Time 
.Act I - The l~th of April 
Act II - One -r;eek befor e Chri s tmas 
Act III - Chr istm as morning 
Scenery 
Act I~ Country road l eading past the co nvent 
Ac t I I - In the garden 
Act Ill - Tlje Convent Chapel 
s~~lnops i s 
The Prince, Peter and Peter's s i ster have a ivonderful a dvent1.ue. 
They discover that t .:::y s grow fr om seeds in the g arden of the Christmas monks. 
Comment 
" he Chris t mas Ivlonks " is not adaptable to t he school , but is of 
va1 ~ ·:- as a children ' s Theatre production. 
Legem. VIII- The §pell of Christmas 
Cast 
Sir Gilbert Uhderhill 
Lady Katherine Underhill 
RUfUs 
R.a.fe 
C icely 
Alli son 
Their children 
Phyllis, their orphan neice 
Gillian ~ servants Diccon 
stephen I ROundhead Soldiers Anirsw i'lat 
Sir .Philip 
Lady Geraldina 
Wait s, who si~ off stas:e 
The Reign of Charles I 
scenery 
The Old manor-house of the Unierhills. 
synopsis 
The children, acting upon an old belief that family 
portraits come t~ life on Christmas EVe, steal out of bed and 
have a wonderfUl adventure. 
Comment 
•tThe Spell of Christmas" will pffer entertainment but 
no particular edtiCat ional value. 
40. 
• 
Legend- RUSsian 
IX - Th a .Babushka 
-- Cast 
The Babushka 
The Baron 
Princ e Dirnit ri ~ Their children 
Pr incess Dagmar i 
Kolinlm 
11arie 
IJatrena 
Sascha 
Nicholas 
Pavlo 
Peasant childr en 
Old Sereyon I · 
The vill-age fiddlers 
Ovan, h is grandson 
i.~ichael, Sergius, Leo, Bor i s , Peter, I 
Sophia, Nadia , Feodosia, & sha, Ullashka, Village children 
Kat inka, Praskova 
Christ ll'lQS EVe 
scenery 
:nnteria of a Russian hut 
Synopsis 
11The "Babushka" is based on the RUSsian le~enl of the old 
woman who refused to follov1 the star to the ma~er of the new-born 
Christ. EVer after she roamed over the world searching in every 
nursery for the Holy Child 
Comnent 
"The !abushka" is a beautiful RUSsian Legem but it is not 
appropriate for school product ion. A Junior drama league or a 
Children's Theatre could produce it srocessfully. 
X- A Canvas Christmas 42. 
Peter pepper, Ringmaster ani owner of pepper's Pere:rm.ial Cii~us 
Harry Hopkins 
Lumber Jack 
Barney 0 'Brien 
Jerry Pickle 
~ Acrobats 
~ clowns 
Ben Jackson, minstrel · 
Dutch, peanut man 
1tlck ~Ginnis, animal trainer 
Tim, one of the hands 
SChneider, the DOg 
Jocko, the monkey 
Farmer S ill!P son 
BUd Sill!PSOn ~ 
s onny Simpson ~ His boys 
• 
Act I - 10 o 'cloclc Christmas EVe 
Act I I- Christmas morning 
Act I - The C ire us Mess Tent 
Act I I- Same as ACt I 
Synopsis 
BUd and son:o;v Sinpson have never seen a circus or a Christmas 
t rae,. so they steal into the tent just in time to bear a rebellion 
planned. The Christmas SlJ irit restores harrnoey and everyone forgets 
his troubles and has a ha;ppy Christmas. 
comment 
"A Canvas Christmas" was written for a club of boys from twelve 
t-o seventeen.. Boys of that age will derive a. large a.rrount of good 
from it, but it would be little value to mixed groUps. 
XI - .Minty-Ml.lvin,y's santa Claus 
Henri Le Breton 
Alphonse, his lllUlatto servant 
Laura courvo isier, his sister 
Louise 
Annette 
Philip 
Her children 
Minty-:Mal v in;y, a p ickaninn;y • 
Christmas EVe and Christmas roornirg 
scenery 
Le Breton's room, in a lodging house in RUe Bourbon, 
Ne;v Orleans. 
Synopsis 
Minty-.M;t.lviny, a negro servant falls asleep ani has a. 
strange dre:am. She a.wues and mistakes the master of the 
house for Santa Claus himself, so he plays the part. 
Comment 
I do not think this pla.v either uses enough children 
or will appeal to em ugh children to warrant a prod rot ion. 
4 '3. 
n I- The H'lllldred 
Cast 
.Mr~· Darling, a young widow 
Mrs. Bonnet, the lady's maid 
Catherine, the parlor maid 
Mrs. 1bGrath, the cook 
Sally, the kitchen maid 
Tibbie, from the East Side 
Time 
Christmas EVe 
scenery 
Mrs. Darling's dras sing-room 
s;mopsis 
4 4_. 
Tibby, a little friend of Mrs. D~riling's cook accidently 
breaks one of the dolls that Mrs. Darling has dressed for the _ orphan 
asylum. Mrs. Darling proves to be kind-heart eel -anl not an ogress, 
as her servants think her, for Tibby ani her dollies go home happy. 
Comment 
•'The HUDdred" is an interesting story, but it would be 
most difficult to pl"'duce. The speeches especially tho sa of Tibbie, 
are too long. It lacks both literary a.nd dramatic qualit i"es. 
CHRISTMAS PLAYS FOR CHILDREN 
" Christmas Plays For Children", by May Pemberton, was published by 
Thomas Y.Crowell Gompany, New York in 1915. No royalty is requir-
ed . 
I. CHORALE 
II. LOST TOYS 
III. MISTLE TOE AND HOLLY 
CONTENTS 
IV. CHRIS TI.1AS IU RI-fYME-LAND 
CO:MMENTS 
Page 
II 48 
" 47 
" 47 
tt CHRIS TH[AS PLAYS FOR CHILDREN", is of very little value. The third 
play "MIS l'LETGe and HOLLY11 may be used for class production. The theme 
of it is good and it carries a rea l message to children. It can be 
correlated with music. I recommend it for its message rather than 
for dramatic or literary qualities. 
""- I. 
LOST 'rOYS 
{Fairy Verse) 
CAST 
i~IS IE LEIGH, A LITTLE GI RL 
JACK FROST 
FAIRIES 
A TEDDY BEAR 
A TI N SOLDIER 
A WHITE RA.BB IT 
THE TOYS 
SCENERY 
A GOLLIWOG 
A CLOWN 
A BABY DOLL 
IN A WOOD ON CHRISTI~AS EVE. 
SYNOPSIS 
46. 
Maisie goes i n search of le r lost t oys a nd f inds a ll of them in 
the forest. Jack Frost aids her in her sea rch a nd they have a most in-
teresting t i me . 
II. 
MIS TLE TOE AND HOLLY 
( Fa i r>J Xmas. ) 
CAS 'r 
BILLY )TNO LITTLE RUGGED CHILDREN . 
I t.JIELIA ) 
MI STLETOE) FAIRIES. 
HOLI,Y ) 
A WOODLA1ID SPI RIT. 
SCENERY 
bare, poorly f'urrnished l<:itchen. 
SYNOPS IS 
Billy te fr.ls 1 .i:llLe lia about the wonderful things he has seen in the 
h ouse on the corner. Everything tha t little boys and girls love t o 
have on Christmas. Billy goes out t o sell matches hoping t o make 
enough money t o buy s ome of the things.While he is away, Mis t l eto e a nd 
Holly, two f a ir i es leave a wo nderful s urprise a t the children's home. 
III. 
· CHRIS TMAS I N RIITME-L.A..lTE 
CAST 
THE OLD WOMAN WHO LIVED IN "Erffi SHOE 
[,lOTHER HUBBARD 
BO-PEEP 
J CK HORNER 
T.HE tt W...N ALL BATTEP.ED A.liD TORN" 
THE 11 MAI DEN ALL FORLORN" 
J ACK 
JILL 
FATHER CHRISIUAS 
SCENERY 
I NTERIOR OF THE OLD WOMAN ' S CO TTAGE 
S"M"NOPS IS Arm COMMENT 
Parts of many wel l known fai::cy s t o r ies are t old i n verse a nd music. 
They l a ck educa tional va lue . 
THE PUPPET PRI NCESS 
(Xmas Fable) 
or 
'rHE HEAR T THl\ T S Q,UEAEED •. 
48. 
11 THE PUPPET PRI NCESS , or, TI-m IlliA.RT THAT SQ,UEAKED, "by Augusta 
Stevenson was published by the Hough t on Mifflin Company, Boston and 
New york, in October 1915 . Permission for performance must be ob tain-
ed from the publishers. 
SA.WJ:'A CLAUSE 
KING 
PRI}T:;E 
HANS 
GOBLEN 
PORTER 
BEGGAR GI RL 
Cast 
T'IME 
CHRIS TMAS EVE 
SCENERY 
The King 's Castle and Ground s . 
SYNOPSIS 
PRI NCESS 
Q.UEEN 
WITCH 
GRE T'EL 
GOODY 
OLD LADY 
COUSINS AJ:.TD PAGE~ 
A ·vrsH trans forms the Puppet Prine ess into a real princess but she 
has a :wo oden heart that squeaked. In a most unusual and amusing way 
her woo den heart becomes a good, kind and unselfish hear t . 
Comment 
The theme of the play is e ood butit is not of enough value for the 
amount of t ime, memory work, costuming,etc., required in produ~ing j_ t . 
'.L.tiE STEADFAST J?RINCESS 49 . 
" Tiill S'!:ElillFAST PRINCESS" by Cornelia Yle i gs , was published by tl1.e 
Macmillan Compa ny, New York, in 1916. It wo n the Drama League prize 
for the best plEl.J' for children subm.i tted in 1915. No royalty is re -
quired for performance. 
'fhe Toymaker Ursula, his adop ted daughter. 
Gre t chen, his servant Hans, Gretchen's grandson . 
J ohannas Kraft ~ 
Nic.l1olas Halm) King 's councillors. 
The Prince of Astancia An1bass or from Astanci a 
The gardener Two sentries 
A !?ee.s a nt woman a nd her two children 
A d og . 
Children, Fairies, cour t iers, soldiers, servants, etc . 
SCE:t-TERY 
ACT. I. V. orkshop in t he Toymaker's home. 
ACT II. THEgarden of the Palace. 
SYNOPSIS 
r he Toymaker , a brother of the king , takes Ursula, the Princess, 
out of t he kingdom after he r mother's death. He re a rs her in a pea s-
ant home and she becomes kind, loving a nd go od. After her f a ther's 
death s he returns to her count~ as the princess. Her people l ove her 
for she is a just ruler. Her coun t ry f a ces v.;ar with Astancia t hrough 
the tra chery of two of her councillors, but her willingnes s to give 
herself f or her coun try restores pea ce. The Prince of As tancia comes 
,r::;() • 
a nd cla i ms her a s h is Princess. 
COMJ·!IEN'l' 
" HE STEADFAS T PHHTCES8" is a prize p~ay in every sense of t he word . 
·It is written in verse. and las fine literary quali t ie s as well as 
dramatic value. I recomme nd it as a good but difficult school produc -
tion. Some of t-he chara cters required skilled a c t ing a nd a gre2. t a-
mount of memory work. It is a splendid for play f o r Children's ·rhea tre 
production . 
A CHILD'S BOOK OF HOLIDAY PLAYS 
" A Crild ' s Book of Holiday Plays'', by Frances Gillespy Wickes, 
wae publishe d by the MacMillan Co. New York City in 1916 . There -
is nc royalty on the plays . 
I. THE CAPTUnED l'EAR 
II 'IHE LIGHT 
Con tents 
III SAI !'-!T 'VALFNTINF. ' 8 HOUSE 
IV THE F'I~ST MAYBASKT"TS 
V BAUC.I,S AND PHILEMON 
VI TH~ LITTLE PATRIOT 
VII THE GOBLIN STONE 
VIII THE THAI\KFUL I'EART 
IX THE OHRIST~·.:A S GUE$T 
'. Comment 
"A G r oup of lloliday p layer may be used in the c lassroorn , but 
they lack dramatic and literary va.tues, so I should. no t produce 
t:tlem as school productions. They merely o:ffer a means of ~reating 
i nterest in cls. s sroorr: work that they are related t.o. 
I. THE CAPTURED YEAR 
Cast 
.rather Time Moure 
Mi nutes 
Old Year .Two Earth Children 
T we 1 ve Months S~:~.nta Claus 
Time New Year's Eve 
..... cer::ery The Hal l of Father Time 
Synppsis 
Father Tine introduces the New Year t::- all the months, 
hours, and minutes , New Year is anxious to start to work , 
but the children like the old year so \'fell, tl"'..a t Santa Claus 
I 
has to th~eaten to go to Mars before they let the Old Year 
fO • 
Comment 
rtThe Captured Year " is a simple little pl~y for classroom 
use t.c welcome the New Year. · I ~ould not re commend it. for a 
carefully prepared and costumed production. 
II. THE LIGHT 
Cas:t 
A~erica, the Mother America's Children from other lands~ 
Peace A ram Ar!T'enia 
Indus try Ivan Rllleeia 
Li h.erty Gretchen Ger u:any 
Children of America Annumciata Italy 
Patrick Ireland 
Bo!t'is Poland 
Nils Sweden 
Sambo Colored child 
. Alfonso Portugal 
An immigrant child . 
. 
Time : Stor~y evening in aut~n. 
Scenery: The hearth-room of' an American house . 
SynOJ?Bis 
Amer ica, the mother and light of peace, welcomes her child-
ren from across the seas . 
Comment 
.. 
"The Li~ht" may be produced inclass in correlation with 
histnc-y to sti rr.ul s te patriotism, love nf' country, and to encourage . 
good f ellowship between foreign and American children. 
Sai :Jt '/ alentine 
Elves 
Imps 
Child 
Fai r ies 
III. SAINT VALENTINE ' S HOUSE 
Cast 
Ti17le: the e f ternoon before St . Va1en tine 's day. 
Scenery : ~orkroom in St. Valentine~ s house. 
Synopsis 
A child visits the workroom of St . Valentine and learns 
the true meaninc of the messages Valentines carry. 
Comment 
"Saint Valentine ' a House" can be given in cle.ss before the 
child ren ma k e their ve,lentines for the vailentine box . This 
wou : d create a better feelinp- among the children and they wou1~ 
re alize the full meanin;r of Et. Va lentine's D~y . 
IV . THE FIRST MAYBASKETS . 
Cast 
-
Spr ing Stella 
Bunny Mol ly 
• Ei p: 5eo.r Sandy 
Robin Jim 
?ox Dryads 
Squirrel Fairies 
;:;,ce·ne ry: The fores t . 
Synopsis 
...:prin g announces her coming by sending a moss basket of 
f l owers by a bunny to eYery home w·bere there is a lit t l e c hi l d . 
This de li~hts t~e children eo that SPring decides to continue 
the !~ aybaske te every year . 
Commer1t 
I do not recommend this as a p l ay beoause it lac1{B educat1on-
a l value and drama ti c quality . 
• 
V. _j3AUC~S AND PHILEJvfON 
Philemon , a peasant 
Baucis , his wife . 
Mercury 
Cast 
A Satyr 
The Dryads 
Two "Voices" 
Jupiter Two Strangers 
Scenery: A hut on the hillside i n thA days of ancien t Greece . 
Synopsis 
Philemon and Baucis are r ewarded for their kindness t o a 
stranger . 
lives a!1d 
'Their ~'Tish is t.ha t they may be together a l l tbeir 
10 toge ther from this world . Their wish is ~ranted 
h y t he gods . 
Comment 
Trere i s a good J esAon to be taught frorr. this little nlay , 
~ut it is not written for pr0duction by ch i ldren . I should 
r ead t te story to chi l dren , but not attempt to pr oduce it. 
VI . A LITTLE PATRIOT 
Cast 
Elias Bondinot, 
Hannah Bondinot , his wife 
Susan :i:~ ondinot, their daughter 
Roger, a neiFhbor ' s lad 
Sally, a"bound out "rraid 
Ti~e: La+e autmn in 177~ . 
Scener;r: 
Governor Franklin 
Mistress Franklin 
Mistress ~inthrop 
Mistress Crothers 
J onathan Endicott 
William Bradford . 
Scene I The sitting room i1_1 Elias Bondinot ' s house . 
I I Mis t ress Frankl i n ' s drawi 1_1g room. 
Syno:psis 
Sus an, t he l ittle patr i ot , is true to her people, who are 
co nsidered rebel s because they refuse to drink taxed tea . 
She e ven stands for he r independence at the Grvernor ' s home . 
Co l'!"ment 
Tt e p lay i& of no educational value and is not ~orthy of 
c J a ssrocw pro due tion . 
r:,7. 
58. 
VII. THE GOBLIN STONE 
Cast 
Eleanor 
Billy 
Mctrer 
Sandman 
GobJins 
3pri t e e 
Jack - 0 '-Lantern 
v: i 11-o ' -T t.e - '.n s p 
Ealck Cat 
Time: Hal lowe'en . 
Scener~ 
Scene I The Nursery . 
II The Moor. 
III The same as scene T L 0 
Synopsis 
leaner and Billy steal away and p-o to Goblin land on 
hal lowe ' en nip.:ht , The ;.r are rescued by Jack-0'-Lantern . 
C':omment 
"The Goblin Stone " woul d furnish go od entertainment for 
a Hallowe ' en party . 
• 
• 
VI II. THE THANKftlJL HEART 
Cast 
Elsie; a laroe ~irl 
The Spirit. of Thanksgiving 
Thanks;:i "rinp Children: 
Hebr ew Boy Indian Boy 
Creek :1:aid 
:\oman Girl 
Bob, tb.e farmer's boy 
Mercy , a Puritan Maid. 
Tirr;e: 'I'hanAsgi Yinr Eve. 
Scenery: ft. cottage room which serves as a ki te"hen and living 
room. 
Syhopeis 
ITlsis ie .'<;ivan:'" a Thanks giving: party by the Snirit. of 
Th~nkegiv ing . Her ~uesta come from differont parts of the 
-. ,.crld a nd tell her how they celebrate T!lanka p.: i vin~. 
Co:'I!ment 
''The Tbank.ful :qeart" is a play that creatAs tho, Spirit of 
T~anksPiving for all times. It can be produced with little 
c!ifficul t y in the classroom. I should produce i t for ite 
~essage ra the r than for literary or dramatic values • 
' 
Tbe King 
The Lord 
The Fool 
Dar-:e Brandreth 
Geoffrey 
Ti~ e: Christ~as Eve. 
Cast 
Sce~e I A room in the Kin~ ' s Palace . 
II Dame Brandreth's hut . 
III Same as scene I. 
Synopsis 
The.Old Wo""'a.n 
Two Beggars 
Lords 
Ladies of Court 
The cross old King disguises himself as The Fool ~nd goes 
o1.~ t to see if he can find what ·the Fool bas that he lacks. 
He discovers trat everyone loves !he Fool because he is kind, 
f·o c: J. , a.n J t~tut .. g:btful of others. The King decidea to be kind , 
8C he befins to live a happier and a better life in a ahppier 
kingdom. 
Comment 
" ii'he CrJXis tmas Jest" may be dramatized by a. clat:.::. ju3 ~, 
ue:fo£'<:> the ·r~olldays . It is o!' little dr&ma+ic value, but bas 
a g ncd theme. 
6(). 
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PLAYS FOR SCHOOL AND CAMP 
by Katherine Lord 
'It:is production was published and copyri ghted in 1916 . No 
• royalty is charged. ,·All applications f or the ni p:bt. of perfor!'.lance 
must be ma de to Katherine Lord, Na tional Arts Club, New York . 
Content P~_ge 
I • The Rav en Man 6?! 
II. Buried Treasure 6F 
III. Kria Kringle Makes a Fight 67 
IV. The Three Beare 6~ 
v. T:r e Pied Piper 71 
VI . The Honorable Mise. 73 
General notes on settin~s. 
Either of these plays may be given on the simplest. draped 
stap:e, such as any available platform or space backed by a plain 
curtain, with a few set pieces to sugp:est the kind of sce">')e. For 
illustration, take the Raven Man. Some lar~e stone s and a few 
lo~ s of fire-place wood, and a few artificial fir trees or some 
~reen branches will sufficiently suggest the out-doors . The 
back yard of it Buried 'Ireas1.1re" may be !'epresented by a couple 
of barrels and an ash can, cr a garden bench and a bird bath sur -
rounded with potted plants~ 
Music 
Music for Prixie'e ~ance and f'or son~e may be s e l e cted f'rom 
62 . 
"Indian Garres and Dances" (C. c. Burchard Co.) or "Indian Story 
and Song" (Small, Maynard and Co.) by Alice Pletcher, cr from 
A~erican primitive mueic. 
Comment 
Miss Lord's plays have literary value but the language is too 
difficult for children to fully comprehend. "The Honorable .Miss" 
is the only play of the group that has ethical value and that 
would not a]_) peal to American children. "Buried Treasure" is the 
best play of the group but it requires several adult characters. 
'. 
I • THE RAVBN MAN 
Cast 
Blue Winp:e ) 
( daughters of Wat~r-Spider-Woman. 
White p:rass ) 
Pretty-Bird, · dau~hter of Gives-to-the-Sun. 
Water-Spider-Vloman ) 
( Wives of Balck:feet Braves. 
Gives-to-the-Sun ) 
Nitana, the one who didn't want to get married, a motherless girl, 
daughter of Sotted Eagle. 
Big-Eyes, a Raven Man. 
One e t a, a young cb.ief of the Piegane. 
Spotted Ea~le, head chief ot the Black-reet. 
Scenerx 
The ideal setting is out-doore on the shores of a lake or 
stream. If piven on a stage, a simple ~ood scene may be used. 
The same setting will be used for the entire play, the prolo~e 
and four scenes. 
Synopeie 
The play is based on two stock characters trad t tior1al In-
dian tales. The Raven, who often appears in human form, is one 
who is always causinp.: trouble. The ether important character-
is the one-who-doesn't-want-to-get-married. True to the Indian 
lep:end, Nitana, the p:irl in the story, does not want to marry 
one of her own tribe, because she prefers a younr brave who is 
an enemy of her father's tribe. 
. 64. 
Comment 
This play, as the synopsis shows, is sui ted f'or youn~. peop le 
&bout ei e:hteen years of age; hence, it should not be claesi:fied 
with children:s plays. I have included it merely because it is 
in Miss Lord's book of' plays, which could not be omitted in this 
survey, since the other plays ef the book are for children. 
• 
II. BURIED TREASURE 
{Note: "Buri ed Treasure" was professionally produced at the 
Cohan and Harris Theatre, New York, durinp: the holiday eea.son 
of Hn "'-18 . It is the dramatization of t.lie story by Mazo de la 
Roche, entitled "Buried Treasure". Drama.tic rip.:ht.e are owned by 
Katherine Lord.) 
Caet 
-
David Curzon, called An~el. 
John Ourzon 
Alexander Curzon, called the Seraph. 
Mammy Phyllis, their nurse. 
Mrs. Hand somebody, their governeee. 
~r. Peg~ ) 
( 
Mr. tlort imer Pegg ) their next-door neigh'bore. 
{ 
Mr s . ~ortimer Peg~) 
Scenery 
Scene :: I The backyard of Mrs. Ean~eomebody's houee on a warm 
day in early spring. Mr. Peg~'s house can be seen above 
a hip.:h wall which divides the two yards. A larP-'e key hang s 
en the wall beside the ~ate. There is a small bird pool 
a nd flower beds in the yard. 
Scene II -- Same scene, night time. There is a full moon. The 
li~ht from the street lamp lights up the corner of Mrs. Hand-
somebody'e yard, leaving the rest in shadow • 
Synopsis 
"Buried Treasure" is a pirate story suitable for boys from 
te ... J to fourteen. The three brothers, David, Job, and Alexander, 
• 
• 
S6 . 
are s taying at the home of' their gove!"flese, ?lrs. Ha.n0.eomebody, 
wrile their f ather is in South America. They are playinp: in 
t heir yard when Mr. l'e~Z;f!,, t:heir nei~hbor, oorrea along . He 
is rat,her a queer old man, who has spent mos t.. of his time at 
sea and in India. He tells the boys a deli~htful pirate story, 
in which he was one of the pirates, .and he tells them he knows 
v<here the treasure is buried. 
In order to please the children, he makes up ~. the story and, 
to ma ~e it seem more real, buries some of hie won treasures in 
their back ya rd. He meets them at mid-night and the dig u~ t he 
treasure, which he gi vee to them in epi te of the go~rernees • s 
protests • 
III. KRIS KRUtGLF MAKES A FLIGHT 
Cast 
-
Marti n Rovvine, aged 10. 
Mary Robbins, aged 8. 
l1~ i chae 1 Robbins, aged 6. 
Their Daddy. 
Their Mummy. 
Their Nunky Bill. 
Kri s Krinp.le. 
... I 
There are also picture people of times long past &nd countrie s 
:far away, and a chorus of a.np;ele, who sing Christmas 
carole. 
Scenery 
Act I -- The Robbins' nursery on 0hrietmae Eve. There is a dy-
ing fire in the grate. Three lagre red stockin~s and about 
ten tiny ones hang from mantel, a placard on each one. 
There are many toys around. Hol l y wreathe and pine decorate 
the room. 
Fntr'acte -- The curtairJ rises on a darkened room, a 1Yroup of 
anp;els are very dimly seen sinP-'ing the last verse of the carol. 
Act II --Same ae Act r. Chimes are heard playin~ while the 
mother and daddy fill the etookinp:e. Tbe chimes are followed 
by a choir einin~: "Shout the ~lad ti~in~s, eY.ultantly sin~." 
Act III -- Out -doors on a nhi~h hill. Fir trees thickly set give 
the effect of tree tops. 
68. 
Synopsis 
It is the night before Christmas and the children are reluc-
tant to go to bed. They have a 3olly time in the nursery, until 
their daddy tells them tha.t he hears Kr1s Krin~le•s aeroplane. 
They ~o to bed, but soon hear Krie Krin~le in the nursery and 
troop in to talk to him. 
Kris takes them on an imaginary journey around the world 
in hie aeroplane. They stop at a Japanese Sunday-Scl:ool, the 
Holy Land, and Italy. At each place they learn the wonderful 
spirit of Chriet•e birthday, as it is all over the world. Each 
story ie revealed fn tableau form. The last is an American 
Christmas thee in their own home. The children awake to find 
it ha.s all been a wonderful dream. 
Comment 
'I'he play gives a splendid opportunity for the sin~inp: of 
Christmas carole, either on or off sta~e. It is eo arran~ed 
that the Christmas tree in the la~t act may serve for actual 
distribution of presents. I recommend it for use in a Community 
House, cr as a public school entertainment. 
IV. THF THREE BEARS 
(Not e:"The Three Bears" was pro:reaeionally "Produced at the 
Cohan and Harris Theatre, New York, durin~ the boliday season 
of 1917-18.) 
Cast 
Goldilocks 
Her Mother 
Father Bear 
Mother Bear 
Teddy Bear. 
Scenery 
This play requires rather elaborate eettin~s. 
Pr olo~ue -- Played before a drop curtain with a few echrubs and 
flowers to represent the ed~e of the woods on a summer af-
terncon. 
Sce~e I Cottafe 0f the Bear family. 
f 
I 
\ 
Scene II -- Same as scene I. 
70. 
Sy!1o'Peis 
"The Three Beare" is an old story with a new en1in~. The 
t hree hears find Goldilocks in the Teddy Bear's bed, but she doe~ 
no t. run away home, as she does in the orip-inal story. She makes 
friends with the bears and they offer to take her home in their 
~Ford". They are ready to start when a storm comes up. The 
thunder awakens Goldilocks and she finds that it is all a dream. 
2.b e has been asleep, dreaming, whilA t.er mother picked flower s 
for the party. 
_-V. THE PIED PIPEH 
Cast 
The ;~iayor of Hamelin Town 
The Councillors 
The Cobbler 
The Butcher 
The Smith 
The Watch 
The Crier 
Scenerx_ 
'The Crier's Wife 
The Sacristan 
'rhe Schoolmaster 
Tne Piper 
The Children 
Hen and Women of Hamelin ·rown 
The Rats (very s mall boys) 
'71. 
Prolo~ue -- Procession of all the actors, in the order listed above. 
f: cene I -- The Fair; market place indicated by a few rude stalls, 
or by a more elaborate fountain or marked erose. 
Sc ene II -- Sarne as scen e I, w·j t.h the Rate in charge. 
Scene III -- Same , the Deliberation. 
Scen e IV -- Same, The Deliveration . 
Scen e V -- Same, The Revenge. 
Scene VI Same, The Mourning . 
li pilogue Pantomime of the Return and the _Dance of Sprin~· 
Synopsis 
"The Pied riper" is a story that appears in different forms 
in t he fol klore of many countries. This play uses the bas i c facta 
of Brc1ming 's "Pied fiper of Hainel:i.n" . The Pied Piper rids the 
ci t y of the "Rats" , but the mayor refuses to pay him the promised 
sum of' B,nao guilder , so he takes all the children away with him . 
Tre ma yor relents and is ready to pay him th e sum if he will re-
turn the children to their pa.rente, but he ref'ueea un til Spr inp.:. 
In the Erilo~ue, the children, decked with flowers, brin r- in the 
Spring . 
Comrr:ent 
"Tbe Fi8d Piper" ia a story that all children are fond of, 
yet it is difficult to produce successfully. I believe that it 
would be mor e effective to read and dramatize. 
' 
"V:t. THE HONORABLE ·rn SS 
Cast 
Matsu, the youngest child (boy) Virginia Ward, an American child 
0 Haru San, Madame Talahaahi, 
the mother 
Little Pink Almond Blossom 
0 Kaio, her nurse 
Chu, an old man 
Scenery 
Mammy Chloe, her darky nurse 
Mr. Ward, Vir~inia's ~randrather. 
an American ~iploma£. 
Porter 
Maids 
Scene I .-- Interior or a ~Japanese house, showinp- slidi np: walls 
at side and be.ck. Left, the takonoma (alcove) \'l'i th ita kake-
mono (wall-pistures) and teakwood tables on which stands a 
rare vase. Right, one small panel of the shoji (screen) has 
been opened, showin~ theblue sky beyond. 
Scene II -- Same room. Time, early morning. 
Synopsis 
"The Honorable Miss" is a play of the childhood of Japan. 
I t takes place on the day of the Festival (jf Dolls, whie,h is the 
little gi rls p:reat day, as our own Christmas is the ,Preatest 
day for childhood in th~ yea~ 
"The Honorable "M ise", Virginia, and her negro nurse are in vi-
ted to 0 Hara San's, on the day of the Festival of Dolls, to see 
Little ~ink Almond Blossom's ancestral doole. Not knowing the 
sacredness of the occasion, she takes each doll from itself 
and examines it. She is startled by Chu, an o.ld man, a nd drops 
the Emperor and the Empress, the most valuable dolls in the 
collections. 
'71- . 
The Japanese consider this a sacrilege and blamed her for her 
American rudeness and hast~ness. She replaces the dolls with 
valuable American ones cf Uncle Sam, sailors a.nd soldiers, but even 
this does not satisfy them. Chu, the old man, who frightened 
Virginia and .caused her to drop the dolls restores happiness by 
s killfully mendin~ the dolls. 
Comment 
This play offers a splendid opportunity for correlation. 
Sc enes may be made by boys and girls in manual traininp: classes. 
Flowers in art classes. I would only recommedn it fot use 
where a study of the customs of Japan ha.s been made. There is not 
enou~h · to ~ the American children as a whole. 
• 
• 
THH" 1.', HITF CHRISTMAS AND OT:a::RR MERRt CHRISTMA S PLAYS 
("The 1;lh:tte Christmas and Other Merry Christmas Pl::tys" by 
Wait ,~r SgYJ Hare was published in 1917 by the T. S. Denison 
co: . Chi cap-o, I l li no is. No royalty is required for -per:formance.) . , . 
Contents 
I T!IF WH ITE CHRISTMAS 
II A ~I'J'A'S SFCRFT, or CHRISTMAS IN THE STFFRAGF 
III CPRISTlfAS 1VITH THH' VULLIGANS 
IV THH' ''.TISHIJ<JG MAN 
v A CHRISTlflAS CAROL, or THE MIS~H ' S YUL~'T'IDE DREAM 
VI HER CHRISTMAS HAT 
Comment 
"The Whi te :Jhristmas and Other Merry Christmas Plays" 
Pap:e 
76 
77 
80 
81 
A1 
are very good , but as a whole they are not suitable for child-
ren • s plays. They ~vould entertain both children ~md frO'.'m-
ups, but they are not the type play that is well ~dapted to 
the school • 
'.;T ary 
,Joseph 
Til'T'othy 
Isaac 
Anne 
Thorra s 
Ruth 
Pr i sci lla 
_'}e l chcir ) 
( 
Gasper ) 
( 
!1a 1 t!lsar) 
I. 'THF ~VH I 'I'F CHRISTMAS 
Cast 
the ~aiden mother 
6~ the House of David 
a she:ohe:rd, husband of' An'1~. 
an old she pherd 
a ycnrrP.: shepherd 
wife of 'I'imothy-
her little so YJ 
her little dauFht er 
hcs+ess of the In-n at Bethlehem 
a maiden of Bethlehem 
her cousin 
Com!Tl~nt 
" 'The White Christ.roas '' was produced as early as 10no. s r 
Bh 0 u 1 d no t b"l i 'l'"lC luded 1 -n t. he s u rvey . It is "1.1 AO a n l a y fnr 
you,.,rr :oeon l e ""a.ther than for children . 
"'6. 
77 . 
II ANITA' S S:I!: CRE T ' 
or 
CHR I ST.lf~S IN THE STBE~AGE 
CAst 
• 
Santa Cl aus 
J olly Jack Pro st 
Anita., a littl e Italian immig rant 
Hulda, fr om Holland 
Scr g in ' s from Russia 
Meeny, from Germany 
Bi ddy t.~ars, from Ireland 
Paddy Mi ke, from Ireland 
Toma,s s o , from Itdy 
Kliplcer ;;nd 
Schwillie \/i llie V:inkum, Dutch twins 
Meelda, from Spain 
.Ah Goo, fr cm China 
Yakob, from De:nr:1 ark 
Hans, fr om No nvay 
Mieze , fr om Ger many 
Samo 3<m, fr om J1'1 pan 
Scener _'-' 
The steerage ·· f a la r ge vessel. 
Synop s i s 
Anita, the l it tle I talian g irl, and Jack Fr ost have fait h in the 
coming of the g ood Sa int t o the St eerage. Jack tells he r a gr eat s ec ;. et, 
Sant a is coming in an air ship . ,Jus t before midn] ght Santa Cl aus arrives 
to bring j oy to evers little child j n the steer ag·e. He av:akens the irrnni grant 
children and t hey h old a Christmas morning revel. 
t 
78. 
Comment 
I recommend it for production in schools in our f oreign settlement 
district, or in public schools where a . ~large number of the pupils are foreign 
born~ It introduces the Christnl8s tree in a novel ' 2y. It re quires skilled 
c oachi!".g ~md loog preparation to be a successful production . 
• 
Ill CHRIS TMAS WITH THE MUlllGANS 
(Christma s Comedy ) 
Cast 
The ~Yidovt Mullig an 
Patsy 
Matsy 
Teddy Jl.iagc e 
Nor 3_ End or a 
1!icky Machre e 
Bridget Honora 
Svleet Mary Ann 
Melissa 
Clarirsa 
'Nee Pete r Pan 
Mr s . C''':'o ole . 
Sc ene r y 
The Mul l i grn ' s Front Room 
Spnopsis 
79. 
\'lidow Mull i g an and her ten children llve in Mulligan .Alley in Shanty-
t o\vn. Shamus C'Brien, t heir g • at g ives Mrs. C'Toole, a kind hearted neighbor , 
a mer r y time but it i s Christmas Eve so she f org·ives al l his mis deeds. The 
l it tle Mull i g an s delight the t wo women and t he audience as well, v; i th their 
account of the gr<Jnd Christma s entertainment that they hav e just attended. 
Comment 
' 'Christrnas with t he Mu llig ans" teaches tha t l ove is the gr eat e st thing 
in t he wor ld. Money and fine clot he s do not g ive t he Christmas spi r it but 
lovin g h earts and htunan kindness do. A p lay v1 ith such a mes s age i s wo rthy of 
s cho ol producti on. It i s c.f g r eat rc r dramatic tho.n lit e rar ,)l v ~::l ue ~tnd v.'ill r e -
quir e a c areful and ex perience d c r ach. 
• 
The v: ishing man 
The ~oly Poly Dumpling 
?he .Attenuated Tootsy 
The Enlarged Snookums 
Grandpa Gr eon 
Grandma Green 
Father Fritz 
Mother Fritz 
Nurse M2id 
Dumpling 
Tootsy 
Snookums 
DT. THE '.'ti SHING MftN 
( ::::hr i s tma s Wliims ~~ ) 
C~ s t 
Rfl - zin-sk i 
Teddy Bear 
Jimmie Bear 
Baby Jumbo 
Annette 
Babette 
Olivet t o 
Pr ivvte ' Bla ck 
Private Jack 
Private .Ma ck 
Jim Dandy , a stick of candy 
Scenery 
Act I - A r r om in Father Fritz's house 
Act II - Uo scene - acti r n talms place befor e the curtain 
Act I II - The Wi shing Land 
S~nopsis 
80 . 
The v; ishing man maims three little ch ildr en very hr, pp;; b,y g·nmt ing 
every y;ish they ml'l.ke. He al so t~lres a g r oup of ch ildren to \'.' ishing I.and 
where every one is ha ppy and gay . 
Comment 
I do not feel that f1The ·.~'ishing M~m" is worthy of the amount of t ime 
and work th&t would be necessary f or its production . It has good dramatic and 
literary qualities but is not the type of Christmas p l ay that creates the 
Chris tmas Spirit thf!t is l?.s ting and beneficial to children. 
81 . 
V THE CHRIST.Ml.S CAROL 
or 
THE MISER ' S YULETIDE DP.EAM. 
Note 
THis p l ay is adapted fr om Charl es Diclcen tl' St ory and v:as 
• produced before 1913 . It is not suitable for pr oduct ion by children. It 
ls bette.r for young people, or f r r production a t a Children ' s The atre. 
VI HER CHRISTMAS HAT 
"Her Clir i stmas Ha t u a f a rce in one act should not be el l'" s sified 
with Children 's pl ays , it is ~ satire for adults. 
• 
82. 
HOLIDAY PLAYt> 
11 Holiday f,lays" For Home, School and Settlement, by Virginia 
Alcott, vra.s published by Moffat, Yard and company, New York, 
N.Y . in 1917. Permission for performance must be obtained 
f~ome th~ publisher. 
CONTENTS 
I . THE CAVE OF THE FATES 
II. GRJL~MOTHER CUPID 
III. AN APRIL FOOL 
IV. FLOWER OF THE AGES 
V. THE PRAYER OF Tim FOREST SPIRIT 
VI. ON ALL SOUL'S EVE 
VII . 1'HE DAY BEFOHE TFIA1TJCSGIVING 
VIII. THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS 
COMMENT 
Page r~ 
84 
tl 
II 
II 8'7 
" 
II 
" 
on 
Miss Alcott wrote these pla.ys for the boys a nd girls of her club. 
They are go od Holiday selections for such performances but t hey are 
not of hi gh e6ucational va lue. Their chief aim is amusement and to 
interest the chile. s o thathe lives the part he is taking. I would. not 
• cla ss them, as a who le, as'good school productions . 
• 
Act I. 
Act II. 
I • 
8"). 
1'HE CAVE OFTHE FATES 
(Mys tery of New Year.) 
Cast 
Maid Margaret 
Dame Anne 
First Fate 
Second Fate 
Third Fate 
Little New Year 
Scenery 
S#no:p sis 
The kitchen in t..h.e cottage of 
DAme Anna. 
The Cave of the Fates. 
On New Year's Eve ma-id Margaret goes searching for the Fa, tes, the 
three Sisters, who rule the world, · to ask t hat her brother be restored 
to her grandmother. The Fates are so touched by her story of her 
grandmother's grief and her willingness t o serve them seven yea rs if 
they will send back her bro ther that they grant he r request. She 
journaes home with Little New Year. 
Comment 
The llle:::ne of this pla,y is g ood and child.ren wi ll enjoy producing it. 
Hmvever, I should :put it on as a club or pa rty p lay r ather than as a 
school p l ay. 
• 
84. 
II. 
GRANTIMOTHER CUPID 
(Romance St. Valentine) 
Betty 
Richard 
Mistress Fairfax 
Scenery 
Act I. ----------- ··---- ------ The stage is divided in the 
center by a curta in, on one side 
is Betty's room, on the other, 
Richard's room. 
Act II.-------- - - ·------------ The stage is still divided. 
Synopsis 
Betty's room remains the same, 
while Richard's has been changed 
to represent the trys t ing pla-ce. 
Grandma ther pla>ys the role of cupid and makes tvto very stubborn 
young people happy again. 
COMMENT 
''Gra ndmother Cupid" is a short romance that may well be used at a 
St. Va lentines Party. It lacks dramatic value but ca rries a good mes-
sage to willful young people. It would notinterest children as it 
belongs to the high school age. 
III. 
AN APRIL FOOL 
(April Fool C.omedy) 
Jack 
Peter Fool 
Joll y Fool 
Baby Fool 
Cast 
SCENERY 
Jack's bedroom. 
SYNOPSIS 
Mother 
Jenny Fool 
Simon Fool 
Oxher Fools -if desired 
On tl1e last noght of March 1 all t he Fool f amily gather in Jack's 
bed r oom t o get even with him for playing ao: many tricks on them every 
April Fool's day. They dress Jack up in their clo'Lh.es and make a real 
fool of him 1 it makes him so angry that he cries and awakens froin his 
dre am . 
CO:MMENT 
11 A_W APRIL FOOL" is a play that is only suitable for parties. It fur-
nishes amusemen t but has no educati onal va lue . 
• 
Act I. 
Act. II, 
IV. 
FLO\VER OF THE A.GES 
(Fanta sy Easter) 
Love 
Faith 
Lily 
·Hope 
Charity 
Rose 
Larkspur Daffodile 
Poppy rrulip 
mther flowers 
SCENERY 
SYJ:TOPSIS 
Ha.ll of the ages. 
An open wo odland. 
Ho pe goes t o the ga rden ofEarth to find the Perfect Flower to take 
back to the Hall of Ages t o grow beside Love. She searches all the 
ga rdens but finds that most of the flowers a re haughty, selfish, c:md 
proud until she comes to the Lilly. 1'he Lilly gives her such a messag 
of joy and kindness for Love that Hope proclaims her the ~erfect Flo-
wer • 
COMlJJENT. 
"FLO- mR OFTHE AGES" is a very sui t able little class play f or Ea,s ter. 
Its educational value lies in its message rather than in its dramatic 
or li terary form. 
• 
Ve 
THE PR~YER OF THE FOREST SPIRIT 
( Fairy Arbor Day) 
Kay Robin Redbreast 
Spirit of the Oak--- Spirit of the Willow 
Spirit of the Pine----Spirit of the Maple 
Other Tree Spirits. 
SCENERY 
The Forest •• 
SYNOPSIS 
87. 
The Fo rest learns that Kay, the woodcutter's so.n is going t o cut 
down the Great Oak. All the trees plead with Kay to spare the Oak. 
Just as he is going iO_, cut it down the spirit of the oak reaches 
Kay's hear t and helps him to s ee the great beauty of the tree so the 
oak is s aved. 
COMMENT 
This play is short and of littly value but it carriesthe massage 
for Arbor Day well enough for it t o be a part of an Arbor Day progr am • 
• 
• 
VI. 
ON ALL SOUL'S EVE 
(Fairy Hallowe'en Wonders) 
Godfrey 
Fairy Q,ueen 
Graybeard 
Owl 
Bla ckfoot 
Fays 
Old Witch 
Other enps, Spiri t s, and Gnomes. 
SCE11ERY 
Act I. The Kitchen. 
Act II. The Fairy Green. 
SIDTOPSIS 
88. 
Godfrey , the little la..meboy, takes a journey to the Fairy g reen, 
on Black Foot ' s, the cat's,back. They find the magic Ring , .that the 
Owl has stolen and give it to the Q,ueen. The Q,ueen is ro,_, happy that 
she touches Godfrey 's lame foot with her magic wand and made i t well 
and strong again • 
COl\A:MENT. 
• on All Soul's Eve" is suitable for production or dramatization at 
a. Ha llowe'en party but it is not wothy of school production. 
• 
• 
VII. 
THE DAY BEFORE THA1TKSG IVI NG 
{Thanksgivig ~-Play of Terr or) 
Cast. 
Mrs . Chi ck 
Madam Waddle-~uck 
Bantam Cockta il 
Six Chicks 
::Six Ducklings 
Turkey Gobbler 
Pumpki n Pie 
SCENERY 
The Barn .. Yard. 
SYNOPSIS 
99. 
There i s great commotiom and fear among the fowls in the barn yard 
because one of them must be ro as ted for Thanksgiving dinner. All re-
joice when t hey learn that the terrible f ate f alls to t..h:e the quarrel-
some Turkey Gobbler. 
COMMENT 
Ido no t recommend this little play for production. The t i me of 
co stuming and coa ching would far over ba lance any ~, lue derived from it 
• 
• 
Ac t I. 
Act II. 
VIII. 
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRIS1~~S . 
(XMAS PLAY OF LOVE) 
Rita 
Wanderer 
CAS'!' 
Hans 
Woman 
Christma s Child 
SCENERY 
SYNOPSIS 
A cottage kitchen in Germany. 
The road to the Forest. 
~No children, Hans a nd Rita, share their food and cla o thing wi th 
Wanderer and a mo ther and child. They are rewa rded for their kindness 
and goodness by finding the Christma s Child waiting beneath the 
Chris tmas Eve rg reen to welcome them. 
Comment 
"THE NIGI-IT BEFORE CHRISTI\ilAS" is worth of scho ol production because 
of its message rather tha n its dramatic or literary v a lue. 
-91. 
CHOCOLATE CAKE A1m BLACK SAND 
11 Chocolate Cake and Black Sand", by Samuel Milbanlc Cauldvvell, was 
published by G.P .Putman Sons, New York 1 N.Y. in 1917. No rayalty is 
required. 
CONTENTS 
I. CHOCOLATE CAKE A1ID B~~CK SAliD 
II. THE U:N:OOING OF GI ANT HO 'rSTOFF 
III. THE Iwn~NTION OF THE RAT TRAPS 
COMMENT 
II 
It 
Mr . Cauldwell wrote these a nd other plays for home use. He and the 
the children enacted them in the evenings. They e.re plays that 
children vii ll de light in but will not derive any va lue from. I do 
not recommend them for school or club production, because of the free 
us e of slang and lack of educationa l value. They have good dramatic 
qualities. 
I. 
CHOCOLATE CAKE A1~ BLACK SAliD 
( A Dream Play) 
Little girl 
Witch 
SCENERY 
Sandman 
Fairy 
The little girl's room. 
SYNOPSIS 
The Little girl eats two slices of chelate cake fo r supper and goes 
t o bed t o h ave a ni ght ma re. The Sandme,n, the witch, the Frog and the 
Fairy a ll visit her until she cries: out in a larm for her mo ther. 
"CHC.COLATE CAKE AND BLACK Sl.NJ) 11 is suitable for dr2m&tization in 
~~e home but it does not have the qualities necessary for a good edu-
cational p l a y. 
II. 
THE UNDOING OF GIANT HOTS TOFF 
( Dream Play) 
LI TTLE GI RL 
HERR FEVERISH 
T 
SCENERY 
GI ANT HOTSTOFF 
JACK FROST. 
The nursery at 7. 30 P '. M~· 
SYNOPS IS 
o~. 
" THE 1J}..TDOING OF GI ANT HOTSTOFF 11 is enacted by chara c ters in her spel 
ling lesson. She spells the Giant's name wrong and he comes to t ake 
her to task for it, .other characters appear a.nd. succeed in ove rcoming 
the g i ant . 
III. 
'I'HE INV1~NTION OF THE RAT TRII.PS 
(Roma ntic-Historica l) 
Cast 
BI NG B~~JG BING , THE CHI1~SE E~~EROR 
TAN HI SHU , CHANCELLOR OF TID!~ F.EALM. 
PRI ECESS CHIN SU , DAUGHTER OF TIIE ]~:MPEROR 
PRI NCE H0 1~-I-LIE, SON OF A REBEL. 
DEM:ON RAT , A CHI NESE GOD, li1IDER A CURSE . 
AH-SIK, A BE!'f.EVOLENT GOD . 
Ti l\IJE 
THE YEAR 1 3 B . A. D •• 
PLACE 
CHI NESE EMPEHOR , PEKI N, CHINA . 
SYNOPSIS 
The Chinese Empire is be.ing over run by the Demon Rat, Emperor Bing 
Bang Bing offers his d a ughter t o the one who succeeds in killine; the 
Rat. Prince How~I-Lie invents a rat trap and ca tches the cu l pit. 
The prince used foul means but he finally cla ims his reward. 
• 
COLETTE OF 'l'HE RED CROSS 
( XMAs;:.: P.ED CROSS ) 
"COLETTE OF T.HE RED CROS S" a p lay for Re d Cross Juniors, was writ-
ten by Marga r et C. Gret chell a nd published by Samuel French, 28-35 West 
38th S treet, New York, N.Y. in 1918. There is no royalty re quired for 
production by Amateurs but professiona l rights a re res tric t ea. 
CASTI' 
MRS. LANGDON 
LOUISE LANGDOJ'T , HER HAUGHTER. 
MAJ ORIE 
DOLLY 
JANE 
) 
) RF~ CROSS JUNIORS 
) 
SCElillRY 
BER'rHA, MES .LAJTGDON' S SERV.MTI' 
FRIEDA, A 11EIGHBOR 1 8 MAI D 
COLETTE, AN ORPHAN OF FRANCE 
SCENE I. IVIRS . :LANGDON 'S HOMJ.I: ON CHRISTMAS 
SCE:HE II. SAME AS SCENE I, SEVERAL MONTHS BATER . 
SYNOPSIS 
Colle tte a French orpha n, is brought over to A.'Ilerica by the members 
of the Junior:; Red Cross. Mrs. Langdon adopts her and she be comes a 
happy member of the Red Cross. She discovers a plot t o d estroy munitio"l!l 
plan t s t ha t ivirs. Langdon's german ma id, Bertha, isconnec ted wi th . The 
Spies are cap tured, the f a ctories s a v ed form destruction, a nd h armo ny 
res t o re d . 
Comment 
"COLET E OF 'liill RED CROSS" was an appropriate pla y for 1918, buti t 
is not s ui table for t o-day . It would a rouse t hat @erman h atred that 
existed dur ing t he was , t hat is so detrimental t o the :pres ent day 
cry fo r peace. The p lay has a ll the quali t ies of a g ood r. l a y but it 
is n ot in harmony with the times • 
• 
O!=. . 
SNICKERTY NICK 
" Sn ickerty Nick", by Julia Ellsworth Ford, with rhymes by 
'Hhitter Byrmer \faa published by ~,1 offatt , -'ard and Co., Ne w 1 f.>~k 
Clty , i n H llQ • 
The Giant 
T!1e Dwarf 
'The Little Boy 
The Chi ldren 
Sprinf. 
Baron Bill-arron 
The acting ri_p::hts are reserved hy t he auth or • . 
Cas t 
Scenery 
Snow 
Hai l 
Frost 
North~vi nd 
Chilblains 
) 
( 
) 
( 
) '':!inter Gnomes 
( 
) 
( 
) 
Cowslips ) 
( 
Buttercup ) 
( 
Sweet 1,'11 lliarn ) 
( 
Dandelion ) 3p~ing Fairi e s 
( 
Bluebell ) 
( 
Humbl e Bee ) 
( 
Rag "'ed Sai lor) 
Scene I A flower garden covered with frost and snow. 
Sce ~e II Seven years later. Spring in the ~ar~en. 
Synopsi s and Comment 
T~e play " Snickerty Nick" is based on the story of Oscar 
'.Silde ' s ;;;;e lP,ish Giant . It was always winter in the Giant's gar-
den, ·-·until he opened his heart to little children, "then Spring 
carn e . It is written in rhymes t hat appeal to all children, but 
i t lacks dramatic qualities . I only recommend it for dramatization. 
THREE GOLDEN HAIRS 
" Three Go lden Hai rs", by Ethel Sidgwick, was published by 
. 1"11'1 Small , ~.,~ aynard and Co., Boston, Ma-ss. No royalty is char~ed 
but permission for perforrJance must be received from the pub-
lishers. 
Contents 
.Pap:e 
I. TTW TP.REE GOLDEN HAIRS 97 
I I THE ROBBER BRIDEGROm1 . 98 
gomment 
"Th13 Three Golden Haire" and "The Robbe r Bridep:room" are 
too lon~ and difficult for the children whom they would int erest 
t c nrcduce. They lack both educational and draMatic value. 
I. THE THREE GOLDEN HA IRS 
Cast 
StarlinP"i a lucky boy 
Kin2 Crow of C~oatia 
Queen Wimple, h is wire 
Pr i ncess Pearl, his dau~hter 
Eel~'kin, his chancellc·r 
Moll , Starlin~ 'e mother 
Fag the Ferryman 
Tt.fo Burgomasters 
Two Outla\'fS 
Hornt a black Fnchanter 
Hedda, his mother 
Miller' e ','life 
Q7. 
Vva t tte Tinker Duchess Arm, the Queen's Lady . 
Chorus of Prentices , Grile, Foresters, Imps, and River Fairies. 
Scenery 
•·ct I Scene I Reverside , near a village. 
II The Mill 
III Woods near Palace . 
Act II Scene I Same as Act I ~cene III 
II The Ferry. 
III Horn's Kitchen . 
IV. Same as Act II Scene I. 
Synopsis 
Kinf Crow steals Starling, a lucky boy, but caste him a way 
because his cryin~ annoys him. The mi ller finds the baby and 
rears him. When :be is thirteen years of age, the kin f· a~ain 
fi nds him and ~ends him to the palace with a message to the 
Queen . Outlaws overtake him and change the messag e to read 
that he , Starling, must marry the Princess . The KinF is 
furious when he hears of this and sends Starling on an 
Of3 • 
impossible ouest, from which he returns victorious. 
II. THE ROBBER BRIDF:GRQQ?;! 
I 
tit Cast 
Peter, the Miller Go-Between, the Peddlar 
Dame Nancy, hi s sister 
¥-.ay, his daur-:hter 
ftob in, the charcoal burner 
Grist, the Miller ' s boy 
Nettie, the g ypsy girl 
Chorus of Children 
Scenerz 
Act I Outside the :MilJc;r ' s 
Act II Ecene I 'I he forest . 
II 'I' he Rob'-ler ' s 
: Act III Same as Act I. 
home. 
Sir Mummery Greyskin 
Jack-0'-Lantern, his friend 
The Robber ' s Nurse 
Gruffy 
Grizel 
Chorus of Robbers 
Kitchen . 
Synopsis 
The miller barpains with Sir Murr.mery Greyskin and promis e s 
hi~ his dau~hter May as his bride. In a very strange way, May 
dis covers the true nature of her bridegroom. On the wedding day , 
she tells what she has discovered and the Miller kills the 
Robher Bridegroom . 
LITTLE JOHN AND Th"E MILLER JOIN ROBIN HOOD'S BAND 
"Little John and the Miller Join Robin Hood's Band", a 
play for boys, was written b y Perry Boyer Corneau and pub-
l 'L<.o lished by Ol d Tower Flays, 431 St. Dee.rborn Street, Chicap:o,. 
'1'he play was first presented at the Children's 6ivic Theatre, 
Municipal Pier, Chica~o, in 1920 . 
Cast 
Robin Hood Will Stutely 
Th~ Uiller of Nottingham A Lame Begp-ar 
Little J ohn A boy, a fi sherrna.n • 
Followers, members of Hobin Hodd's band. 
Scenery 
Scenei : The edge of Sherwood f ore s t. 
Scene II: The place where the road crosses the stream. 
Synopsis and Comment 
The play is based on the ballads Robin Hood and Little John 
and Little J ohn and T~e Four begp.:are. It is a F:OOd select ~ on 
for a chi ldren's theatre to rpoduce, but not sui tabl e for 
children to act. 
FOLK STORY PLAYS FOR CHILDREN 
"Folk Etory Plays for Children", written by Mar~eret Lynch , 
Couger, wa c copyrighted and published ny the James A. McCann 
Company, Ne·y~1 :Lorl{ City, in 1920. ~" o royalty is required. 
Contents 
I. THE POOR OLD DOG. 
A ehort play based on a Ruesian story of a dop:: that. proved hie 
worth after he had been turned out. of his home to die in the 
woods. 
II. FAIRY OLD A1~ TP.' TIGER 
A c~inese story cf a fierce tiger that was transformed into a 
handsome young man, the God of the Neetern Heaven. 
III. THF GOOD HOUSEWIFE AND t.!ER LABORS. 
A merry Irish folk lore play about the thrifty housewife who 
neve r wasted a minute. 
IV. THE MAGIC ROSE. 
A sto·ry fro rr. Brittany of how an enchanted Princess was freed from 
the ugly shape of a beast. 
ComJTlen t 
The plays lack educational value and are not ·Horthy of 
school production. They may be dramatized for entertainf'lent at 
parties. 
A TREASURY OF PLAYS 
" A Treasury of F'lays", edited by Montrose J. Moses, published Nov. 
1~21 by Little, Brown, and Company, Boston, Mass. copyri ghted 
1 221. The book is ~llustrated by Tony Sarg. 
Contents 
I TT1F LI TTLE PRINCESS 
II THF SIL'F1-""'R THREAD 
. 
Frances Hodgson Burnett 
Constance D'Arcy Mackay 
I II THF 'l'FS TI NG OF SIR GA1.'lAYNF Me.rgueri te MerinP-:ton 
IV PINK IF A ND THE FAIRIES 
v f'UNCH !.:t-: D JuDY 
VI THF T HREE 1.'TISHES 
VII TBF TO 'J:1;!A?.ER OF NUREMBERG 
w. Graham Robe!"teon 
Hamil ton Williamson and 
Tony Sarg 
Austin Strong 
· 'VIII SIK 1NHO FASS WHILE THE LF.NTILS BOIL Stuart 'Nalker 
IX 
X 
}l ASTF;R SKYLARK (John Bennett) Anna M . Lutkenhaue 
fi.L IOF I K WONDERLAND (Lewis Carroll) Alice Geretenberg 
XI THE TRAVELLING MAN 
XI I THE M~HS: A PAGF.ANT 
Lady Gregory 
Christina G. Rossetti 
XIII THF FOREST RING William c. DeMille and Charles Hennard 
XIV THF SEVEN OLD LADIFS OF LAVENDER TOWN Henry C. Bunner 
,C01rment 
Montrose J. !f.oees has comp11€'!d a real treasury of' -ple.ys. 
One may search many libraries of children's plays and fail to 
find suer. a repreeen~ative ~roup of plays as can be found in this 
book. Eac r. of these plays will supply good wholesome, inter eetin~ 
entertainment. The editor :feels the true value of hie work when 
he says, "that all that is needed is a goodly company of readers, ;' 
Pa~e 
10~ 
107 
1) () 
1]3 
J1 6 
11'? 
118 
12 0 
121 
102. 
the table of contents is spread for them; the authors will wait 
upon t hem while the Editor, as head caterer, can vouch t hat 
the fare is of t.he be!ht the market affords." 
• 
.· 
• 
• 
I. THE LIT~rLE PRI NCESS 
(Application for ri P.ht of production must be made to Smaue l French, 
28 '.'lest ?;8 t h Street , New ,,~ irok City.) 
'"'ara 
~H!:':s Mi nchen 
Becky 
Lottie 
1~av inia 
Janet 
Nora 
Jessie 
Ma zi e 
Li lly 
Cast 
Scenery 
Dona ld 
Ermengarde 
Amelia 
Mre. Charmichael 
Ram Dass 
Barrow 
Oarrisfor.d 
James, servant. 
Emma 
Blanche 
Ned 
Act I A lar~e schoolroom at Miss Minchin's boardin f, school. 
I I A garnet under the roof at rHe e Minchin's . 
III Mr . Ca.rrisford 's study in house next door to Miss Min-
chin's Seminary. 
Gz.nopsis. 
Sara Crewe, The Little Princess, is the star pupil of Miss 
Minchin's Seminary. Bar fa t her is in India and she is in Miss 
. ~inc!Jin's charge until he returns. Because of the great wealth 
that she is to inheri~, ohe is given every advantage and every 
luxury. She is an intellginet, cultured, and refined child, so 
sh~ :!.s Dot ~f'f.::c tc 1 by the distinction she is p.:iven e 
Mr. Crewe.dies believin~ that his beat friend r.ad ruined him 
financially . This report reaches ~ass Minchin and her whole 
attitude toward Sara is changed. She gives her a p:arret room 
and takes her out of school to help in the kitchen . Although 
she is often cold, hungry, and tired f::: o m overwork , she keeps 
up her s t.u'l.iEls at night and rnal{e s up s to:ries about the Little 
Princess. 
After a long search, Mr. Car·risford, Sara's !'ather ' s friend, 
finds her . Ee explains the misunderstanding, anj Sara ' s fortune 
., is re stored. 2t.e lives happily ever afte~ as Mr. Carrisford ' s 
adopted daughter . 
1(')4. 
II. THE SIL\lER THllEAD 
( No rC'~ral t y is char~ed. Permissions for productic.n must. be ob-
tained frorr Henry Holt 9. n -~ vc~;-:::.n~, N.Y.) 
Cast 
Cubert, a miner lad f.Hn~ Shadowoob 
Dame rAarna , his mother Prince Slurnpkin 
10!1. 
The ~,·.roman from beyond the Hills Mottlesmont, Lord. Hip:h Chancellor 
The Princess G~enda 
£a n p; 1 adnor, her father 
Mabina; he r nurse 
Alice, another of the Princess ' 
at t endants 
cw-Jdred ) 
( 
Thorwald) Castle guards 
( 
Solberg ) 
Time: The Mythical A~e. 
Season: The Spring . 
Troll ( 
( 
Kola ) 
( 
Rankin ) 
( Goblins -
Cla"foot ) 
-( 
Mole's Ear) 
,- ( 
Shag ) 
Other p.;oblina , castle ,guards, maida-
in-waiting . 
Place: A Kingdom West of the Moon and East of the Sun , yet not 
too far from the rock-bound hill of Cornwall . 
Gcener¥ __ 
Act I Scene I Cubert 's home on a late afternoon in Spring . 
II The goblin ' s forge room . 
Act II The bedroom of the Princess, the same night. 
Act I I I Scene I The goblins ' Council Hall, the small hours of 
the followin g morning. 
I I Same as Act I, the Oubert ' s home. 
Synopsis 
The 'Homan - from beyond the Hille p; ivee Cubert, the miner lad, 
a m~g ic rinp:, as a reward f'or kindness . As Cubert is p:oina: home 
from work, he overhears the Goblins planning to kidnap the 
l i+tle Princes s Gwenda. He rushes to t he palace with the warn-
inr", but the eruar r1 s think that he is craz~r a.-,d refuse to allo'" 
J 08. 
him to enter. That night the Goblins steq l the ? rincesa through 
a passageway ttat they had dug into her room. Cubert is sent !tor, 
because he is the only one small enough to go through this pas-
sap:eway . 
He follows until he comes to the land of tbe Goblins and fiYl :'~e 
the Little Princess. 7ihe11 he begi n s to think tnat J-.e cannot save 
Gwehda~ hA sees a silver thread coming fno~ the aide of hie ring. 
Tl1is silver thread lear1s them to safe ty and happiness. 
Comment 
"The Sibrer Thread" ie a very good play for school rpoduction. 
It teaches the value of lo~ve, courteousness, and kindness. Boys 
and ~irle from hiv,h school will enjoy playing the grown-up parts. 
'Ibis is a very g ood way to establish coordination bet•ween the 
grades and hif!h school. The play bas literary qualities as well 
as fine dramatic values. 
]()'7 . 
III. THE TESTI NG OF SIDR GAWAYNE 
( For draroatic use, permission must be obtained from Duffield and 
Co . 1\e w York.) 
Cast 
Kine_: Arthur 
Q.ue~?n Guinevere 
Kni ght s of the Hound Table: 
Si :r Kay ) 
( 
Seneschal) 
( 
Sir Bore ) 
Sc enery: The Castle Hall._ 
Synopsis 
Sir Bleoberis ) 
( 
Sir Meliogrance ) 
{ 
Sir Gawayne ) 
The t:..nip.:ht 
The Pap:e , Sir , Grifle t 
Outrp;aeous Giant (Knight ueliver~) 
A de li.P"htful sotry that t all:ee place at King Arbhur ' e Court 
in Ca rl isle, on the eve of All-Hallowmass. King Arthur returns 
frorr: an adve n ture with an unusual story . He has not be en victor-
i ous in ll iB ba t tle with t~e giant. He has failed and is nmv a 
pri s oner on parole. King Arhtur mus t be able to tell the Giant 
by niP"ht fall wha t it i s that women desire above all things in 
the world , or h P loees his life. 
The court is in great distress, for all the knight s ar.d l adies 
s e ern unable to help him. A voice demands an ent. r':lnce: it is a 
woman , w·hom they finally alil::aw to enter . She 1 s old and unlove ly, 
but she says that she knows the ;vord that will save Kin r: Arbtur. 
Tne Giant comes and , true to her word, the woman saves Ar-
t.hutj . She asks a 1\.n ip:ht for her husband as her reward . The 
hni~ht s are i n an awful plight , for not one of the m desires such 
108. 
an Uf-:lY wife. Sir Gawayne offers to marry her, thus he saves King 
Arthur and so pasees his third and last test of chivalry~ 
Likewise the woman is forever delivered from the crafi;s of sor-
cery and becomes a~1oung and beautiful woman. 
Comment 
This is a play to be produced for ch:i.ldren rather than by 
children. It wou l d be most difficult for children to take such 
parts effectively. High school boys and girls coib.ld do it, but 
i b~li9ve that its strongest appeal is for the younger age. All 
of the King Arthur stories a!"e of great educational value to 
children and should be given in the school. 
• 
IV. PINKIE AND THE FAIRIES 
Aunt I~op.:en 
<~un t Caroline 
Uncle G-rep:ory 
Molly 
l;i nkie 
Tommy 
? lf Pickle 
Elf WJ ·· i sper 
Elf Twinkle 
Cast 
Gardener , tel~grapb boy, 
Scener~ 
Act I Evenin~ in the Garden. 
II NiJZht in the Wood . 
III Morning in the Garden. 
Synopsis 
Herald 
Prince Frop.; 
Cinderella -
The Sleepin~ Beauty 
Beauty 
The Bea~t 
Jack, the Giant Killer 
Jack, o~ the Beanstalk 
Queen of the Fairies 
Fairies , Frogs, Squireela, etc. 
The author sums up the story in these words: "It is a pas e in~ 
o~ a day ana a night in the life o~ an irna,:!ina!'y child." 
Comment 
It is one of the best of fa i ry stories. It would furnish a 
l:lealhtiful out-door productio·n for a commence~ent program ~rom 
the primary grades . The art, music, and English class es , would 
all have a large share in the production. The best effect Ril l 
be obtained if teachers, or older friends of the school, take 
the parts of the grown-ups • 
Punch 
Judy 
Toby 
Jim Crowe 
Doctor 
V. PUNCH AND JUDY 
Cast 
Ghost 
Comment 
Joey 
Jone a 
Beadle 
Policeman 
Hangman 
110. 
I a~ not t aking this play up in detail for two reaeone; first, 
I f'eel that it is 'Rell known, and, second, because it i s 11ot pl"'ac-
tical f'or production by children. Children enjoy seeing a Punch 
a!1d J udy show, but they del"'ive li t tle f rom it w!:Jen they attempt 
to produce it. 
111 • 
VI •• THE THREE WISHES 
Cast 
Martin, a Woodcutter A ~airy 
"·arp:eret, the Woodcutter' e Wife A Rabbit 
Caspar , a friendly neiqhbor A Dog 
Scenerl 
Act I A wood sc B~e , showinp: the villa.p:e in the backp:round . 
II ln t erior of 1~~tin's home. 
Synops is 
Martin , the ~~T ood-cut ter, free s a fairy ·nho has been imprisoned 
i n a t ree for many years. He is granted the fulfilment of three 
wishes for thi s de ed . He hurries to the house to tell Slargeret , 
h is wife , the good n ews. They decide to consult the btshop in 
order to have the best a dvice so th~t they will make the most of 
this great opportunity. 
','hen the y sit down to the table, Mar,geret thouo:ht lessly says, 
"I wi sh we bad some sausages ." Great is Marti n 's anp.:er, 'Rhen 
the sa usa~ee appee..r. He is so enra9:ed that. ·.he cries, "I w1. eh the.; 
wer") ;rrowi np.: to your nose." Instan tly, +,he v lonr: et r- i.n g od sauea~es 
attacres i+self to the ponr woman's nose. There is no+hinf! lef't 
for Martin to do now, excent to take hiA last wieh to remove the 
sausa7e s from his unhappy wife's nose. 
Comment 
"The Three 1.\fishes " is primarily f'olJ marionettes to be produced 
to entertain children . However , I think that it is worth en ou~h 
to be put on as a pliJY by schoolchildren . Marionettes are not 
Jl2. 
alw13ys possible , but. this could be produced as a play just as 
well. I t. carries a. p:ood lesson with it as well as entertainment. 
VI I . TOYMAKER OF NUREMBERG 
(Application for ri.Q'ht to oerform must be made to author , care of 
Little J Brown aDd Company.) 
The Sne try 
The Stre ~ t Cleaner 
The Boy 
The Roy 's Fri end 
The Se r p:eant 
The Poet 
The Girl 
T're Lal"rplighter 
The Toymaker 
ThP- ~-; other 
Time: Present . 
Place : Nuremberp:. 
Gast 
Scenery 
The Mother 
~rnployer 
'Ihe Cook 
The Coachman 
The Clerk 
Tbe Stran~er 
The Driver 
The Children 
The Soldier 
The Citizens. 
Act I Sce~e I Outside the walled earden . 
II The Toymaker's. 
hct II Inside the walled garden. 
III The Toymaker'e. 
Synonsie 
Th e Toymaker weaves beautiful stories as he ~akea his dol ls. 
He is hanpy , hut very poor. Hie employer wants him t.o make 
teddy nears , out he refuses because h.e loves the dolls, h~ would 
"'LI-l a., 
ran·e r be Poor e:mi make suc h ill~l-y · ;toys :for l:tttlr>~ children • 
.David, his · eon, falls in love with the employer' e r~au~hter. The 
empl oyer refuses h1s consent and they plan to run off mu~ch 
afainst the Toymkker's wishes. They are discov~red and David and 
the Father are driven from the Employer's home, Realizing that 
they must become rich before his son can marry the girl be loves , 
th ._ Toymake:r be p:: ins to make Teddy Bears . The Teddy Bears bring 
~reat wealth and happiness is restored . 
Comment 
J 14 . 
This ts a splendid way to t~ach the value of l ove and happi-
ness in the world. It should be produced for c hildr 1=m ra t her than 
by tre m• 1The theme and dramatic and l iterary qualities of'"The 
Tcymaker of Noremberg" give it splendid professiona l qual iti e s . 
The play •.vill make a striki ng appeal to the grown-ups as •.vell 
as to t~e children . 
• 
11 ~. 
VI I I. SI X ?mO Pl\SS 'VHILR THE LENTILS BOIL 
(All dramatj_c rig~ts are retained by the author . ~04 Car negie Hall, 
1'!r:nv York City.) 
Cast 
The Roy_ The Mi l krnaid 
'If1e (.)ueen The Blind 1,1an 
The 1-H rre The Balla .:1 Sin p-er 
The He~.dsr!lan 
Ti~e : When you wi l l . 
S ce~ery: A kitchen. 
Synopsis 
The Boy is left to watch the lentils for hi s mother. Everyone 
is exc i ted over the Gueen, who is to be dec~itated for co~mit~ing a 
hreac ~ of etiauette. If she is not found before the four clocks 
scund twelve, s:he will be opared. She comes to the cotta,r:e and asks 
t he boy to pro~i se not to tell anyone where he hides her. The Mi me , 
the Nilkrr'a.id , t he Blind Man, the Ballad Sin..:er , and the Headsman all 
~ t op h1 and nuAs tion the Boy, but he keeps his nromise t.o the 0ueen . 
Just as t~e Headsman starts to leave the cotta~e , the c locks strike 
an d t he 0ueen comes from her place of hiding and rewards th e Boy for 
hi8 loyalty to rcer. 
Comment 
" Eix 1 '~ho Pass ·~rhile the Lentils Boil" .,.,111 amuse both p:rown-uns 
and c hildren . lt has all the qualities of a p.-o od play and has ethi-
ca l value for chi l dren . I recom~edn it as one of the finest pro -
~Jctions for a Chi ldren's Theatre . 
IX. MASTEL{ SKYLARK 
:M a8ter ~ky lark 
Mt. Attwood 
Mr s . At twood 
!D.as ter Player 
Other Players 
'!J i ll iaJT1 Shakespeare 
Time: 1"'C?6 . 
Cast 
1] 6. 
Ben Johnson 
· Cicely 
Friends of' Willia.'Tl Shakespeare 
Boys of Sin~ing School in London~ 
Queen Elizabeth 
Courtiers , etc. 
Place: Stratford-on-Avon. London. 
Co ,.,., !11ent 
Eve~y children 's worker knows thi s splendid story. I re -
t;OimPend i t as one of' the best selecti ons f'or a children's theatre. 
117. 
X. ALICE I N WONDRRLAND 
( Pro~essionals or amateurs must obtain permission ~rom t he author, 
R~ P De~in~ Place, Chicago, Illinois . ) 
Lewis Ca rroll 
Alice 
Re d Qu~en 
~vhi t.e Gueen 
',1h i t e lia hbi t 
Humpty-Du;·npty 
Gryphon 
:'.~ ock Turtle 
~ad Hatter 
1larch Ha!'e 
Act I Scene I 
II 
III 
IV 
II The 11arch 
III Scene I 
I I 
Cast 
Seven of Spades 
Scenerl 
Alice ' s home . 
Dorrnouee 
Frog Footman 
Dutchess 
Cheshire Cat 
King~; o~ Hearts 
Queen o~ Hearts 
Knave of Hearts 
Caterpi l lar 
T·.vo of Spades 
Five of Spades 
'The room in the Lookinp: Glass. 
The hall doors. 
The sea shore. 
Har -"l ' s Garden. 
The Gar0en of Flowers. 
The Court c~ Hearta 
III Alice's horne. 
Comment 
7he story of t his delightful little play is k~own to ch ildren 
an~ ~row-ups all over the world. The children aever seem to grow 
tired of se einf or acting it . It is a fine play for a Junior 
Circle of the Drama ~eague, or any other group of school children 
to:- produce 
• 
• 
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XI . THE TRAVELLING MAN 
( Application for ri ~ht of presenting this play must be obatined 
fro m Samuel French, 28 '.Vest 38 th Street, Ne •,v York City.) 
Cast 
A !tether A Child 
A Travellin~ Man 
Scenery: A cotta~e kitchen. 
Spnopeis 
The motl:.er is making ~reat preparation for s he is expectinp; 
The Trave llinQ' Man to c ome. n.rbile she is out p:etting supplies 
for a cake, a stranger knocks and the Bhild lets him in. He 
is poorly dressed, cold, and hungry. The Child takes Him to the 
fire and promises Him :food . as t.soon as hfuis motl-le r comes. ·~rhen 
the mother sees the mud He has tracked on the floor, she re f uses 
to give Him food and orders him out into the cold. 
She r9alizes too late that He was The Travelling Man. The 
little Child knew him, but she ·~'la s unkind. Her lack of kindness 
and sympathy for the poor has caused her to turn away this One 
Grea t Guest she most desired. 
Comment 
"The Travellin~ Man" may ri~htly be called a dramatic ~em. 
Itis written in very simple langua~e ~~d in a strikinV- dialect • 
It is short, but full of spiritual qualities. Tt is a sple ndid 
Cn ris tmas play to be given by a school :just before the Chris t mas 
holidays. It pr e sents ita spiri t ual message in such a way that 
the public sc h o o l can produce it without difficulty religiously. 
• 
Jan uary 
March 
July 
Auvust 
October 
Boys 
XII~ THE MONTHS 
Cast 
Girls 
February 
Apri l 
May 
June 
Sep tember 
December November 
Robin Red breasts , Nitthtingales , a nd Neetlin~e ; Lambe and Sheep. 
Various f]owers and fruits. 
Scenery 
/t. cotta~e wi t h its p::rounde . 
A roo~ i n a large cottage. 
Synoneie 
Each month brings its pifta of beauty and service. The variou s 
dances are very beautiful and add ~reatly to the Production. 
Comment 
"The ~.1 onths " is the bent play of i te type to be found anywhere. 
It is written in verse and has high literar y and ethical value. 
Th e dramatic qualities are not eo good , due perhaps to the type 
of play. It can be correlated with art, music, and literature. 
• 
XII. THE FOREST RING 
(A writ t en permission for production must be obtain~ d from the 
euthor, care of Little , Bro\\'T1 and Company, Boston . ) 
Fairies 
Arbu tus, fairy nueen 
Moss Bird, h~r daughter 
Animals 
Ursa, a bear 
Antlers , a deer 
Peach ~ loom , the oueen's a~tandant ~bite Face, a fox 
}t ouse 13:ar; the aueen's attendant Blinkers, an owl 
Quicksilver, a fairy messenger boy. 
Human Beings 
120. 
Jane Adams, a New York girl spending her vacation at the Adirondacks. 
Aunt Sabrina ~atson, a widow. 
Thomas , her son. 
Hank Struble, trapper and pot-hunter, in love with Aunt Sabrina. 
Scenery 
Act I Scene : A fab·y rin~ in the forest, by moonlip.-ht. 
Act II Front yard before Aunt Sabrina Watson 's house. 
Synopsis · 
ua.n e AdamE! has a most unusual vacation at the Adirondacks . 
Aunt Sahrina Watson and her lover, Hank Struble, whom she ignores, 
:furnish amusement enouf-h, to say nothing of her del ip-ht ful ad-
v e n tures in the Forest J.ing . 
Comment 
"The Forest lUng" is a deli p-htf'ul play bu+ adult characters 
are necessary. lt ,,-culd be impossible to f':ive it with an all child -
ren's cast. It has ethical, literary, and dramatic values . 
XIV. T HE SEVF.}.l OLD LA DIES QF LAVli'NDAR TO'IJN. 1 ;2} • 
0 / us ic hy Oscar Vleil. Published by Harper and Brothers.) 
Cast 
Li ,rrbtninr Ha s k ins, the showman The Fairy .Aunty }.~ acassa ( 
( The 
Geor~ e lJashi ng:ton ) The Duchess of Tidytown ) ( ( Seven 
• 
J ulius Caesar ) The Mrs. Smith ) 
( great ( Lit t le 
Alexander the Great ) mechani- Mrs. Brown ) 
( cal and ( 01:1 
J ohn ST'1 i th ) con versa- Mrs. Jones ) 
( tion:~.l ( Ladies 
Charles H' Confucius) agglomera- Mrs. Robinson ) L • ( tion of ( of Lav-
HPn r y t h A H'i ght.h ) waxworks. '-'rs. Simpkins ) 
( ( endar 
Nanoleon Bonaparte ) V! rs. Tlmpkins ) 
( crown • 
A P8.Q"e ~ ~rs . Trolala de Montmorenci) 
Scene~cy: In the Kategreenawayl and . 
Tiwe: Once upon a time. 
Synopsis and Comment 
11 The Seven Old Ladies of Lavendar T01!m" is an operetta rather 
tha n a play. It is the story of how a fairy cured ae ''en married 
c ou ples of quarreling . .She changeS. the younp: women into the Seven 
Old ·\'IOIT'en of Lavendar Town and the men into wax w·orks. The women 
searc h everywhere for their husbands and finally find them wi t h 
Li ~htn t ng Has kins, the Showman . They sinp:, and the wax wo-rks come 
to life, rec ~rnize their wives, and, as each husband kisses hie wife , 
hscome s youn~ a~ain . 
Thi s oPerAtta is a good production for ~ childrsn's theatre, 
hu t, li k e several of' the plays of' tl1is g!"oup, it. could not be nronuced 
by c~ildren. Hi~h school ·pupils mivht give it as a production for 
the 2raded school and the high school. 
R~D LFTTER DAY PLAYS J22. 
E_z Yarp-aret Getchell fareons was copyrighted in 1921 by the Nati ona l 
Board of the ioun~ Women 's Christian Association, N. Y. , and pub-
lished by the Woman's Preas , New York City, 1~21 . No royalty 
is reauired . 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
Content a 
FIRE- SPIRITS* Hallowe ' en 
THE COURTSHIP OF MILES STAN-
DISH Thanke~ivin~ 
THF CHRISTMAS ~ESSAGF Christ~as 
ST . NTr:HOLAS 
I N A VAI ,FNTI!-!E BOX 
TH!i' LOVF LYRIC OF LETTE.RS 
JACK- 0'-THF-GREEN 
Christmas 
St. Valentine ' s Day 
April Fool ' s Day 
May Day 
VIII TH,:: POTENTATE OF 1NEATHF.RDOM 
IX ' NEATH THF SCEPTF.H OF SUSAN Old-time Boarding School 
X RAINY DAY PLAYS 
I SNOmlHITE AND ROSE RED 
II THE WOODEN BOWL Japanese 
II I BEAUTY AND THE BEAST French 
IV HANSEL AND GRFTEL German 
V THF LI 'JTLP LAMF. PRINCE From Yiee Mulo~h ' s Book 
VI TEF HAR ~ IAGF. OF SIR GA WA IN 
VII LITTLF ROSFTTF 
Comment 
Page 
124 
12~ 
]26 
J34 
l~f 
1~7 
S i~ple plays written to ~ive pleasure to chi lnren and make the 
4 Reprinted from John Martin's Book, "The Child's Magazine." 
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holidays "red letter days " for them . The writer sugp-ests that 
they ~ay he ~iven right in the homes without elaborate scenes 
a"!'lc costumes . The :plays furnish ;ttood wholesoll!e entertainrr.ent 
:for school pro~rarns and parties . 
I. FIRP SPIRITS 
Cast 
Enduran ce) Goodman, their rather 
· ( two little Puritan girls 
Prudence ) Constance, the i r mo t h e r 
Two Indians 
Time: October in colonial days. 
P lace : a Massachusetts farm-house. 
Scenery 
;.;cene : the ·room of a typical Puritan farm-h ouse. There is a 
lr,e:e fur ep lace at one en c1 of the robm, e.t the ri ()'ht of whi ch 
is a spin nin~ wheel. 
Synopsis 
En dvrar.ce ami Prudence are left .alone whil ~ their rr,other and 
fa ther ~o to the village . Hi11owe 'en is drawing near, eo they 
a ·"e r- i ven two pumpkins to ma k e into Jac k-c' -la nterns. Jus+ as 
they finish their l anterns and g. o to get candles from the kit-
c hen , two hostile Indians appear. Both children are fri~htened 
and fO to hid e in the wood boxes. They see their lanterns and 
decide to li [r.ht t h e m, think ing t hat it ~right frighten t.he I n-
dians . The Indians re t urn, see the jack-o'-lanterns, and flee 
in terror, believing t hem to be spirits. 
II. !fHE COURTSHIP OF ~HLl?S STANDISH 
Cast 
Captain Miles Standish 
John Alden 
Frisc illa 
Scenery 
One or more Pilt:·;rims 
. One or more Indians 
Reader 
Any room. Stretch a sheet acrose the room about six feet from 
the •,a,rall. 
Synopsis 
A'> short, but accurate; aceount of the courtship of Miles 
Standish, taken from the poem by Lon~fellow. 
Comment 
It ie simple and short, but true to the :racte. Vay be p.:iven 
in a home or school room correlated with ~n~lish and given just 
a:rter reading the"Courtship of Miles Standish" by Longfellow. 
Since the nlay is one of shadow ' -pictures, little attention 
need be piven to costumes. This shadow play is especially good 
for a Thankspiving propram, or a social at ~chcol~ · - or a home 
party. 
· charlotte 
IV: othe r 
Pippa, 
Hi a1'7atha 
III. THE CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
Cast 
Peasbloeaom ) 
( 
Cobweb ) 
( the Fairies 
Mustardseed ) 
( 
Moth ) 
Alice in Vonderland Tar Baby 
Bell Girl 'I'iny Tim 
Scenery 
Scene I Charlotte's room. The bookcase is covered. 
Scene II. Same room with ~he bookcase uncovered. 
;;i ynopeis 
Charlotte 's mother leaves her t~ find a verse to write on 
her ~randmother 's Christmas card. Charlot t e goes to her book 
shelf and calls ~or assistance. Pippa, Hiawatha, Ali ce in 
Wonderland, Bell-Girl, Puck, Tar Baby , all come and o~~er sug-
12 5 . 
gestions in the form of poems. But :-:Sine seem appropriate until 
Tiny Tim cornea . Hils message is, ttAd .1erry Christmas to you all, 
and God bless you every one~" 
]; 
~The ChristmaP Message" may be modified to correlate with the 
Enplish class of the fifth or sixth grade. It is a review of 
verses that vary from Hiawatha to fairy messa~es. The plot is 
gocd and offers a splendid opportunity for t he teacher t o work 
in appropriate memory passages . 
( Note: Son p- is t o ·the tune of "O Happy Eells of Christmas," by 
Carl Fe luefer , in "A Book of Sorig and Se rvice", published by the 
Unita.ri an Sunday School Society, l2Pi Beacon St ., Boston, Mass. 
• 
: tv. ST. MICHOLAS 
Cast 
Dick, s little boy (may be girl ) . :· ' Hestia) 
( 
Sa nta Claua (St. Micholas i n Act II. Larissa) his daughters 
( 
Ca lc 11e.s, a Greek of the 4th CG!"Jtury. Doris ) 
Penelope, an old Greek woman. 
127. 
l ime : ~cts I and III, the present; act II, th e 4th centpry A. D. 
Place: Acts I a.nQ. III, America ; a:o t. I I , '-> • • -' e-r, a ra, l1l 
Scenery 
Ac t I Playroom. 
Act II Stage divided in center by a curtain. One side a room in 
home in Asia Minor, the other side the street. 
Act III Same as Act I. 
Synopsis 
Dick, Torr., and their sisters decide to wait up for Santa 
Claus . Dick falls asleep while he is talkinF, hils turn, but. 
is awakened as Santa comes throuph the vri ndow. Sa.n;ta. ..-. tells 
Dick to p:o out and eee how he, st. Nicholas, a r!ch young man, 
became known as Santa Claus to all t.he world. Dick looks into a 
home in Asia. Minor and sees Nicholas beginning, worshippes for 
his kindness to this family. He also hears the Germans and the 
Russians worshipping him. 
Comment 
This little r- lay would necessitate a stage large enough to 
be divided into \two parts, one part an American horne, the other 
• 
a Greek home. The play is sui table for a Christmas p:roP.'rarn 
just before the holidays for the first to fifth Rrades. It 
:bas no particular educaticnal value, but would. delip.:ht the 
childrlen • 
188. 
• 
V. IN A VALENTINE BOX 
Speaking Parts 
Josey Dan Cupid 
Nurse Paste 
Valentine Figures 
Colonial c·ouple Shepherd and Shepherdess 
Two or more pairs in folk costume, Irish, Scotch, Swedish, Sna.nish, . 
or Japanese. 
Scenery 
Staf e is set to resemble the inside of' a Va;tentine box. Cupids, 
heart s , quivers, and may other emblems decorate the box. 
Synopsis 
Josey is ill and cannot attend the party. The nurse p.ives 
her a Valen tine box, that contains little peo-c le from fa i ryland 
who ha ve come to entertain her. 
' 
Comment 
"The Valentine Box" is short, but -picturesoue. It would af-
f' crd ahout tbrit.y minutes ~ood entertainment at a Valentine 'Par-ty. 
Costumes can be mad~ of crepe paper. Any decorated room would 
serve wi t.h lon.Q: draperies or curtains to divide 1 t off for the 
• 
\I. THE LOVE LYRIC OF LETTERS. 
Cast 
Floi se, the heroine Leander, the hero 
Her mother Eben, the v i ll~in. 
The Policeman . 
Scenery 
Act I Roorn in Elo lee 's horn'3. 
i_ I C:-:.;.!:eids of Eloise's home • 
• III Prison . 
SynQpsis 
"The Love Lyric of Letters" is an alphabet farce in three 
acts. It is the love story of Eloise and Leander . Eloise's 
mother favors Eben and dislikes Leander. The rivals quarrel, 
Leander kills Eben and is put in prison. Eloise aids Leander 
in his escape and the two elope. 
· Comment 
The entire play is expressed in letters of the alphabet. 
Dra.ma .. ically and educationally, it is of no value. Howeverp it 
would provide a jolly time at an April Fo~l Party. 
1~1. 
VII. JACK-0'-THE-GREFN (Royalty $1.00) 
Cast. 
The Maiden ' . -ho Greets the Dawn Nick 
Johnny Dick 
J oan Other Cbimney Sweeps 
Harry l6ad rre 
Little Betti e Other Milkmaids 
Ot.her Girls a.nd Boye The Fiddler 
Scenery 
A p-reen i n the outskirts of' the city. There is a throne at t"e 
rear center of the sta~e and a maypole in the center. 
Tirr.e : The seventeenth century. 
Palce: England. 
Sugs:r.eetione 
Thi"! sonp:s are taken f'rom "Old Fnp_:lieh Popular Music" by 
Vlm. Chapnel l , v. 2 (revised edition), published by Novello, 
Ewer, and Co., 11ew York. The f'ollowinr hmes f'rom the same book 
are sugges t ed by the author. 
Song 
"In Summer 'T ime" 
" First and Sec ond" 
"May is Cominp; " 
"A t N i~ht by Moonligh t" 
" Yon l assies and lade" 
Synopsis 
Time 
"Oh, how the y frisk it" 
"Nancy Dawson 
"Lilli levilero" 
"There lives a lase" 
"Come lassies and lads" 
A r:roup of' children select Ned as thetr Kinp: of the May. 
Page 
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Be choos es for his Queen a lovely milk maiden. They reco~ize 
each e t her ae. lonp: lost bnother and sister. Great re joicinp; 
ends in a Maypole Dance and song. 
Comment 
"Jack-0'-The-Green" may be p;iven by a music or dancing class 
on a la~~. The plot is simple, but the music could make it a 
very beautiful little play. 
VIII • TBE POTE ITATF OF W'FATHERDOM 
Molly 
Pol l y 
The We a t.r.er Man 
Weather Sprites: 
Fitter) 
( Showers 
Pa tter) 
Snowflake 
(Royalty $1.00) 
Cast 
Breezy) 
( Breezes 
Sneezy) 
Shimmer) 
( Sunbeams 
Glimmer) 
Jack Frost 
Rainbow 
Time: Late afternoon on April ~Oth. 
P lace: An open green. 
Scenery 
A laie Maypole in the center . To the left front, a throne. 
Synopsis 
Molly and Polly call upon the weather man to chase Fitter and 
Patter away so that May the first will be a bri trht, c heerful 
day for the Maypole dance. The weather man calls all the weather 
spri tes to help h im. Each group of spirits dance around the pole. 
Finall y , Fitter and Patter surrender to Shimmer and Glimmer, the 
Sunbeams, and the Rainbow is crowned Queen of the Ma y . 
Comrnemt 
A dancin~ class could produce this frolic of the weather 
spirits very effectively, uain~ ~roupa of spirits in naace of 
two. I t is of little dramatic value, but full of action, if 
every dance is ~iven. It is s hor t , but appropriate and beau tiful. 
• 
IX. tNEATH 'IHE SCFPTER OF SUSAN 
Cast 
The senior Class of Merrybrook Female Seminary 
Susan Virginia Jone, a girl of radical ideas. 
Err.reeline Ames, friend of Susan. 
Mary Ann Simpkins. 
Clarissa Peabody, a genteel youn~ lady. 
Louise Pe rkins, friend of Clarissa. 
Eliza Carolina Fairbanks, a lover of romance. 
Jane Tillbur~ Chew, who is always hungry. 
Miss Sai!"antha Scruten, the lady principal. 
Miss Deborah Thompson, assistant preceptress. 
The Reverend Josiah Leicester. 
Peter( children of ~he boarding school housekeeper , 
Pansy) a~e eir.ht. 
Tirre: About 1840, in the early 4aye of boardinF- schools. 
Place: A hoardin~ school. 
Scenery 
Act I l)arlDr of the school. 
II t)chool room. 
Sy;nopsie 
A typical story of the life of girls in a Female Seminary in 
J 840. The girls dislike Mise Scruten, the principal, who is a 
very prim old maid. Mise Scruten loves the ministers, hut. h~ 
loves Mise Ttompson , one of the younp.: teachers. The nlot is 
wovenaround this romance. 
Comment 
!t t Neath the Scepter of Susan" should not be classified among 
children t e plays, for it is a play for girls about eighteen years 
of a g.e. It is a sple'ndid play of i te type, but is out of i te 
element in this book of plays. 
• 
· X. RAINY DAY PLAYS 
I • s trcwr WHITE AND ROSF. RED. 
Cast 
Snow \~hi te 
Hose Red 
The lJwarf 
Scenery 
Their Mo+her 
The Bear 
bcene I Interior or Rose Red and Snow White 's house. 
II ~arne , several weeks later. 
III The woods. 
II. THE WOODFN BOWL. 
Girl 
Her mot her 
A farmer . 
Caet 
Scenery 
Japanese horne. 
Hie wife 
Hie eon 
Other Japanese 
Scene I 
II A rich farmer's house. 
III Se.~e . some months later. 
IV Same, on the wedding day • 
I I I • BEAU'J' I AND THE BEAST 
Cast 
Father 
Three Dau~htere 
The Beast 
136. 
Sc enery 
Scene I 
II 
Beatty ' s new home , after the fat"1 i ly f'l_as lo* t i t a money . 
The garden of the Beas t . 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
Beauty 's horne . 
TJ-Je Beast's house . 
The Beast's castle, several months later. 
The Beas t ' s garden , ten days later. 
IV . HANSFL AND GRETEL . 
Hansel 
Gretel 
Cast 
Cld Witch 
Scenery 
Father 
Mother 
Scene I Home of Hansel and Gre tel. 
II Black Fcreet , near ~itch's house . 
V. THE LI 'l''T'LE LAJ,.JE PRI NCE. (taken from Miss Muloch ' s book: 
11 The Little Lame Prince.") 
Doll 
Prince 
Rep ent 
Cast 
Court Nurse 
Tower 
G odrr.ot her 
Deaf mute 
Courtiers 
Scenery 
Scene I The palace, the day of the baptism of the baby Prince. 
I I 'I he throne room , several years la. ter . 
III Hope l ess Tower . 
• 
Scene IV Sarre as scene III. 
Scene V Sa~e as scene III. 
VI. THTi' MAHRIAGE OF SIR GAWAIN 
Kinp Arthur 
Enchanter 
vld Woman 
Cas t 
Sir Gav.rain 
Knight s 
Mees~mr:er 
People who answer questions 
Scenery 
Scen e I Near the Enchanter's Castle. 
II A roadway. 
I I I Arthur's court. 
VII . LITTLE ROSETTE . 
Cast 
Kin Fr Little Prince 
c ueer1 Nurse 
Doll Her daughter 
Hermit Boatsman 
Ros e t te Kinp: of Peacocke 
Gr eat Prince Courti ers 
Old Man 
Scenery 
Scene I The Castle . 
II. The p:arden of the Palace. 
.. . 
137. 
Scene III On t he bank of the river. 
IV Kin11'e palace. 
V Cottal!e of the Old Man. 
Thie ~roup cf six rainy day playa ie i ntended to be read, 
rehearsed, a nd ~iven in a single afternoon. It is a group of 
p:s. 
simple dramatieatione that will rpvide delightful entertainment for 
the chj ldren at home on rainy days. All of the little r. laye are 
sui :.able for parties, club meetings, and camps. 
THE CHA~~ by Cath3rine T. Bryce 
published by the Atlantic Month~y Press, ccpyriP"hted 1q21. 
Fairy Queen 
Sweet-S~e ech Sis ters 
Fairy Am-Not 
Fairy Is-Not 
Fairy Are-I~o t 
Cast 
Scenerl 
Plac e -- The Fairy Dell. 
Time -- Midsummer Eve. 
Puck 
Flower fairies 
Light t'airiee 
Tom, a Human Child 
(Not e: If ~iven in-doors, branches of trees with a stron~ 
electric ll.llht in ba~ of them, should be used to sug~eet 
a "I,foonlip:ht Circle Screen". 
Synopsis 
J?·q. 
In one scene we are ~iven the story of a little boy who refused 
tc speak c orrectly. Hie teacher keeps him in school, but he in-
sist s upon saying "ain't". Puck, a fairy, comes alon~ a~d takes 
him to the Queen of Fairyland, who gives him the ch~noe that 
shows him t~e great value of correct speech. 
Comment 
"The Charm" is a very suitable play for school use, especially 
during "Good Speech Week". It could be given at a class Period to 
emphasize the importance of good English, rather than as a play. 
Health Plays for School Children 
Health Plays For School Children, published in 1921 by the 
Child Health Organization of America, Penn Terminal Building, 370 
Seventh Avenue, New York City, is a group of plays as developed by 
teachers and :pupils in Public Schools of Greater New York. 
Contents 
I The Wizardry of Milk. 
II The House That Health Built. 
III The Pied Piper of Health. 
IV The Value of :Milk. 
V The King of Foods. 
VI The Carpenter's Uni on. 
VII Our Friend Milk. 
VIIIThe Road t o Health. 
IX Young America and. The Afagic Carpenters. 
X A Day in Happy Land. 
XI The Magic Milk Game. 
XII ~Tary's Vegetable Garden. 
XIIIThe Story The Milk Told to Iv'ie. 
XIV Dr. Milk Bottle. 
Comment 
1·40 
This group of Health PlaY-S is very fine for school use. They are 
very short but each one carries a good health message to the child .• 
I shall not discuss the plays separately because they are so closely 
related. The theme is good , wholesome food, plenty of fresh air and 
sleep for every boy and girl. The virtues of cleanliness are als o 
emphasized. They require very little :preparation for production s o 
are goo d f or class ro om use. From f our to six of these plays wo uld 
make a very fine :program for good health week, or as a :program :put 
on by the hygiene class. 
• 
J .41 . 
THE STAR-CHILD AND OTHER PLAYS 
"The Star-Child and Other Playa" , by Rita Benton, was published 
by the Writer's Publiehinp.: Company, ~ew York , N. Y., in 1021. Per-
~isei on f or performance must be requested of the author, Rita 
Benton, Rn21 Blackstone Avenue, Chica~o, Illinois . 
Contents 
I TH~ STAR-CHILD 
II \! P~<'RF LOV'F.: IS THFRF GOD IS ALSO 
III THF HA PPYVAN 
IV A ~PARK NFGLFCTED BURNS 'I'HE HOUSF 
V KI NG ROBERT OF SICILY 
VI YUSSONF 
VII TER LIFE BFiOND 
VIII TH~ RING OF ~1 AGIC POWER 
Comment 
Pap::e 
142 
14A 
14~ 
14~ 
14'7 
147 
148 
148 
I do not recommend this group of playa as a whole. "The 
Star-Child'' is by far the beat , but it ie suitable for a church 
school or eett lement program rather than public school. The 
plays are taken from stories , les:re,.,ds, and poems that ha,re lost 
~uc~ of' their value by being put in this f'o~m. 
I • 
THE STAR CHILD 
CAST 
A BEAR 
A bird 
A frog 
A hare 
A mole 
A tottoise 
Several rabbits. 
The wicked ma gicia n 
Firs t s en t ry 
Second sentry 
A cap tain 
T'.ae priest The leper's child. 
SCENERY 
ACT I. J.'he edge of the fores t . 
ACT II. SAME AS &CT I. 
ACT III . . Scene I. Same as Ac t I. 
142. 
SEC01m PEASAl~ T 
. ' It It · , s· ' IFE 
JAN ) )2nd Pea s ant's children 
LISE) 
The Star-child , a baby 
II 
" " 
a boy 
Hilda ) 
Peter ) p layrna tes. 
Barbara) 
The beggar woman 
The leper 
" II. Outside the wa lls of a city. 
SYNOPSIS. 
This play is from the story, The Star-child by Oscar Wilde. The 
pea s a n t finds the Star-child in t heforest and he and his wife rear h im 
as t heir own child. He grows up to be cruel, self ich, p roud and un-
kind. He sco:ras :P:is mo ther, who comes to him disquised a s a beggar and 
a n evil spell is ca st upon him. He re a lizes liow unkind he ha s been so 
h He Sta nds all t he tests and i s goes in sea rch of his mot er. 
14~. 
finally alaimed by his mothera nd fathe r , the King and queen . 
COMJJ[ENT 
"The Star-Child"is a splendid selection for a ch ildrens' Theatre 
.. ~.:. . 
:production but I should not try to produce it in a school. 
• 
II. 
WHERE LOVE IS, THERE GOD I S ALSO. 
CAST 
1MRTNI N, THE COBBLER ---------THE OLD SNOW SHOVELLER 
V l'TIDA , HI S NEPHEW A11D ------ THE WOUAN Al\fD HEH BABY 
APPRENTICE 
AN OLD FRIE}ill ------------- THE OLD APPLE WOMilit 
THRE~ ROYS I'ERHTG COMPAI([)NS-~;- A NAUGHTY BOY 
SCENEHY 
ACT I. Interiom of a RussiEm peasant's hut. 
ACT II. Same a s Act I, the following day. 
SYNOPSIS 
144. 
11 WHERE LOVE I S , THER GOD I S ALSO 11 is from the s tory by Tolstoy . 
The old cobbler is sorely g rieve d over t he death o'f his son., he 
feel s thatlife is no t worth living . But he re ads his Bible t o his 
little nephew cmd lives a ccordi ng t o i t s tea ch ings un t il he rea lizes 
tha t"'Where Love Is, There God is Also'! 
COMMENT 
Thi s is a fine play for chu r ch school or s e ttlement production but 
not f or public schools. It is more suitable for young people than 
for children . 
III :_' . 
THE HAP J!Y MAN 
( A Greek Le g end) 
CAST 
A KI NG 
F IVE DOC TO}-~S 
T\V O SOI..S I~RS 
A RICH MAN 
SCE1TERY 
ACT I. A room in the King 's Palace. 
AC 'r II. THE same, ~ a ·y.ear l ater . 
Sl'1WPSIS 
14~. 
A POOR MAN 
TWO MEN 1NRO GROAN 
A BEGGJL~ 
The King t hinks he is ill so he calla in five doctors., They tell 
him he is not ill but unhappy. This infuriates him a t f irst but he 
fi nally decides t o take their advice. He is t o wa lk in the sho es of 
a happy ma n for one day . They find a beggar who is a happy man but he 
has no shoes., . so the king m.ust learn to be happy in his own way. 
COMMENT 
I do not reco~nend this play even though it isbuil t upon a g ood 
theme. It lacks dra matic and literary value. 
148. 
I V. 
A SPAR><: :N'EGLE C i'ED BURNS T:lllil HOUSE 
( A Russian Le gend) 
CAST. 
GAURILO, A PEASANT ROS TOF, HIS S ON 
TATI A, HI S WI FE I'HE JUDGE 
PE T'{A , HI S SON THE CONS T (~..BLE 
SO VIA , HIS DAUGHTER 7Hi1: CLERK 
I V AN , HI S 1ill i GHB OR AN OLD ViOMAN 
I VA:NOVNA , I VAl'J 1 S V/IFE SEVEHAL MEN 
NATASHA ~ HIS D JJGHTERS 
MARYA. ~ 
UNCLE F ROL 
SCE1TEHY 
ACT I. Interior of a Russi a n Hut. 
Act II. The court room. 
ACT.III. A road ne a r Iva n's ho use. 
SYNOPSIS 
A s er i es of quarre ls be twee n Iva n a ndhis neighbor, Gaurilo, lead 
to 
them t o know thatlive with God is t he only way to live. 
COMNIENT 
I d o not consider tni s a suitable play for chi l Qren. The message is 
there but it is ne a rly c obered uver by ~uarrels and troubles • . It has 
dramat ic quali t i e s bu t l a cks li tera ry value. 
KING TOFERT 
A M:O:NK 
SEVERAL PE AS ANTS 
A CHILD 
A PAGE 
FIVE BEGGARS 
THE P RI NCE 
v. 
KING ROBEHT OF S ICILY 
CAS T 
SCENI·.RY 
THE PRINCESS 
SEVERAL CHILDREN 
P OPE URBANES 
147 . 
UALMOND , KI NG OF ALLEI~T.AI.NE 
TWO SOLDIERS 
COUR~IERS 
LADIES 
The Throne-Room of the Palace. 
COMMENT 
"King Robert of Sicily" is a. dramatization from the Poem by Longfel-
low. It l a.e.ks both dramatic and li terary v a lue. 
YUSS01TF 
I BRAHIM 
- YUSS"O:NF 
CAST 
WOMEN 
.· . _ S CE~-r:ERY 
A 'l'Tln"!D PJ,TT 
MESSENGER 
SCE11E I. 'fhe Desert Sands. tate sunset. 
" 
II. Same --- Early sunrise . 
COMMENT 
This li tt ly play is from the p oem _ by Low·ell. Like the preceding 
play i t is no t ·wor thy of produc t ion. 
' 
VII. 
THE LIFE BEYOND 
HONOF.ED F ROG THE GRUB WHO DOUBTS 
THE OLDES .. GRUB " II II HOPES 
THE TRUSTING 11 THE TORTOISE 
II HT~lJTISI TIVE GRUB THE TADPOLE 
TI-IE GRUB WHO SCOFFS 
SCENERY 
The ste.ge should be dicided to represent (lower stE~.ge) be aneath tae 
e a rth a nd (upper s t a ge) the s'!!lrface of the earth. 
Comment 
"THE LIFE BEY01ID" isfrom the story by Mrs. Gatty. It is a s t ory of 
life a s the grubs see • .J.. l ..... It is of no educational v a lue. 
, 4,0. 
VIII. 
THE RING OF THE l,.[AGIC J:lOWER 
FAIRY LEGE1TD) 
CAST 
KING OF ELFL..A.lrD HI S GRANDCHILD . 
HAWK l ROBI N HIS SONS 
J AY 
THE THIEF 
THE PRINCESS OF F AIRYLAND 
HIS FOOL MARIGOLD 
HIS Jm~LLER HEA 7HERBELLE 
HOl\TEY DEV/ HER MAIDS 
ONE GR ~HREE :.ISE MEN BUTTER CD~ 
THE BEGGAR 
SCENERY 
AC T I. THe ~alace or garden 
AC T II. Scene I • . Thehi ghway 
n II. The court of the Princess 
11 III. The King~ s Palace 
ABT III, The King's g2rdem . 
COMMENT 
" THE RING OF NLAG IC POWER" is adaptedfrom a legend by Lessing . It 
deye l ops the ve.luesof t he magic power that lies wi thin a loving heart . 
The theme a nd literary qualities are g ood but it l acks dramatic value. 
PLAYS FOR CHILDREN 
"PLAYS FOR CHILDPH:N", by Caroline Wasson Thom51s on, was published 
by the Pen publishing Company, Philadelphia in 1922. There is no 
royalty required for performance. T'ne plays a re written in French 
a nd English. 
CONTENTS 
I • BEAUTY Alm THE BEAST Page ,~~ 
LA BELLE ET LA BETE 
II. BLLJEBEAPJ) tl l~i'i 
BA!'BE BLEUE 
III. CINCERELLA 
" 
1~4 
CElillRILLON 
IV. LI T'rLE RED RIDI NG HOOD II lF~ 
v. Tiffi THREE BEANS II 1~6 
L:RS TROI S OUR.f-~ 
COMMENTS 
These plays are splend i d drcmat iza t ions of four such well know 
f a iry tales that"it is needless t o g ive a synopsis of them. I recom-
mend t his a s the pest productions of these s t ories t o be found anyv~1ere 
.Detailed d irec t ions as to scenery and costumes a re gi:ven. Both the 
dre,matic a nd literary qualities are good. 
J .c:;2. 
I. 
BEAU TY AHD THE BEAS T 
• CAST 
Beauty 
The Beast, the King 
The merchant 
The good Fairy 
The two sisters 
The three Brothers 
The Spirits 
SeEl\1ERY 
Scene I. The Beast} s Garden. 
Scene II. Before the Merchant's House. 
Scene III, 1V, V, VI. The Beast's garden. 
SCElJE PLUT. 
II. 
BLUE . BEARD 
BLUEBEA..B.D 
WJ.RS • 13L1JEBEARD , HI S WIFE , 
THE LADY O:F' RANK , HER MO 'r:HER 
A1TNE , HER SISTER 
THE ' DFAG OON , HER BROTHER 
THE :ful1JSKETEii:R , Ff..ER BROTHER 
THE NOBLEMAN 
THE HONE ST MAN 
'I'HE WI VES OF BLUEBEARD . 
SCENE RY 
BLUEBEARD 'S DRAWING- ROOM . 
SCENE PLOT 
..._______ ___ _ 
• 
SCENE 
" 
" 
It 
• 
III. 
CINDERELLA 
CI:NDERELLA 
THE S 'l'EPMO THER 
CHARLOTTE 
THE KING 
THE PAGE 
I. CINDERELLA'S 
II. SAME 
III. THE PRINCE'S 
IV. CENDE RELLA' S 
SCE~""ERY 
KITCHEN 
BALLRO OM 
KI TCHEN 
SCENES I, II, A}ID IV. 
THE GODMOTHER· ~ ' 
JAVOTTE 
THE PRINCE 
THE Q.UEEN 
LOHDS , IA DIES , MI CE , LIZARDS, 
Al-i'D 0 THERS 
\ 
IV. 
RED RIDI NG HOOD 
• CAST 
RED RIDI NG HO OD 
THE WOLF 
THE MOTHER 
THE GRANDMOTHER 
TI-IE WOODSMAN 
TrtE NYMPHS OF THE WOODS 
SCE:NERY 
Sce ne I. Kear Red Riding Hood's Home 
" II. In the Woods 
" III. I n the Gra ndmothe r 's house. 
S CENES I AND II. 
l 
• 
v. 
THE 'I'HREE BEARS 
•• BIG BEAR 
MIDDLE SIZED BEAR 
LI TTLE BEAR 
GOLD ILOCKS 
S.CENERY 
In the Bear's house 
PLOT OF SCENE 
--------- ---~,~~~=r,------- ---­
~·~ltow 
•• 
1~7. 
P.~LGA AND THF "lHI'TF PEACOCK 
Helga ard U 1 e '.Vhi te .J.~eacock, a play in three ac te, by Cornelia 
~·'e i p: s, -pub l ished by tbe Macrnillan Company, New York, 1928. 
Cast 
Helga The Spider Woman, t,he grand -
Olaf, ber brother mother of all the Trolls. 
The Wee t Wind 
~he ~ roll Uother The Gray Goose 
The Peacock 
Scener~ 
Act I The riouse cf the Trolls. 
Act II A Forest . 
Act III The ~ouse 0f' the Trolls. 
Synopsis 
The Old Spider Woman, p:ra.ndmother of all the Trolls, keeps 
t hem all i~priaoned ec that no Troll ~ill know anythinp: of t~e 
outs in e world . They work all the time, weavinp. beautiful coa.te 
for the birds. H~l~a is a child of tbe world who has been 
s tolen by the Trolls. The Gray Goose tells her of Olaf, a 
boy who is searching for his lost sister, and she realizes 
that he is her brother. After a long and very difficult trip, ,-, t 
Olaf finally arrives and rescues his sister • 
Comrrent 
"Help-a and the '.~;hi te 1-'eacock" is a play for children of 
several different apes; it appeals to the very younp: c~ildren 
as well as younP-' people. It . is a play of great lyric charm and 
• 
1~8 . 
dramati ;_~ quality . I recornmed.n it :for a school that haa a drama-
tic circle COT!!posed of members from .the second to the seventh 
r rades. It offers a splendid opportun ity for ch..qracter vork . 
I t is also a good selection for a theatre which puts on perfor -
~ances f or children • 
HAPPLAND:t·S FAIRY GROTTO PLAYS 
11 Ha. p-pyland' s Fa iry Grot to Plays", hy Emii·ie Blackmore Stapp 
an d Eleanor Cameron, was published by Houghton , ~~ifflin Co, N~n~ 
York and Boston in 1922 . No royalty is r eauired for the perfor-
mance of either of the ae pl aya. 
Contents 
Page 
T THE TADPOLR SCHOOL Spetember Play 160 ..L 
II TH F LOS T FI REWOOD October Play 161 
I I I THE LITTLE CRA:l LADY November Play 162 
IV THE HOLL!. V.rREATH Vecemher Play J 8~ 
v MOLL I ' S NF. 1.~ YEAR PARTY January 1 ·34 
VI l"R .. FFBRUAR¥ THAW February Play 16"' 
Comment 
This group of holiday plays i s of very l i ttle va l ue . 
The themes are ~ood and t~e plays can be used to ~ood advanta~e 
at holiday parties. 
I. THE TADPOLE SCHOOL 
Peter Do0bin 
1-rof. Bullfrog 
Cast 
Qu~en o~ the Water Lilies 
Ki~~ of the Tadpoles 
Jelf, the dappv Tribe Love Elf 
Tadpoles 
Wate~ Lily ~airies. 
Scenery 
On the bank of the water lily pond. 
Synopsis 
100. 
PAter runs away from school to go fishing but the fish will 
not bite. He learns that the fish, tadpoles, and waterlilies have 
school too, but they do nor run away. 
Comment 
"The Tadpole School" can he dramatized in class where the 
teacher feels some of the children are not attending as re~ularlya 
as they should. I do not recommend it for any other type of' 
pr oduc ti o-r.. 
I I. THE LAST FIREWOOD 
Jelf, the Love Flf 
John Mcrr-an 
Jacl'. Boward 
Jan;es 'Vh i te 
Jean Smith 
~1! i dow ~.furphy 
'Ni tch 
Cast 
Scenery: The happy forest. 
Synopsis 
Three Bla.ck Cats 
A Corn Elf' 
A IVhea t Elf 
Sunbeams 
Autumn Leaves 
Miss Sumac 
Grap maidens. 
.r our b oys are aided by the Witch in plaml ing a Hallo;ve'en 
trick on Widow :··:urphy. The Love Elf appears just in tir;e to 
chan~e the±r evil deed into a kind one. 
Corrrnent 
"The Last Firewood" is a very good nlay to be dramati~ed 
in class on Hallow·e'en Day. The theme is ,S!ood, but it is not 
worthy of a careful production. 
lED. 
III. THE LI !TL~ GAY LADY 
Elizabeth Ann 
Hr. Moon Man 
Litt l e Gra y Lady 
Bad Dream 
J elf , the Love Elf 
Bottle of ~H lk 
Cast 
L oaf of Bread 
Turkey 
Pink Rose 
Cranberries 
Star Fairlea 
Sc ene ry: Elizabeth Ann's bedroom. 
Synopsis 
Elizab e t h A_nn disc overs throuph a very bad dream h O\'l muc h 
un hanpineas a erose little girl can cause. Jelf, t he Love Elf, 
Shows h er the way t o happiness. 
Comment 
" ':!:'he Li tlle Gray Lady" is a very p;ood bed-time s t or y. I 
d o not recorn~end it as a play. 
J 62. 
, 
IV. Tht<' HOLLY '·'!HEATH 
Mother Rabbit 
Four Little Rabbits 
Baby Rabbit 
Jelr, the tove Elf 
Cast 
The Candle Sisters 
Mr. Pop-Corn Boys 
Miss Cranberry 
The Cranberry Maidens 
Annabelle and Adrienne, twine Gleam 
Give Tinsel Fairies 
The Gray Meesenp:er Santa Claus 
Swift Jumping Jack 
Fi~ Tree Jack-in-a-box 
Christmas Candle Miss Mistletoe 
Miss Holly 
Scenery: The Happy Forest. 
Synopsis 
16~. 
Jel f , the Love Elf, makes a very sad little family very hapr.y 
cb Christmas day. 
Comment 
I do not recommend this play for dramatization or ~reduction . 
The theme is the whole play, so it is or more va1ue to tell it. 
as a story tha n to attemt)t to produce it. 
, 
V. MOLLY'S NEW YEAR'S PARTY 
Molly 
fl rs. Bemis 
Jelf 
Calendar Boy 
The .N ew Year 
Six Whi!'lee 
'!Tip-ht Sni c k ers 
Miss Valentine 
Si>r Hearts 
Sain~ Patrick's Day 
Tbree Shamrock Boy~ 
April Fool 
F vur ?.ranl:s 
Miss Easter 
'L"iC Lily Maids 
Cast 
~ecoration Day 
Flower 'Maids 
Mise Fourth of July 
Tad rJole Boys 
Flag Bearers 
Vacation Days 
Three Fairlee 
·~va ter Spri tee 
School Children 
Fruit Maiden 
Mr. F.~llowe'en 
'I-no Jack-0'-Lanterns 
Two Black 0atc 
Witch 
Ghost 
Mr. Thanksgiving 
._. 
Scenery: The sittin~ room of the Bemis Eome. 
Synopsis 
Mrs. Bemis throws some Fairy Fuel on the fire and a 1~ew 
Year Par ty is enacted on the ~e~rth. Jelf, the Lov~ Elf, brings 
all tbe joys of t h e c omin l! year t o make Molly ha.-ppy. 
Comment 
" ' ! 11 t :r~ y ' p t " . ~ o y s ~ ew ear s _ar y 1 s the best play of t his group. It 
ia of enough e~~ca t ional value for a school produc t ion. Part of 
J$4. 
I 
VI. MR FEBRU/'..£:1 THAW 
ivlike 
Shivers 
l.~ r. February 'Iha11 
Ic.ic les 
GeorFe Washin~ton 
Ma~tha ~a ehin~ton 
Abraham Lincoln 
.::.a i n t Valentine 
FJ1:1("' Fairies 
Cupids 
J·elf 
Cast 
Scenery: Ge.rrst room occupied by Mike abd Shivers. 
SynopsiA 
Mike and Shivers, two street urchins, quarrel. Jelf, the 
Love Elf' , surn'~ons Lincoln, George and Martha Washington,. a.nd 
Sai n t 17alentine to help him teach the boys the lesson they need . 
Corrment 
The play is written in ve~se, but lacks dramatic value. 
I de not recommend it for dra"atization or for play -production. 
MOLLY 'S NE'~! YEAR 'S PAHTY cont. 
it is written in verse and song and dance can be added to make 
a larger production . 
FIVE PLAYS AND FIVE PANTOMIMES 166. 
" Five Plays and Five l"antomirnee", by Sidney Baldwin, waR nublished 
by the Penn Publiahin~ · co., Philadelphia, in 1922. There is 
no royalty required· for performance . 
Contents 
Plays Page 
I T!IF CHJU rT!v!AS SPIRIT 1~7 
II CHRIS'I'MAS FVF 188 
I I I MARJORIE 'S GARDE'r-T 
IV }ttQTUER NATURE 'S TRUMPETBR 170 
V 'IHF ENCEANTED GATE 171 
Pantomimes 
I THP: CHRISTMAS ELVES 172 
II THF INDIAN CAMP 17?i 
III 'THE SPIRIT OF THT.: FROST 
IV THF. QU FST OF THF '11UTTERFLY 174 
V TP.E GHOWTH OF THE FLOWEHS 174 
Comment 
This book, as a whole, is of no value educationally. It 
me r ely furnishes littl e plays and pantomimes that will give 
~leasu~e tc the children. 
I . Tiffi CHRISTMAS SPIRIT 
Cast 
1'he C'tristroas Angel First Shepherd 
Spirit of' t :he Fir Second Shepherd 
Spirit of the Elm Mare a 
Snirit of the Beech First Ifise 1,lan 
Spirit of' t. he Maple Second V'iise nran 
Spirit c'f ths ~·1 ountain Third Wise Man 
Spi ri t of the Stream Attendants 
Villagers 
Scenery 
i:'relude : A field, bordered by trees , The three shepherd~ lie 
asleep . 
SceYJe I: SaJTle as nrelude . Shepherds a\vake . 
Prelude Second: The i nterior cf a house or barn. 
Synopsis 
A shor t story of the birth of the Christ Chi ld . • 
Comment 
167. 
"The Ctris+~as Spirit" is a very good short play for school 
production. It will ~ive the children the true Christmas spirit . 
The play is of' p.:reater literary than dramat ic worth . Music 
classe s can furnish the music . 
• 
II. 
Christmas Tree 
Ch!'istmas Ange l 
Cotton 
Tinsel 
Mistletoe 
" 1 .t1o l y 
Ch..ri s tmas hells 
Cornucopia 
ih~.rs hl't'a 11 ows 
Cnocolate Creams 
Fop-corn 
Cran'herries 
Frost Fairies 
Candy Cnaes 
Christmas Candles 
CHRISTMAS EVE 
Cast 
Boy 
Girl 
Girl 
Girl 
Boy 
Boy 
Boy 
Girl 
Four srrall boys 
Four hoy~ same size 
Eight small ~irls 
Eight small boys or 
Eight small f:irls 
Six boys 
Six boys 
~cenery: At room on Christmas Eve . 
Synopeie 
188. 
girls 
All the deco!'at.ion for the Christmas talk and dance tf'J;r.et.he-r. 
::- -~ .. _~ .., 
Each one tells ~hat he thinks of' his position and how t he children 
treat him . The play closes with a dance by all the c:taractere. 
C o rrrn e trlb 
''Christne s Eve" is a play that will f'u!'nish entertainm'9nt 
but 1 t is of no edL~cational value. The dances are the center 
of interest . 
• 
III. MARJORIE'S GARDEN 
MaP.jorie 
The Fairy 
Sun 
Rain 
ii es t itf i nd 
;_ out h ·nnd 
Clovds 
Flowers 
Scenery: a a~rden . 
Cast 
Girl ten years of 
Girl of twelve or 
Boy of . ten 
Boy of ten 
Boy of' ten 
Girl of ten 
Girls of seven 
Girls from seven 
Synopsis 
age 
fourteen 
to nine . 
'l' he sun i s determined to burn all of Marjorie's flowers up. 
J.$.he and the Fairy try to prevent it, but they are pO\verleee until 
Rain corres and drives the Sun away . 
Cemment 
" -: . ~ar jorie' s Garden" is a simple 1 it t l e flc''!!Ar play, but 1 s 
not of enou,rrh value to nroduce as a play . It may be dramatized 
ir• class. 
• 
IV. MOTHET; NATURE'S TRUMPETER 1'7'0. 
Cast 
-
!)affodil Girl ten or twelve years of a~e, good dancer 
~un 
Rain 
::;cod El vee 
1liolete 
Sweet .t"eas 
Ap ple 1-:lossoms 
A larger girl 
Girl or boy nine or ten 
Girl or boy nine or ten 
a numher of boys nine to twelve 
Girls from ten to twelve 
Girls from ten to twelve 
Girls from ten to twelve 
Scenery: Under the forests in early Spring. 
Synopsie 
Mother Nature calls the Flowers and Wood Elves to life and 
t rey respond with joyful dances. 
Comment 
"1-!T other !\ature's Trumpeter" is a very pretty little Play for 
a dancinP" olaes. 
• 
V. THE ENCHANTED GATE 
Prince Thardof 
The King, h is father 
'l'he El f King 
Holdurr: ) 
( Elves 
J....ola ) 
J.~notaire, a noble 
Frop-
The Princess 
F irst Nob l e 
Scenery: . A lane. 
Synopsis 
171. 
The Prince rescues the Pri nceas, ·,o;h o has strayed int.o El:'-
land and is beinf! held prisoner by the Elves. 
Comment 
''The Enchan ted Ga t ett is a short fairy play tha t children 
will enjoy producing. It do not recommedn it for school produc-
tion, but it may be dramatized at parties. 
I. THE CHRISTMAS ELVES 
Boy ) 
( eiF:,ht to ten 
GirJ) 
if: other 
Santa 
SandTT1an 
Elves 
Scenery: A nursery. 
:Ucor 
Bed 
Table 
Cast 
Fireplace 
~. • l 
Tree 
( ' . 
uynopBJ.S 
Older girl 
·"": .. 
Older 'boy 
Soldiers) 
( seven to 11ine 
Girls ) 
Older boy, seven to ni~e 
Dolls 
Door 
Bed 
Table 
h. real ~urse:r-y scene on Christmas Eve '• Mother quiets the 
children and leaves the room. After the sandman comes, the 
Chris t. rna s Elves h8.Ye a dane e all around the room. 
Comment 
This pantomime is a mere skeleton to be filled out. It is 
of nc cla ss room value, but may be used at a Christmas Eve 
party. 
, 
' 
II . THE HWIAN CAMP 
Cast 
Monotona, the daughter of' t }·e Chief. 
~ ~noba, t he Chief 
The Run ner 
Indian Yen 
~ ce ne ry: An Indian Camp. 
Synorsis and Co~ment 
J7~. 
1" picture of Indian camp life. It shows the custorr_e r·f the 
Indians ar!d may be given in the history class afiber a study of 
the Indians. 
<Tack Frost. 
Sum~er 
Auturrn 
III"~ TH:':: SPJ:RIT OF THE FROST 
Cast 
, ... c ~. 
Elves 
Daisies 
.d.oeee 
.- ,· ·' s Goldenrods 
Scenery: A~garden . 
Synopsis and Comment 
Jack Frost drlivee all of the flowers back to their seasons. 
I d o no t recom~end this for school use, since it is chiefly 
dancing, yet it would not serve as a danci np: clasa program. 
' 
• 
IV. TEE QUEST OF THE BUTTERFLY 
riaot 
Big But terfl y 
~e ccnd Butterfly 
Twelve to lwentyFcur Fairies 
T;;el ve to Twenty-Four 'ilood El vee 
'I' 1. Jelve to 'l.,;elJt,-Four Butterflies 
Sc enery: A flower garden. 
Synopsis and Comment 
One large butterfly becomes s epa rated from h e :c f-:l 'onp . S~e 
rr oe n abou t in the garden among the fairies and wood elves until 
one of her own kind cornea and rids her . Ir is a ei~ple panto-
rr.ime, but net of enou~rh value to be produced in school . 
V. THE GROWTH OF THE FLOWERS 
Cast 
1'we lve to Twenty \Vood Elves Eaet Wind 
A Th ird aa Many Flowers as Elves West ~ind 
.A.s Many Flo1 .. ver Fairies as Flowers South Wind 
Sun North Wind 
Rain 
Scenery: A clear apace cut-of-doors . 
Synopsis and Co~~ent 
A pantomime of the Frowth of flowers from the eeed to the 
blossom. It may be used after the study of flowers , since it 
could be f!iven in the class room with lit t le costiunein and 
and preparation • 
TF.N MINUTES BY THE CLOCK 
"Ten Minut~a by the Clock" was written by Alice c. D. Ri le y , 
c opyri r-:hted. b:pc1 pub l ished by Ge or·ge E. :) orB~n Company, New York 
City . Permissions for performance mus+ . be obtained from the 
authcr, 1822 Sheridan Road, Evanston, [llinoi s . FgrforFance 
roy a l t Jr is two dollars ( ~2 . 0 0) for each performance of these 
p l ays . "The Blue Prince~ was a Drama League Prize Play, s o 
requires no royalty for production. ?ublished in 192~. 
Contents 
I TF'N MTNUTES BY THE CLOCK 
II THF POET'S ','/ELL 
III 1'U!'l PIPFR AND THE PIG 
IV THE BLUF. PRINCE 
Comment 
'Ihis lit t l e group of four playa is recomm 8nded by the 
Jur:; ior De,artment of the Drama League both for tta dramatic 
a nd llterary auelitiea. Each play is worthy of school pro-
duc t ion, for aach one is ofan educational, as wellas an 
enterteininf, nature. 
177 
I. TEN MI NUTES Bi THE CLOCK 176. 
Cast 
The .King Pompom, the butler 
Tne Queen Bitter-Bat ter , the cook 
The Cueen ' s Pa ge Dux) 
( lacl{e ys to the Ki ng 
The Gypsy Dox ) 
n·he Housemaid 
Sc<?.n"-'ry: Tbe breakfast room of the Kin P:: and Queen . 
Time : A eu~~~r's morning . 
Synopsis 
The l:leautiful words of Gypsy's s ong cause the Q.ueen to rebe l 
against custom and long :for freedom. She shocks the Ki11 ~. by 
askinr: t l1at he r egg be boiled tenm instead of three , minutes . 
S!-1o leaves the room and starts on her eear-:-.h for frc:edorn. In 
t h e esci teme nt +hat follows, the egg is a llow8d t o boi l ten min-
utes . The Kinp eats it and likes it so WAll that h e decide~ 
that. lnereaft er the ep:,p.s must. l)e boiled ten :rr i nutes. The Cue en 
returns tired , hun~ry, and unhappy, from her search and de-
c id es that she j_s not courageous enoup-h to be fre e . 
CoiT'.ment 
"Ten Minutes by the Clock" is a satire on fool t sh conven -
t. ions . The ant ic s cf the cook, Pompom, and Dux ar1d Dox , will 
please all children. I recommend it where a jolly ~bo- time 
is the object of the play. 
II. THE POET'S WELL 
Poet 
Princ ess 
Phyllis 
Peter 
Court ~l agician 
The Princess's garden. 
Cast 
Scenery 
Synopsis 
Handmaidens to the Princess 
Page to the Princese 
Musicians to the Princes s 
Footmen 
Flo'Ner-Ballet. 
17'7. 
'Ihe Pcet loses the beautiful rhyme that he was compoeinp; for 
the 0ueen in tl:e bottomless \Vell. Phyllie goes do'lln the we ll 
t o find it and is followed b y her faithful lover, Peter. 'J'hey 
cli~b u~ from t he well, restore the rhyme, and everyone is 
bap p y once rr.ore . 
Comment 
"The i ;oet'a Well" is a romantic play that will reach the 
hearts of a l l children. It is a testing time, showi~g that love 
is the greatest of all gifts. k-' summer camp •vould furnish a n ideal 
place for product i on, however, it may be given in school. 
III. TOM PIPEH AND THE PIG 17A. 
The Fiper • -· r ·: Par.e:, ,to the Ki.ng 
Tom Piper, hie son 
Dame Flinders 
Polly B'linders 
Old King Cole 
The Knave of Hearts 
r:::·r e Que en 
Pe p:e t. o t he Queen 
Ladies to the O.ueen 
Guards to the King 
Pipe Bearers, Bowl Bear er, 
and Fiddlers 'I'hree . 
Heralds to the Kin~ 
The Peddler 
Mother Gooee 
Old ·.~oman in the Shoe and Children 
Be-Peep , Simple Simon, Dr . Foeter 
Miss Muffet, rlary Contrary, 
Mother .i:iubhard, Tommy Tucker, 
Maiden-all-forlorn, and Man-
all-tattered-and-Torn, Peter 
Pumpkin eater, Mrs. Peter Pump -
kin eater, Jack and Jill, and 
other Mother Gooee characters. 
The May Day Children, -- groups of f lowers, as: Daffodils, Snow 
Dr or-s , Johnny-Jumn-U:p3 , Tulips, Hyacinthe , Narcissus, Arbut us, 
Anemone , etc . 
Scener:t, 
Acts I and II: The entrance courtyard before the cottar:es of 
Darre Flinders and the Piper . 
Synopsis 
To~ Fiper is accused of stealing the Flinders' pig. There 
are two pigs that a~e very much alike, so the mystery re auires 
Nether Goose, King Cole, The Queen, the Knave of Hearts, and others 
to unra.,rel it. In the end, the peddlar , the rea l culprit, ies 
brcu~rt to justice. 
Corrment 
All children love a mystery, especially if there are char-
acters from Fairyland in it. "Tow Pipe r and The Pig" is a very 
pood play for school ~reduction. 
179. 
lAO . 
IV . TBF. BLUE PRINCE 
Cast 
Billy, af t erwards The Blue Prince Courage ( 
) 
Princess Hose · . :· :·~ d:Inself'ia hnesa( 
. ) At t endant Fa ys 
Ka ty, a ~aid Gaiety ( 
) 
Jarres, a footman Lau.~hter ( 
) 
Necessit y, an old witch Many faye, ~nornes, etc . may b e 
used. 
Scenery 
Fro l o~ue and ~pilogue: before drop curtain. 
J\ct.e I and II: I r terior of the hut of' the old witch, Necessity . 
Synopsis 
The Sandman cowes alon~ while Bil l y is readin~ the story of' 
'The Blue Prince, and queer things be gi n to happen. With the 
hE:> l p cf fays an d fairies, Billy rescues Princess Rose from a 
wt ich 'e den. Many thrilling incidents occur. 
Comment 
"The Blue Prince" is a very good fairy story. It is a 
thrillin~ account of adventure in Fairyland, which carries 
wi t.r it. a real mes s a p::e of' courap:e and bravery. It may be c or -
r~lated with art and mus i c. 
Health Plays 181 • 
. I THE LITTLE VEGETABLE MEN 
" The Little Vegetable ~!~!' by Eleanor Glendower Griffith was 
published by the Child Health Organization of America , Penn 
Terminal Building, 370 Seventh Avenue, Ne w York City in 1P2?i . 
The three other plays of thie eeries -- " 'The Mar::i c Oat Fie ld", ; . ,,~ 
"The ~ onderful Window", and "The House the Children Built" --
were dramat ized from "Cho Cho and the Health Fairy~· . There 
is no royalty on either of the~e play~. 
Fairy Heal th 
Cho Cho 
ua t ch 
Mr . Onion 
Mr. Carrot 
Caet 
Time: A moonli~ht ni~ht . 
Scenery 
Act I Scene I A vege table ~arden 
II The same ~arden . 
Act II Scene I A flower garden 
Mr. Beet 
Mr. Bean 
Vegetables 
Flowers 
Neighbor Apple Tree 
• 
Synopsis and Comment 
'l'he vetretab les explaine what. they are doinp; to help the 
Good Peal th i•'airy to keep all the children well. The '!Vi tch 
182 . 
s teale the onion from the p::arden, but Cho Cho and the Health Fairy 
brinr hi m back. A fine play for a prop;rarn for Good Heal th Week. 
I f Good Health 1.'leek is not obeerved, t he play c ould b~ ~i ven 
in connection with hyP-;iene or food stndy. 
Boy 
Oho Cho 
Flcwors 
THE WONDERFUL '!!I NDO'.¥ 
r. 
Three Little Maide 
Scenerl 
Witch 
Farmer' e ':life 
Violet 
Cleanliness 
Let I ; dingy room . 
II A country doorstep or kitchen ~arden . 
Synopsis or Comment 
Oho Cho eeee, throu~h the Wonderful Window a little boy who 
Jivee in a dark, dingy, room, with only buns and black coffee 
for food. He chanRee these conditione in a very pleaein~ wasy. 
• :r ia litt le play is especially valuable in connect ion with person-
al hygiene. 
• 
THF. MAGIC OAT FIELD 
Fairy Health 
Persian Cat 
Cli o Cho 
Caet 
Six Children 
Scenery: The ~airy'e Garden. 
Synopeie and Comment 
Play Elf 
Witch 
School Child 
18:-; • 
A short fairy play emphaiei7in~ the value of cereals in the 
diet.. Like the other health playe, 1 t ie of educat. ional value 
and should be ueed in connection with the school health progra~. 
• 
CROSSINGS 
"Grc,ssinr-s", by "Halter l.J8 La Mare, ·.vith rrusic by c. Arm -
strcnr Gibbs, i.'fas published October 198?i by Alfred A. Knopf, 
New f ork City • 
Oaet 
.:Jr. Charles Ja~es Wildersham, Mr. Bridge, the Butcher 
father of Sarah, or Sallie Mrs. Bridge, his wife 
J84. 
Frances, or France Jemima Brid~e , his daughter 
.tint hony, or Tony Mr. Honeyman, t r re Baker 
and Ann. Mrs . Honeyman, his wife 
Vies ARatha ? ildersham, his sister Emily Honeyman, his dauFhter 
l ev . Jere~y We lcome, a friend 
Miss Julia Welcome, h is sister 
Jos ephine, their n~ece 
Lady Minch of the Hall, Great 
Cr0ssinps 
1~rs. Marshall, the cook 
~r. J osiah Widfe, the cabman 
Groupe of Fairies 
Scenerz 
The Candlestick Maker, of 
Nowhere 
Three BeQ'p:arrnen 
The Ghost 
Jap:ga, dog one 
Jugp:a, dop; two 
The Queen of the Fairies 
Act I The Drawing Room, Bays\lfater: 5 p.m. December 7th. 
Ac t II The Parlor, Crossin~s: 
Act III The Ki tche~ Crossin~s: 
Act IV The Garden, Crossinp:s: 
Act V The Parlor, Crosain~s: 
Synopsis 
10: 3 0 p.m. December 10th. 
11~ a.m. December 2,st. 
4 P• m. December 2ard. 
Christmas Eve. 
j '•. c"t~ ,l·~. ~~ •. :ru_l f'al"r·~r si· ·-·· o n ~ -~ - h 1 
· ~~ r l '. • ·OL ./ .£ ' !0ifJ 1 Cnl:::' Very Un appy it+,le 
• 
motherless children f'il'1ally found real horne life. 
Comment 
"Crossings" requires skilled character work, elaborate 
settin~s, and a large cast. Its theme is a very p:ood one, 
stressinP; the ;:;reat value of love and happiness in the world . 
I recom'Tlend it for children theatre producti o'1 , but not for 
sch0ol production . ~It is of' the highest dramatic and literary 
val U P.. 'It·€' ri3vel (')p'f!lent of the characters shows remarkable 
dramatic skill. Such qualities ulace it in t.he rank of our 
heat professional plays for children. 
• 
LITTL~ ROBIN STAY-BEHIND 
''Little .n obi n Stay-Behind", by Katherine Lee Ba tea, was 
copyri>rhted 1923 by the National Board of the Young 'Nomen ' s 
Christian Associations of the Uni ted States of America . The 
book is publia:hed by The Women's 1-'ress , 600 Lexington Ave . , 
New Yrok Cit y. If an admission fee is charged , there ia a 
pro<luct.ion royalty of fine dollars for each -play . Royaltie s 
~ust be sent to Mise Katherine Lee Bates, 70 Curve Street, 
'\·'lelles l ey, Mass . 
Contents 
I LITTLE ROBIN STAY- BFHIND 
II TP.F CONSCI~N~IOUS TURK~Y 
II I THE BONBO'fiT TRFE 
IV GOOD RF SOLUTIONS 
V SAI NT VAL~NTI WF ENTRRTAINS 
VI UNDE H THE SNOW 
VII APRIL FOOL 
VIII THE QUEEN OF THE MAY 
IX ROSES 
X TH5 REFOH MED FOURTH 
XI PHII\ CE GOLDENROD 
XII MOTHER TIME' S FAMILY 
Comment 
1 913 . 
PaP"e 
187 
188 
189 
J 91 
194 
This book is a collection or playe suitable fo~ everyeeason 
of the year . Ea c h play ia written in verse and is of hi~h lite -
rary value . They are simple , ima~inative, and will etrcn~ly 
appeal to the child . 'this gr6up of plays shoul d be of particular 
interest to the teacher of Enp;lieh because of their poetic oual -
ities . It would be impossible for a child to take part in either of 
these plays without deriving literary value from it . 
• 
Robin 
Chickadee 
Junco 
Purple Finch 
I LITTLE ROBIN STAY-BEHIND 
Cast 
Nuthatch 
Hairy Woodpecker 
Blue jay 
Crow 
Scen8ry: Tbe woods in late autumn. 
Synopsis 
The birds try to tempt the Hobin to start sout"'1 early. They 
tel l him of the beautiful weather, the abundance of food, and 
the jolly company, but he is Little Robin -- 3tay-Bebind and won't 
be tempted to desert the north so early. In the end, the temp-
tation is too great for him, so he yields and goee with the other 
birds. 
Comment 
"Ltttle Robin ~tay-Behi nd " is very appropriate for early 
fall ?'reduction , soon after school opens. It. may be aorrelat.ecl 
with tbe literature, ar"i, a.!'ld "'la.ture studies. 
IT. THR CONSCIENTIOUS TURKEY 
Pasha Turk 
Tl!e Late iVorm 
Scenery: A henyard. 
Cast 
Grasshopper 
Bumblebee 
Thanksgiving 
Synopsis 
Pasha Turk is truly the Turk of the barnyard. He rules 
over all and keep The Lata '.Vorm, Grasshopper, and Bumblebee 
constantly in fear of death. They finally receive deliverance 
when 'fhankep:iving claime the Turkey. They execute a dance of' 
j oy over their deliverance. 
Coml'!'ent 
A simple ThankeP'ivinp.: play that can easily be r-:iv€1n :r.-ig:ht 
in the class r oom just before the holiday. r~e ~ o t•e 
literary value, it should be correlated with tha literatu~e 
department. Dar.cee and music may be furnished by the music class 
an(l crepe paper costumes ma de by the art department. 
188. 
• 
I I I • THE BO T'iF ON TRl!lT 
Goody ~anta Claus 
Jack Frost 
Santa Claus 
:Jor1der 
Wistful 
·seary 
Saint Nicholas 
Cast 
Babuska 
Scenery: 
Kris Krinp.:lA 
Kolyada 
The Three Star Youths 
Jule Nissen 
Knecht Clobee 
Frau Holle 
iv!oe 1 
The North oC' ole. Every green trees and ore,nches covered with 
cotton snow sparkle with diamond duet against a white back1!round. 
Synop~~ 
Good y Santa Claus is hurrying Jack Frost so that he will 
fi r. ish t.he Bonbon Tree before Santa Claus returns. She scolds 
Santa for bein.f! late, but stops scolding when he produces an 
unusual prese!'lt: two little children, Wonder , and 'flistful. 
Afl10 1~ p: the gueats who,,arrive for the evening , are St . 1Hcholaa, 
~ris Kr·in~ le, Kolyada , The Three Star Youths, Jule Niesen , Knecht 
Clobes, Frau Holle , Moel , abd Babuska . Each is introduced in an 
effe s tive way. Babuska finds Weary , a little child back cf the 
Bonbon 'Iree, and thinks it is the Christ Child. Santa tells him 
he ls wrong, but, the true spirit of the Christ Child lives in 
all little children. 'l'he play ends mith a feast :from The Bonbon 
Tree • 
Comment 
18~. 
b. g ood Christrr,as play for school prot'luction. It does not. have 
a de f initely spiritual but has a strong appeal for primary child-
• 
• 
Tl1 e Sun 
Mercur y 
Venus 
Earth 
wars 
Juni t e r . 
Sa turn 
IV. GO OD HESOLGTION'S 
Ca s t 
Uranus 
Neptune 
Cloud 
Come t 
Time 
Old year 
New year 
Scenery : A modes t representation of our solar sys tem. 
Synopsis 
The Old Year resigns in favor of The ~ ew Lear, who promises 
the be s t yea r ever had. All the characters of the solar sy s tem 
pr omise to do their best t o help t h e New . Yea;r . .. · ,- . 
Comment 
19 0 . 
'' r:ocd 1\esolut ions" is a very !2"0Cd little pl a y for the e l e men-
a t ry grades wh <?re physical geography is taup:ht. It coul d be given 
i tl the class roorr at t he regular class period on New Yea ,...' s Day. 
TE'I BONBON TREE cont. 
ren. I n school s where the Christmas tree custom is observed, 
t his does i t in a very fine way • 
• 
• 
V. SAI NT VALENTINE ENTERTAI NS 
Cast 
Ni nd Saint F·rancis of Assisi 
;,;ai n t. Val e n ti ne Saint Ursula 
3a int. Cecilia Saint Patrick 
Sai nt A~nes Saint Elizabeth of Hu ngary 
St. Juleo of Hungary 
S t . Jame s of Compostella 
Scenery: A bit of February Forest. 
Synopsis 
'Ihe ~aint. s have a short enter t ainment i n •. ,hieh '9ach one 
e xp lai n s h is p lace in this 8reat world. The e nd by declar l ng 
~t . Val entine t h e greatest, for all the world love s a lover. 
Comment 
Tn s p lay ''St. Valentine Entertains" has fine literary qual-
it i es , bu t. lacks dramatic qualities. It fails t o show the child 
t he ~reat value of l o ve. Thi s theme is only brou P:ht out at . t h e 
v ery en d cf the play. I bel:l 2ve the child would en t ire ly mi s s 
the t rue S t. Valentine spirit • 
• 
• 
Sleep 
Dr e am 
VI. UNDER THE SN'OW 
Cast 
Faith 
Scenery 
Joy 
Courap:e 
1~2. 
Scene I A hit of garden ground, jus t beneath the sno~v and earth. 
II Same as sce ne I, nearer th~ surf~ce. 
I I I Sa~e garden, above ground. 
Synopsis 
A p icture sque little play of the life of the flo wers from 
the time when they be gin to ~row down under the ground until 
t hey break forth in all their glory. 
Comment 
"Under the Snow~ is a beautiful interpretation of God's 
~ift of b Aauty. Such a play should ~ive the child a ~reater 
appr eciation cf nature and the One who makes all thtngs Possible. 
It may be correlated with art, music, and na t ure s~uny • 
• 
Apri l Fool 
Mother Mischie f 
VII. APRIL FOOL 
Cast 
Lady April 
Scenery 
Giant Glum 
Kinp: Grab 
Scene I The ed~e of an Enchanted Forest. 
II Deep i n the Enchanted Forest. 
III The further side of the Encr..anted Forest. 
Synopsis 
Aprlil Fool is sent forth to seek his fortune. He encounters 
many strange adventures in the Enchanted Forest. ''.'here he. finds 
lone l iness and unhappiness, he l eaves happi ness. He even manage s 
to have Gian t Glum and Mother Mischief marry . 
Comment 
A ver y ~ood play for an April Foolts Party. It emphasizes 
the va l ue of happi ness in life. It brings out in a t'l t riki np.: way 
t l:.at a lau~ring heart wil l never break • 
• 
• 
VIII. TiiE QUEEN OF THE MAY 
Fairies from Arden 
Oberon 
Titania 
Puck 
Pease blossom 
Cohweb 
r'roth 
Mustardeeed 
Mab 
Ferns8~<i 
Cnst 
F'ol k From the Fairy Hills 
Sir, the Master of Wa tere 
Angus, the eve~ young. 
Conula of the Fiery Hair 
Niam 
Naeve 
Scenery: A Sher wood forest between April and May. 
Synopsis 
The Fairies dispute over who is to be the ruler of Fairyland. 
Maeve from the Fairy Hille yields the throne to Mab of Arden. 
Comment 
A short May Day play of fine literary value. It may be 
,O' i ven i ,~, the school yard or on the playground by one class 
on Ms.y Day. I would not make it a school production, because 
of it s lack of dramatic quality, but would just give one class 
peri ou t c it . 
• 
IX. ROSES 
Cast: Speaking Characters 
Countess of Cloud-Castle 
Lady Rosam ond 
3 ir Lionel 
Herald 
White Rose Minstrel 
Pink Rose Minstrel 
Red Rose Minstrel 
beanery : The Court of Love in a Rose Garde~. 
Synopsis 
The pathetic love story of Sir Li onel, w~o could no t plead 
his case ~efore the Court of Love. The court requ i ren all pleas 
in rhyme, so Lionel employs the minstrels to plead his case. 
Comment 
"Roses i s a very picturesque a nd humorous play to be ~iven 
at a party in a rose garden. I would no t recommend i t for sch ool 
production. 
• 
1~6. 
X. THE REFORMED FOURTH 
Cast 
Columbia Uncle Sam 
Fourtl1 of July John Bull 
Yanke e Doodle Liherty 
Ame;lrican Soldier 
' Scenery 
A typical Fourth of July scene. Old Glory occupie~ the place of 
' hon-or and a large map of the United States in in the background. 
ColuFbis is arran~ing the platform for the speaker. 
Synopsis 
A g ood explanation of themeaning of the Fourth. Uncle Sa~ 
explains in a fine way each star and stripe to John Bull, 
Yankee Doodle, and Columbia. 
Comment 
"The Refor~ed Fourth" is a fine patriotic play. I t may be 
correlated ~ith history and given by the cla~s just after studying 
this phase of history. It may also be given to advantage at 
a ny Fourth of July ?arty or celebration. 
• 
XI. PRINCE GOLDENROD 
Prince Goldenrod 
Yellow-top 
Sil verrod 
Genera lissimo 
Cast 
Sally ~uccory 
Sin~=~:ers 
Aunt Mullen 
Black Eyed Susan 
Taney 
Sunflower 
Princess Gentian and her Gentian maidens. 
Lady As t er and her Ast ~r maidens. 
Ha rebe l l Chimes. 
Dancers 
Ye llow Butterflies Blue Butterflies. 
~cenery: The yellow room of Prince Goldenrod. 
Synopsis 
A b eautiful review and story of the importance of the fall 
flo :1ers. 
ComHie'Prt 
Pri.nce Goldenrod ia a play that ·,Ifill create a dee~er interest 
in nature. The children will receive a better underetandin~ 
of t h e b e auties of the world throu~h such playa. It may be 
d rarr a tized in class when the children first 'begin brinp-ing 
goldenrod to school. 
• 
XII. MOTHER TIME 'S FAMILY 
rl::otrer Time 
The ~r-ider 
'.ri nter 
Autumn 
S ce~e ry: A cave. 
Cast 
Synopsis 
Sprin~ 
Summer 
Sunshine 
Rain 
A beaut iful review of the seasons by 1lother Time. 
Comment 
"Not b er Time's Family" is a play that furnishes a splendid 
opportunity fo~ teachin~ the child the b e auties of eac~ season 
of t ~e year. It may be correlated with art and nature stu~y . 
It has fi ne literary qualities, out lacks drarng,tic quality. 
• 
ACTIO I{ POEMS AND PLAYS FOH CHILDREU 
by Nora Archibald Smith, published 
by the Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New Xork, and copyrighted 1.923. 
No royalty is required. 
Contencta 
I • Children of the Mayflower; Historical Tableau. 
Page 
201 
II. Bluebeard in Verse; A Tra~edy for Pantomime or Shadow-Picture. 20~ 
III. Briar Rose; A Fairy Story in Four Tableaux. 204 
IV. Jack and the Beanstalk; retold in verse. 2n~ 
v. What. happ~.Ded to the Tarte: a drama in the Heart Dynasty. 2l!o 
VI. The Ginat's $hoe; Tbree tableaux. 206 
..____ 
VII. The Laundry Maid's Revenge; Three tableaux. 
VIII.Little Jack Horner; a tra gic Christmas tale. 209 
I X. School-Bell Fever; a comedy. 211 
x. Tom Goes to London; a cat tale. 212 
xr. Mary ~s Magic~ an old story retold in verse. 213 
XII. A Visit from St. Nicholas; Pantomime. 214 
XIII.The Three Little Kittens; action poem. 214 
XIV. The Babes in the Wood; Pantomime variation s on the old 2H3 
theme 
XV. The Muffets and the Spider; a drama in Four tableaux 2Hl 
Comment 
These are true action poems and should not be called playa. 
I recommend then:. for dramatization rather than for production. 
They are delightful for brief entertainment when there is no 
tl~e for the learning of parts. The story in each one is given 
• 
by a reader, who may be provided with a manuecrint. They re-
ouire little time since the performers have only to prepare 
the ir costumes and rehearse their poses for the t.ableaux. 
They !"ay be dramatized in class without scenery or costume • 
:.-;no . 
Reader 
Prudence 
Love 
Rel!1e rnber 
I. CHILDREN OF THE "MAYFLOWER ". 
Cast. 
John Alden 
Myles Standish 
Other Pi l~rim Children 
Dutch Children 
Elder Brewster 
Pilgrim Men and ·Nomen 
Samoaet 
Other Indians 
Indian Lad Indian Mother and Papoose 
Scenery 
Tableau I . Puritan children in Scrooby garden . 
II . Du t ch and .Pilcrrirn children playing . 
III. Embarkations of the Pil~rim s. 
I V. OOceanus Hopkins in t h e "Mayflower" cabin. 
v. Landin~ fr cm the Shallop . 
VI. Fi r st New England Washing Day . 
VII. First Meeting in Plymouth . 
v i i i . Meetin~ with Samoeet . 
IX. Fi nding the Ma yflower. 
~even of the scenes are out-of-doors, but if given in-doors , 
evergreen t rees may be used effectively. The same setting can 
Comment 
A short, but pleaein~, dramatization, o~ the history of' the 
r ilp:rims a nd their e t.rup:glee for religious :f'reedom. It empbaeizee 
the part tha t the children played in this phase of history and, 
consequently, is of special interest to children in the 
~radea where this history is studied. 
• 
II. BLUEBEARD IN VERSE 
The Reader of the Play 
Fatima 
Two Brothers 
Cast 
Scenery 
Scene I -- A Turkish interior. 
Scene II ~- Same 
Sc ene III -- Same. 
Synopsis 
Sister Anne 
Blue beard 
Servanta and Followers 
Fa ti r:1a, a beautit"ul Turki ah girl, marries Blue beard. Soon 
after the honeymoon, he is called away. He gives Batima. his 
keys and tells her that she may go in every room but one in 
the palace. Fatima and her sister Anne explore the palace, 
and i' atima insists on goinP-' into the forbidden room. She is 
horrified to see Bluebeard'e incredible number of wives all 
han~ing to the wall. She drops the kep in blood and cannot 
remove the stains. True to hie promiee, Bluebeard sends for 
th e headsman, but the brothers arrive just in time to save 
her and behead Blubeard. Fatima :fell heir to ol1 Bluebeard.'s 
esta tes. She rewards her brothers -.vith p:reat wealth and power. 
Comment 
'l'l1is story brinF:a out the cost of disobedience and may be 
read in class where such a lesson is needed. I shoul d not e YEm 
r 8corr-mend dra!'!"atizing it, because of the elP.I!'!ent of fear that 
enters in 
• 
Reader 
Kinr 
Queen 
The Princess 
The Prince 
III. BRIAR ROSE 
Cast 
Scenery 
Wicked Fairy 
Tw-"" lv~ Fairies 
Courtiers 
Att.endante 
Children 
Part I Tableau I The Christening 
II II The Fatal Spindle 
III III The Magic Sleep 
IV IV The Awakening 
v. The Wadding (if desired). 
Synopsis 
Great is the rejoicing when the little princess is born. 
The Kin!=': and Queen summon all their subjects to t he c:hristen i rp::. 
An univited guest, tt e evil fairy, appears and nredic t s t hat 
t he little r rincess shall die by thrusting a spindle into her 
~an~ on her fifteent h borthday. The ~ood fairy tells her it 
shall not he, that the Frir.:cess shall only sleep a century. 
The evil ra:iry eneters the Princes s 's room and, while the little 
Fr·incess is examining her spinninf! wheel, thrusts the poisoned 
spi ndle in :her hand. She and all the household sleep for a 
century. Then the Prince cornea and awakens her and claims her 
as .his bride. 
• 
Jack 
:t ot t er 
Fa ther 
Fa rme r 
Sce ne I 
Scene I I 
Scene I I I 
Ec ene IV . 
IV. JACK AND THF BEANSTALK. 
I nt erior 
I n terior 
Sa.Jrle as 
Sam e as 
Cast 
Scener;t 
of' Jack's 
Giant 
Gian tess 
Header 
Servants 
cottage. 
cf' the Giant's castle . 
Scene II . 
scene I I . 
Comment 
'I'he or ip: ine.l fairy s t ory retold for pantomime or s hadow 
pic t ure. 
• 
, 
V. WHAT HAPPPNED TO THE TARTS 
Cast 
Kinp- Greatheart 
Queen Sweetheart 
Knave Blackheart 
Reac.er 
Ladie s . ar1d Gentlemen i n Waiting Courtier s and Servants 
Scenery 
Tableau I Que en Sweetheart making the t a rts . 
II Knave Blackheart etealin8 the tarts . 
I I I The interrupted supper . 
JV . The thief diecov&red . 
V . The Knave before the Queen. 
Synopsis 
The fairy tale in read and presented in five tableaux . 
VI . TEE GIANT"';S SHOE 
Cast 
M: other Goose The TNi d mv 
Children 
S,cener;'l 
Tableau I The illidoe a.nd Her Brood 
II The Widow Defying the Giant . 
III The Widow Serving Strawberry Whips . 
Synopsis 
206. 
An old tale, amplified a.nd c orrected '.lfi th three tableaux. 
A. reader in Motr·er Gooee costume steps in f:nont of the curtain 
and .P"i vee the story in verse. Arter each section , tl:e curtain 
• 
• 
rises and the tableau is shown. lt is the story of the Gie.nt 
wbo replaces the Widow's horne, whic.b he has destroyed with 
his shoe. The shoes make a convenient home and the widmv and 
children live happily ever after • 
= 
VII. THE LAUNDRY-!~ AID ' S REVENGE 
C~st 
M ot !:e~ Goose, (the reader) . 
Kin~ Nobody - - Queen Nonesuch, M~id No-One, of Castle Noneeense 
in the Kingdom of Nowhere. 
BJackbird. 
Ba r de. 
Ccurtiers, in variety . 
Scenery 
Tableau I ) 
( A room of the palace. 
II ) 
III Royal Dining Room. 
Synopsis 
An old fairy tale read in verse, eac~ section followed by 
a tableau. 
VIII. l:ITTLF. JACK HORNER 
Cast 
John HoJTier, Sr. 
Dame l-IoJTier 
John Homer, Jr . 
Dr. {the reader) . 
Tableau 
Jack 's playmates and relatives. 
I 
Scenery 
The Homer Famil§J 
II Jack, lecturing his parents. 
III The Homers Pleading with their child. 
209 . 
Little Jack Horner has a teacher well versed i n moder11 hy-
piene. He strives hard to live according to her rules. He lec-
tures his IPOt her and father on the values of proper food hab its 
a r -d the great dangers from rich foods . Christmas draws near 
and Jack lectures far and wide until the bakers ' trade shrinks 
to nothing . But Jack yields, he decides t o eat all the plume and, 
if he rHee , he wi ll have shielded others . 
• 
• 
Comment 
May be dramati z ed in correlation with hy~iene. It empha-
~ .. A 
sizes the value of good 1 habits • 
210. 
IX. SCHOOL BELL FEVER 
Mother 
Chilrl, virl or boy 
Cast 
Scene:' y 
Doc tor 
Dennis 
Scer.e I -- An ordinary room wi trl tablet chairs, aDd sofa • 
8c 8r.e II --Same . 
S}'!nopeie 
A~anda is suddenly stricken with a severe pain nearly every 
mor ning when she bears the school bell ring. He.r mother decides 
that she cannot continue so she calls the doctor. He diagnoses 
the case as school bell fevert or Febris Tintinnebuli Scholas -
tica. ~~en the doctor attempts to give Amanda a soup ladle of 
black medicine, she recovers and rus hes off to schoc.l. 
Comment 
" bcho ol Bell Fever" may be dramatized very a~propriately 
in the early Spring months. It is not of great enou~h value 
to produce as a play, but a dramatization may encou~ap:e more 
roV.ular attendance. 
• 
• 
X. TOM '• GOES TO LONDON 
Granny Garle.nd 
Garland Grandau~hters 
Queen 
Court At.tJendants 
Cast 
;:;cenery 
Ushers 
Lazy Tom, afterward Sir 1'homae 
Cat or Mt . Catten 
Yihi t e kit ten 
Mouee 
Scene I Granny Garland 's Livin~ Room. 
II Same. 
III Sarre room made rnagni:ftcent. 
IV Same as scene I. 
Synopsis 
21 8 . 
A cat tale with musical accompaniment.. GrA.nny Ga.rland accusee 
Tom of beinp: lazyJ oo he tells her that. he will trc tc London on 
root tc visit the Queen . Tom gains an audiP-nce with the Queen 
and kills a mouse that is annoyin~ her. The Q.ueen ie delirrhted 
and ~ives Tom the necklace from her neck and con~ere upon hiM 
the title , Sir Thomas Cat of Mount Catten. Granny and tre Gar-
land ~randdau~hters welcome Sir Torn upon his return and give 
him the White Kitten for his bride. 
Comment 
"Torn Goes to London" ie of little value, fo~ it must be cos-
turned to be effective. Children old enough to learn the parts 
would not appreciate this type of play. It may be dra.1"!"ati!:ed in 
the Pri r-:a.ry Department . 
Reader 
XI. MARY'S MAGIC 
Cast 
Flower 'aidens. 
c ucenery 
Scene I A flower ~arden 
II Same. 
III Same. 
1ahleau I Mistress mary 
II The Flower Maidens . 
Mistress Mary 
III The Dance of the Flowers. 
Synopsis 
An old tale re-told. Mistress Mary, quite contrary, beholds 
her flowers assemble and dance in the garden. 
ColJlment 
"Mary's 1.1agic" may be given as a short entertainrr.ent by the 
dancing class in correlation with the art class. It is w·ritten 
in verse. 
214. 
Tableau III Death of the Snider~ 
Tahleau IV March of Victory. 
Scene: On any yard. 
Synopsis and comment 
Six verses followed by four tableaux ~ive the · story of ho·.v 
~ iss Muffet's brothers killed the spider that frightened her 
away from her "curds and whey" . Good only for draJTlatization 
a.t a party. 
X'II. A VISIT FROM SAINT NICHOLAS 
Cast 
Reader St. Nicholas 
Daughter 
Three Sleepin~ Children 
Scenery 
Scene : An old-time .l~ew Enpland bedroom . 
Comment 
Pantomime a rranged f or "A Visit From St. Nicholas" ny Clement 
.... 
l..i • Lloore • It is extremely s hort and of little value as a play . 
~ay be dramatized as a school entertainment. 
XIII. THREB LIT'TLF. KIT'T'?NS 
Cast. 
Reader Rat (unseen) 
Hotb?r Cat Three Kittens 
• 
• 
Scenery 
Scene I A room eiT!lply fur nished. 
Scer.e II Sarra roow, table covered ready for meal. 
Scene I II Same room, as in scene II • 
Sc ene IV. Same as scene I . 
Comment 
An action pcern based on a classic by ae unkn own aut hor. The 
story may appeal to children, but it is hardly worthy of drarna-
t i ?-e ticn or r roductior:: • 
XIV. THE BABES IN THE WOOD 
Cast 
The St ory- te ller Children 
Th e Two Bahes The Two Robins (two small children) 
Mother 
Scener~ 
Prolorue Ordinary room. 
Sc ene I Same . 
c uc en e II A forest scene. 
( ' 
.:.c ene III Same as II. 
Scene IV Same wood. 
Synopsis and Comment 
"A diminutive pantomime in five diminutive ace~es, with a 
diminutive reci t ation as prologue." Two lit t le children are 
stol en away and left in the woods. They fall asleep and two 
rohine ttuerd them and subsequently lead them safely hoT!le to 
their mot~er . Splendid for short dramatization. 
xv. THE MUFFETS AND THE SPIDER 
Cast 
lil ies Muf'fet Reader 
.u•a :::.t er !v'.uffet Sitars 
• Spider Brothers 
Scener;y: 
Tableau I Miss Muff et and the Spider . 
Tableau II 'I he Combat . 
"THREE TO MAKE READY" 
• 
"Three to Make Ready.. is a group of three p lays 
• by Louise Ayres Garnett, published by Geor,ge H. Doran Com-
pany Kew York in 1q2~ . The grou-p is composed of ''Hilltop", 
c cyr.:ryri~hted 1920; " The Pi .sr. Pri nce" 1921, and " ~luffine" copy-
• 
ri ght ] 0 22 , all three are classed under the Drama Lea~e 
• 
Junior Play Ser ies. 
~erformance royalty is five ( ~ 5.00) dollars for 
each performance. Permission for production must be obtained 
:f'rom the author, Louise Ayres Garnett, 1826 Judson A~renue, 
Evanston, lll inois. Any infringement of the rip; hta reserved 
above will be prosecuted in accordance with the penalties 
provided by the u. s. Statutes, Sec. 1966. 
Contents. 
Pa~e 
I. Hilltop _<! 
In one act with incidental son~s and dances. 8 J8 
II. The Pig Prince 
' In two acts and a frolic. 
II I. Muffins 
In three scenes with character themes in music. 22 ~ 
2] 7 . 
• 
• 
• 
Pe t e r 
His Mothe r 
His Father 
The Traveler 
Myrra 
~he Ol d Gen tleman 
Amaris 
Damon 
H I L L T 0 P 
Cast 
Scene 
There is a thatched cot.ta~e at the left, and at the riF!ht 
bushes and trees with an unseen pool in their midst. A rude 
t able and bench, a large book r esting against the bench are 
in f'ron t of' the cott a ge . A coil of' rope hanp:s from a peg 
beside the door. A stump7 is a little f'orward at the right 
of' the cottage. Birds are singing. 
Time 
Rarly morning, the sun just rising. 
• 
Synopsis 
Peter lives with his mother and -father on the ~Hilltoprt. 
The black sickness taken his little sisters and bnoth.ere away 
in one week, so there is only Peter left to ma~<e his father and 
mother happy. J.' other and father work in town all day eo Pe ter 
stays at home, does the house work, attends the st-ock, 
reads the Book of Never End and is at the door to welcome hie 
parents when they co~e home tired from their day's work. 
Peter is like other little boys. He is often dissa t isfied 
and lonp-s to _go out into the world and see how other chi.ldren 
live. One morning as he is feeding the birds, a traveler comes 
alon~ and asks for food. 
Peter and the traveler talk while the traveler eats his 
breakfast. Peter tells him that he lon~e to go out into the 
world in search of the four-leaf clover. He believed that he 
w~2.0 finds it becomes the possessor of industry, laughter, 
courage, and trust-..,orthiness, and t.o possess these is to hold 
t he key to the world and the secret of life .. 
The Traveler ,Q"ivee Peter a pair of silver s hoes and tells 
him t o ~o out into the world if his heart bids hi~ to but to 
return by sunset. Peter is delighted as he stoops to put on the 
s hoes he bears singing full of sadness ~nd delays hie task 
to listen. 
Myrra, a sea maiden, over whom a net has been cast, comes 
in She tells Peter that the net has been cast upon her by an 
earth-person and an earth-person must free her. The silver 
shoes f orgotten, Peter begins to unknot the net. As he works , 
Myrra tells him her story. 
Aga in Peter stoops to put on hie shoes and a sour-lookin~ 
little old ' gentleman appears. Peter talks to him kindly, but 
he is cross and unfriendly. Peter asks him if he ever smiled and, 
af'ter thinking a long time, he said that be had but his face 
froze in a frown so that he could not laugh now. Then Peter 
gees tc work to cheer him up and teach him ho•.• to emile. 
Once more Peter stoops to put on the silver shoes, ~hen he 
hears a scream. A little girl, .Amaris, rushes in screaming f'or 
him to come help eave her little brother Damon. The Little 
Bro-.vn Men of the glen are going to burn him bec~uee he teased 
t hem. Peter goes to the Never-End Book for advice. Following 
the advice of the book to be fearless, he and Amaris ~o and 
conauer t he Little Brown Men and f'ree DaTUon. 
Peter l eaves them and rushee to the Hilltop f'or hie 
shoes. He hears the cow, birds, an d chickens, and thinks 
tney need food. As he goes to feed them, he sees that the 
sun is r apidly goinf" down and realizes that the Traveler will 
soon come for hie shoes. The Traveler comes and Pe ter returns 
his shoes sayinr. that he ha s not left the Hill~op but has had 
a good time• 
The Traveler and Peter's friends who have returned, Myrra, 
the little old man, Amaris, and Damon all talk together and 
Peter realizes that he hae found hie four-lea.f clover on his 
Hilltop. He has been ae busy as a bee, as merry ae a l Brk , as 
brave as a lion, and as faithful as the do~. 
Comment. 
Hilltop is an idealistic play, that will deli~ht both 
children and ~rown-up children. The part of Peter requires a 
great amount of memory work, but it will not be di::i'icult for 
it is a ch~racter any boy will enjoy living. It will re pay 
c arerul production. 
2 2J • 
• 
II. THE PI G P R I N 0 E 
Cast 
The King 
The Queen 
Ronald, the Prince (10 yra.) 
Upright, the tutor 
Sharlie, the aewin~ maid 
Beryl, a nap.:e 
Oaliban 
Mrs. Grundy ) 
( 
Mamroy Brietleback) 
( Berkahirea 
What Am ) 
( 
Old Slobberjaws ) 
Summertime . 
Time 
---
Place 
Any place where there are kin~a. 
Scene 
Pygmalion ) 
( 
Symphoni ) Poland Chinas 
( 
Lord Bacon) 
Barnyard Pshaw) 
( 
Geraldine ) 
( 
Mme. de Sta~l ) 
Gmeletta) 
Duroca 
( Cheater Whi tes 
Marcelle) 
Baby Pigs, or Hamlets (the num-
ber or pi~s may be reduced to 
suit the producer. 
Act I -- The Royal Garden and the Royal Model Pi~ Sty. 
Act II -- Scene and hour .are the same, but it is a month later. 
222 . 
Synopsis 
Ronald~ the Prince, is ten years old to-day. The King 
and Wueen • his mother and father, are to dine 1ti th him for the 
first time • . Roriald's training has been left to his tutor, 
Upright, for his royal parents are too busy to oversee hie 
education. 
The king is ~reatlr interested in pi~e and hie Royal 
Model Pip: Sty is known all over th-9 country. ':\'hen t.h~ Kinp: and 
Oueen enter the room, t.hey fin1 Ronald cra',flin~ on th9 floor 
licki '1f up sugar that has been spilled • l'lhen corrected, he tells 
them that he is saving money for the kingdom and demands hi s 
birthday presents. He is dissatisfied wi.th his presents and 
his ~eal, and is very rude to his mother and father. 
During the meal he balances his knife on his nose, gob-
bles his food, talks with his mouth ful and does many other 
th i ngs that a little boy should not do. Vhen h l a birthday cake 
appears, he is so greedy and rude that the king tells him that 
he has the manners of a pig. 
Ronald responds that he would like to eat with the ni~s 
if he could be left in peace. This so anp:ers the kinp: that he 
puts Ronald in the pip.: sty and tells him he shall ea t every 
Meal with the pigs until his manners improve. Ronald kicks 
and yells, but it does no good. He is left to finish his 
meal with the pigs. 
Comment 
one of our good types of educational plays. It g ives 
the cl-: ild a new realization of the e:f:fect of his actions 
f uponothers. Culture, re:finement, cleanliness, and obedience 
are brought out in euc..l-1 a way that it will never be forp::otten. 
III. M U F ~IN S <)<)t::: •. •...J • 
Cast 
The Muffin Man Jack 
• 
Master Goody Jill 
Audience The Old 'Ieman of the Shoe 
Bo-Peep Her Twenty-four Chicks 
Humpty-Dumpty Mother Hubbard 
The Prince Simple Simon 
The Queen of Hearts Torn 
Prue Plurnpling Goosey Gamder 
!H ss Muffet The Bell Ringer 
Dame Sprat The Piper 
Master Sprat Customers. 
Sonny Sprat 
Scene 
'T'hs Muffin Shop. 
Time 
SU!!lmer. 
• 
Synopsis 
"Muffins" is more properly cal~ed a ~ood time than a play. 
The Audi~nce is invited to go with Master Goody to the Muffin 
Shop, but he is warned not to expect too MUch. He is not to 
expect ~lots and Bi~ Words and Fine Speeches, but just a good 
time. Master Goody takes the Audience (a boy) to the Muffin 
Shop and introduces him to the Muffin Man, who serves t.he most 
wonderful muffins in the world for a penny. 
There are many customers in the little shop: So-Peep, 
Humpty-Dumpty, The Prine, The Q.ueen of Hearts, Prue PlumplinJt, 
Hiss Muffet, Dame Sprat, Sonny Sprat, Jack, Jill, The Ola Woman 
of the Shoe, Her TwAnty-~our Chicks, Mother Hubbard, Simple 
Siroon, Tom, Goosey Gander, and others. They all have a happy 
time to~ether. It is a brief review of the fairy stories t~~t 
dali~ht childhood. 
Comment 
"Muffins". is a very unusual and deli r.:htful play. It could 
be produced inexpensively, yet very effectively, by children 
of the second and third grades. 
T R E F A I R Y F 0 U R L E A F 
"The Fairy Four Leaf", a group of four fairy plays 
were ~ritten by Carols Bell. They were ori~inally produced 
in Au~ust 1q22, by ChUl~s Cove Camp and copyrighted 1923. 
Permissions for perrormancee must be obtained from the author, 
in care of The 47 Workshop, Harvard Colle~e, Ca~br!dp,~~ Mass. 
The playe were published by Brentano' s, New York, H~~~. 
Content 
Pap.:e 
I • The Fairy Four Leaf. 228 
II. Fa i~~ Y Tale Wood. 2~0 
III. The Pageant of Ch'iiru1's Cove. 2~1 
IV. The Land of the Glad Heart. 233 
Comment 
"The Fairy Four Leaf" is a very ~ood ~roup of fairy plays. 
9.27 . 
They are all beautiful out-door productions, so are beet suited 
for summer camps. They may be correlated with the ~usic and 
dancin~ classes • I would not at tempt to put ei t her of the 
plays on in-doors, for the beautiful atmosphere of nature 
could not be successfully reproduced# I have not commented on 
each ~lay b e cause they lack ethical and dramatic value so are 
good only for beauty and. amusement. 
I. THF FAIRY FOUR LEAF. 
Cast 
v ~edina, a iittle girl. Cockle. 
Fiddlede~dee, a rairy, die- Rosedream • 
,zuieed first as an old lady. Moonbeam . 
'!'winklabit. 
Gayleaf. 
Fleet wing. 
Hum. 
Buzz. 
Chuckle. 
Thistledown. 
Merrysong. 
Silverstart . 
Scene I • In 
II. In 
III. The 
IV. The 
Scenes. 
the strange, dark, 
the. magic circle. 
Shado·~. 
Little-owlets. 
Hoppy-froge. 
Dragonflies. 
The Great Night Moth. 
The Bat. 
Dancers cf the Mist . 
Miguiel , King of the Gypsies. 
The Gypsy Band. 
wood. 
same when the eyes can see. 
gypsy encampment. 
Synopsis 
Tendinia. is out in the woods searching for the four-leaf 
clover, the key to the Magic Circle, the Fa iry Ring. She meets 
the old woman of the woods, who is a fairy in disguise. She tells 
Tedinia that she must cure her of her blindness if she is to 
see the rnapic circle, so she ~ivee her the charm. and leaves her. 
Tediniaofinds the clover, lies down on a toad stool to 
rest and the fairies dance around. The charm ie complete, 
for when she awakes, she sees the.t she is in the MaF:iC Circle. 
She is introduced to all the fairies who dance for her unt:tl 
she realizes that it. is p;etting late. Aunt Jane has warned 
he~ of the gypsies, eo she must hurry home before dark. But 
she goes to sleep again. 
Mip.;uiel, a gypsy, finds her sleepinp. on the toadstool and 
takes her to the gypsy camp where she has a happy time. She 
learns '. that all gypsies are not thieves but are good to 11 t-
tile :-girls, for Miguiel takes her home to her Aunt Jane. 
II. FAIRY TALE 100DS. 
Ce.et 
----
Myself (and I), a little girl 
Red Rid tng Hood 
Jack, the Giant Killer 
The Seven Dwarfs 
Cinderella 
Jack. 
Jill 
Hansel 
Scener;t 
Scene I "Once upon a time ••• " 
Gretel 
The Seven Swans 
Prince Charming 
Happy lioure 
Little Fears 
The Lovely Persons 
Good Fairies 
Witches 
Scene II "And they lived happily ever af'tert" 
Scene I shows the heart f!f the woods, there are tall trees 
to the rip:ht and left, a.nd the forest trees 'in the "background. 
The moonlip.ht brings out heavy shadows. 
Scene II same as scene I. 
Synopsis 
Myself (and I), a little girl , goes to visit the Fairy Tale 
Woods. She meets all the favorite characters of Fairyland, but 
is unhappy to find that they are dissatisfied. They lonf?' to be 
different and not live accordin.P: tc the traditional fairy tales • 
.M yself sug;:·ests t.ha t they change places with each other, so they 
strike. ~The Lovely Person" hears their stories and decides thet 
tl:ey shall ha.ve their· change, so they live happily ever after . 
• 
III. THE PAGEA!x"'T OF CHUNNS COVE. 
Note: "The title may be changed so that it would be suitable to 
any camp, thus -- "The Pageant of' Aloha" or "The Pageant of' Mys-
tic". For the camp colore-- blue and gold-- ethers may be sub-
stituted. Local wild flowers may also be substituted in place 
c:f crchids, larkspur, and blue be llf'lowere. In the bep::innin p.- of 
scene III the age of' the camp must be changed." -
- -
Cast 
Teeny Cricket 
'Iiny Sad-~lad April Soule 
Gentle Breezes Dancers of Dixie 
'Th~ Queen Ltttle Mise Muff'ete 
Four Paf:es to the Queen Spiders 
Twinklabit Fairy Dancers 
Gayleaf FlAet Winr 
SunsetF.low The Spirit of the Carnp 
Dainty Shade and her followers The Great Moth 
Bird Note 'l'uner A Big Epider 
Woodwise A Bat 
Good News Fireflies 
Two Little Butterflies 
Scenery 
Scene I Fairy Land. 
The edge of a fairy pone. At the ril!.h.t is a larp;e 
~listcnin~ spider web, at the left a bi~, white toadstool, on 
which Teehy, a little fairy, lies asleep. 
Scene II The saT!'e as scene I. 
Synopsis 
Teeny, a little fairy, lies asleep on a white toadstool. Tiny, 
another fairy torment her until she awakens. The Queen comes and 
• 
• 
tells them that they are to share their Fairyland with a girls' 
camp. The Camp Spirit falle in love with. the Queen of Fairy-
land. The campers are fairies are delighted for now Fairyland 
will hecome their sumwer borne forever • 
·'8~ 2. 
IV. THE LAND OF THE GLAD HF ART 
Glad Heart 
Sr1owy Feather 
Red Bird 
Rainbow 
Gray Mia t 
Silver Laup:hter 
Si n.r-i nf! Water 
Murmuring Brooke 
Surshi ne 
Crims on Flower 
Tall Vine 
Cast 
Scenery: 
Scene I: An Indian Camp. 
Fl eet Foot 
Water S-oirite 
Forests ' S-piri te -
Warriore 
Snake Tonp:ue 
~he Indian Chief 
Men 
VJomen 
Cool Breezes 
The Voices of Glad Heart's 
New People. 
In an open space are wigwams, and, about a small fire, In-
dia n girls are seated weaving a nd doing bead work. At the rear 
we see the edge of a wooded lake . 
Scene II: Same as scene I, with one wigwam only, that o:f Glad 
Heart. 
Scene II I : The edge of the lake a gain. In place of Glad Heart's 
wigwam, as in s cene II, stands one o:f silver cloth, p:learn inp.: 
phan t. orr: -like in the moonli ~~ht.. 
Synopsie 
The Indian girls are busily weavinp and doinR bead work. 
Gla d Heart. talks and singe to them of the beauties of t heir land. 
Sh A a ppeals to the Spitis of the Woods and the Water Sn iri t e 
to ke ep their land beautiful :for them. An enemy tribe att.ac~e 
them and the chief kills Glad Heart, when she pleads to him 
t· or her people and her land. She becomes one of t.he Water 
Spirits, so she continues to watch over her beautiful forest. 
A REVIEW OF RECENT EDUCATIOl:i!AL SERVICE 
H~ PROVIDI1-!G PLAYS FOR C!-iiLDRFN 
I. DRAMA LFAGUF. 
2~4- . 
Tl• "'l DraJ71a Leap.:ue has done morA than any othe-r"' orP.anizat :i on 
f0~ e+irrulatin~r. th13 production of better plays for children. It 
~as establis~ed a Junior Circle, w~ich encoura~es children's dram-
atics and clubs , school, churches, and social i nstitutions . As an 
incrmtive to such p:-roups, it endeavors to secure the best plc..ys for 
production . ln order to do t his the Drama League, throu ph t~e 
Ge0rrA n. Do!"'3.n Co., :has undertaken the publication of a a Pries of 
play s for children and ycun~ people . 
The Drama League also provides a Play Co~mittee t o go over 
all the plays submitted each year and select t he prize p roduction . 
1his committee is composed of Cora Mel Patten , chairman , Vinnie 
_:\ l ice Hertz Henip.:er, of the Children's Educational Theatre; Syhil 
Jones , Chi ldren's Theatre of the Pasadena Community Pla yhouse ; ~rs. 
A. s+er--r T.3est : and Theodore B. Bickley, Adit.or of "ThA Drama". 
In addition t.o this, "'l.'he Drama" has a Junior Departmen t. in 
e a0t e~ition ~f thA ~agazine. Thrcurh this deaprt~ent on e can re-
vie w thA new rlays as they are published. 
'T'ris Union sr-:.le~ts ~la,ys and "~-as them produced by "rrh~ Child-
• ren's Pla ysrs " at the Sc huber t a nn Wilbur ThAetr ~=; s. Trey "l:\"~'"'Peent 
0nJy w~ll-chosen pmys for chi ldren . Some of thsir se lec ti ons have 
been : "The Forest aing", "Naughty Little Princess", and "The Yell ow 
Bird". The 9ur pose of these p~?rfor~ances is t o 
give good , wholesome entertainment fo r c hi ldren . 
I II . cm,;HUlHTY THEATRE EXCHANGE . 
The Cr,n·mun i ty Theatre Exc hange of the New York Drama 
League has compiled a s~lective list of pl~ys for children , 
th-3 purpos e of' rih 7.. ch is to aid dramatic directors and tea chers 
in the selection of plays for children from six to six teen years 
of ae-e . 
IV. COMMUNI TY SERVICE. 
The Com!l'lunity Se rvice, Inc. 3 ]~ Fourth Ave . New York City, 
has published a selected list of plays a~d operettas for chlldren 
t:ind young people. Pr i ce, ten cents . 
V . KANSAS U~nVE:-tSITY PLAY BURF.AU. 
Christ1~.n Science Mo-n itor, Tuesday, ~f.arch 21, J016 . 
"'ToJ) eka, Kansas. For many years little at tenti on wa8 pa i d to train-
inp: tl:e scho ol c b.j l dren in dramatic art, but t here recent l y has 
been an ailiakeninr: in Kansas. The U~ iversit.y off Kansas has es -
tablished a Play Service Bureau, to suppl y copies of good drama-
tic ·.vork to the schools of the state. In Lg 18, the bureau sup-
nlied l,ORO plays to the high schools of the state. The Bureau 
actz as a censor for plays and picks only those suitable for 
c hi ldren below college age . Many plays written by Kansas chi ldren 
are submitted t o the depar twent for criticism and a cons ider~ble 
numher have been added to the general list and ~ra being uaed.w 
• 
Three to ~ akP Ready 
A Treasury of Plays 
Heal t .h Fla ys 
FINAL RSCOMMF.N DATIONS 
( Boolm of Plays) 
TAn VjntJ t.es hy +.'t1e Clock 
Little Rohin Stay Behind 
Christmas Candles 
C h ris t~as with the Mul l igans 
Th~ Christmas Message 
The ChnrlT' 
'I'rc ':t.ar - Ohi l:l 
Page 
2J7 
101 
14() 
171:; 
,q~ 
'2;() 
70 
1~6 
1'Z() 
14r:z: 
• 
PLAfS WORTHY CF THE Mosrr- f'JliR.r.:' FUL PRODUCTIO~ 
Hil l tor 
The Little Pri nc es s 
The Silver Thr ead 
Pinkie and the Fairies 
The Toymake r of Nurembe r g 
Six ~ ~rho Pass while t h e Lent ils Boil 
VaE~ter Skylark 
Th8 Tra vell ing ~an 
The Forest Ring 
T -:-,e Bl uA Pri~ce 
Under the Snow 
The Refor~ed Four th 
Litt l e Robin St ay Behind 
Chri st~aR Ca~d les 
Christmas ~ith the Mulli gans 
A-r. l ta ' s Secret 
The Chri stmas Message 
The CharT!' 
The Sta r - Child 
2 ] :0 
1 0q 
l11'J'; 
1 11!; 
, ,~ 
JJq 
, () 1_ 
1 "~ 
108 
1Q6 
l r-l'? 
~() 
79 
" 7 
1 ~6 
• 
THE PRESENT TREND OF CEILDHEN ' S PLAYS 
I have come to the conclusion , after reviewing a ll of the 
!' l ays f'or c.hi lt'lren published during the last ten years , t:>la+ 
most of the writers are not ~eetin~ the needs of t~P ch il~ ~~ 
to -~ ay . ~here has heen a decided impr ovA~ent in recpnt yea~s , 
bu+ t ~is improvewent mus t nontinue . There is a ~ore marked 
i rrnrovAJ'T'8.,.,t in ouanti t.y than in o ue. Ji.ty . A.s t'he nurnr,Pr o~ 
w~1 tPrB innreases , thPre ~i ll be a lar~e awount of ~a terial to 
e o. lec t frN" ~, the·-~ efore , th e aua lit y wi 11 hav e t0 i mpr rwe . 
'I:he crie f cri ticisrr' that I have to offer ie +.nat t hA "lri+e"!'" 
0~ nhilrtren ' s Dlays is not consis tent . If he considers t h9 
p l ay er trit cf the chi ld , he forFets t he edtroational value ~o 
he rl 9rived fro~ i t . That is, the averar:e moder n p l ay does m"t 
g,tt,ewpt tr> educatA the chi l d throu O'h the p la y spirit . Fo r tun -
ately , this is not entirely true, a s we se e from "Li tt l e no~in 
2tay Behi n~" by fi atherine Lee Bat e s , "Three To Make RPa~y " ~y 
Loui s e Ayre s Garnett , and " Ten ~inutes by the Clock" by Al ice 
C. D . Ri lf"l y . 
'T'h~ Junior DraJ'1'la Leap:ue is ple. y i n,r;r a 1 a rp-e na rt in i mnro~T 9 -
irp· tr"" T'la ys for cht lnren . Cmr.l'T'unit-y clu~s and c!1ilClrP,..., ' ~ t~ea­
tra e are a l so aidi n~ this ~rest cause . But a f9W o~~8n 1zations 
caDn r t ~ o it a lone . We must begin in t he ho~es and th~ Achoole. 
w~P.-n tho rrot f:e re and teachers fully realize t he e·reat valuf'3 to 
be a~tained hy deve l opinp thi~ play s~irit that exists in ~~ery 
chi ld, the y ''li l l deJTla-nd better plays . The n t he ,_,.ri +.Ar 11Y'ill havFJ to 
JT1ee t this derran d and the probl em will be solved. 
• 
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